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Black Rock City, an ephemeral community emerging in the Nevada desert for nine days a year, achieves
better place attachment and interactions for its 70,000 participants than permanent landscapes in urban areas
designed to serve far larger communities. When people more readily call Burning Man ‘home’ before they
do their home, it becomes the ethical and moral responsibility of designers to understand and learn from
this disconnect. The Burning Man event will be given context and used as a precedent informed through: (1)
autoethnography of the 2017 burn explored through Randolph Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development,
the 10 Principles of Burning Man, and an adapted photovoice journal, and (2) transcribed interviews with two
prominent public consultants in Toronto, and a philosopher at the Burning Man Organization. Perceptions
surrounding the practice of community design will be challenged, valuing the capabilities of users, citing
Burning Man as catalyst.
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Figure 2. Larry Harvey (Whiting, 2018)
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“Uniquely expressive acts get transformed and elaborated into social rites, and through participation they accrue a
breadth and depth of meaning which can only be produced in a communal setting. It is the primal process by which
culture is created.” - Larry Harvey

Figure 3. Larry Harvey in mirror (Harvey, 2001)
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Burning Man: An annual temporal event where 70,000 participants transform Black Rock Desert into
Black Rock City for nine days of the year, from late August to early September. A cultural movement
guided by 10 Principles: Radical Inclusion, Gifting, Decommodification, Radical Self-Reliance, Radical
Self-Expression, Communal Effort, Civic Responsibility, Leaving No Trace, Participation, and Immediacy.
A network of individuals, communities, events and organizers sharing Burning man culture through
worldwide collaborations.

Guiding Light: Having a profound influence and inspiration on others; a successful precedent. A reference
to the significance of light, and fire, at the Burning Man event. Guiding a mosaic of human interaction.

Participatory Community Design: The practice of community design where all known stakeholders,
persons or those who advocate for non-persons, have a collaborative voice and transformative hand in
the design development and evolving futures of a project. An inclusive process of sharing and receiving
information, skills and stories, while working towards a common goal.

PROLOGUE

LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY IN TITLE

1

INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Figure 4. Methods (Author, 2018)
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Research Statement
The purpose of this thesis is to present and analyze participatory community design experienced at Burning
Man 2017: Radical Ritual, through the method of autoethnography.
Autoethnography: “an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically
analyze personal experience in order to understand cultural experience. This approach challenges
canonical ways of doing research and representing others and treats research as a political, socially-just
and socially-conscious act. A researcher uses tenets of autobiography and ethnography to do and write
autoethnography. Thus, as a method, autoethnography is both process and product.” (Ellis, Adams &
Bochner, 2011)
Ethnography: “the study and systematic recording of human cultures; also : a descriptive work produced
from such research” (Merriam-Webster, 2018)

While focusing primarily on participation in the event itself, from August 27 - September 4, 2017, preparation
leading up to and following the event will be discussed, for their formative importance. ‘The crafting of
representation’ and ‘performative extension of this representation’ (Gilvin, Roberts, Martin, p. 358-361) will be
given through adapted photovoice and a personal description of the 10 Principles of Burning Man.
The 10 Principles, explored in depth starting in Chapter 2: Radical Inclusion, Gifting, Decommodification, Radical
Self-Reliance, Radical Self-Expression, Communal Effort, Civic Responsibility, Leaving No Trace, Participation,
Immediacy (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
Perceptions will be challenged within the field of landscape architecture, where designers of shared space can
question current participatory community design methods, deriving precedential value from autonomous place
attachment and the accretion of social capital displayed in Black Rock City and through the cultural movement
of Burning Man.
Social Capital: “the value of social networks, bonding similar people and bridging between diverse
people, with norms of reciprocity (Dekker and Uslaner 2001; Uslaner 2001)” (Claridge, 2004)

Goals & Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to present an alternative approach and attitude toward user capability within
participatory design practices in landscape architecture. This will be made accessible through an immersive
autoethnographic adaptation, both visual and textual, from 2017 Burning Man to the pages of this thesis.
Interviews from prominent public consultants will provide background on current methods of collaborative
design, with analysis into the 12 Steps to Community Design by Randolph T. Hester and its application to the
Burning Man event. The 10 Principles of Burning Man will pair with an interview of a valued member of the
Burning Man Organization, exploring narratives within the community and its culture. These suggestions have
the ability to encourage greater levels of social interaction and may in part be governed by ‘build your own
experience’ design decisions, operating similarly to Temporary and Permanent Autonomous Zones.

Temporary Autonomous Zone (TAZ): coined in 1990 by Peter Lamborn Wilson, also known as Hakim
Bey, an American “a liberated area ‘of land, time or imagination’ where one can be for something, not just
against, and where new ways of being human together can be explored and experimented with. Locating
itself in the cracks and fault lines in the global grid of control and alienation, a T.A.Z. is an eruption of free
culture where life is experienced at maximum intensity. It should feel like an exceptional party where for a
brief moment our desires are made manifest and we all become the creators of the art of everyday life.”
(Jordan, n.d.) Burning Man is the most well-known example of a TAZ.
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Permanent Autonomous Zone (PAZ): “we’ve had to consider the fact that not all existing autonomous
zones are “temporary”. Some are (at least by intention) more-or-less ‘permanent’. Certain cracks in the
Babylonian Monolith appear so vacant that whole groups can move into them and settle down. Certain
theories, such as ‘Permaculture’, have been developed to deal with this situation and make the most of it.
‘Villages’, ‘communes’, ‘communities’, even ‘arcologies’ and “biospheres” (or other utopian-city forms) are
being experimented with and implemented.” (Bey, 1993)

Explorative Philosophy
Participatory community design in landscape architecture is not a new idea, appearing as public spaces
are becoming more readily available to those in urban and rural areas. The public has the ability to involve
themselves in design decisions made, to a degree. Through public consultation meetings and open houses,
people have the ability to voice their concerns and have these concerns met with open ears. Concerns can
then appear addressed in future iterative designs for parks or plazas, and users can feel some semblance of
having played a part in the evolution of their neighborhood project. While this shows progress in appealing
to public opinion, desires and needs, it fails to achieve the level of possible interaction the public could have
within projects that go on to affect their lives on a daily basis once built and open for use. A possible level of
interaction can be seen displayed by the Burning Man community, where the community itself designs and
builds the environment, overseen by the organization providing a template as the basic foundation for creative
collaboration. The idea is not that current methods are poorly executed, but that alternative approaches
to the practice of community design may result in more successful and transformative communal spaces.
Transporting Burning Man to an urban park may not be possible, but there are endless opportunities to learn
from a landscape that draws in people from around the world, in a yearly pilgrimage. It is the responsibility of
designers to question current methods used in their profession, to promote and inspire advancement within
their field. Congratulating designers on organizing public forums that result in three park layouts can feel
archaic. When willing members in a community are denied the ability to play a valuable part in enhancing the
lives of those in their neighborhood, it is a misuse of a living resource. Comparatively speaking, it is equivalent
to a town shipping in expensive bottled water when there exists a reliable water well having the ability to sustain
the community long term.
Being part of the Burning Man community has offered a far deeper understanding of the potential of working
together for the greater good, where inclusivity fosters productive landscapes that maintain themselves through
the care of their creators. Offering burners the freedom to design and manage their own space perpetuates the
freedom to explore other areas of themselves normally left suppressed.
Burner/to Burn:
“So: “to Burn” can be defined as? It comes in two parts.. First: here’s what happens. Most of our lives are
spent as agents of social control. I don’t care how non-conformist you are, it’s generally true. We spend
our days and our nights implicitly saying “no” to one another in order to keep society functioning. But then,
for some period of time… at the burn, or a regional, or just on a good night out, we stop saying “no.” We
say “Yes.” We stop acting as agents of social control and instead become agents of possibility: we create
possibilities that society does not normally allow, and then we participate in them – and open them up for
others to participate in too.
To “Burn” is to become an agent of open possibility, creating a liminal space where something amazing
can happen and anyone can join. It doesn’t matter why you do it, what you think is happening, or what
you want to get out of it. You may not even get what you expect out of it, because you’ve given up acting
as an agent of social control and have instead invited everyone to play: you created the game but it’s not
your game. It’s a gift.
(Note that many of the principles are implied here, such as Immediacy, Gifting, Radical Self-Expression,
and Radical Inclusion – but the precise meaning and exact ratio are irrelevant: what matters is that people
are doing stuff. The principles are a road map rather than an explanation or reason.)...
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... Second: Possibility is messy. But however messy the liminal space has gotten, you keep it from messing
up the world around you. You clean up after your possibility. You … say it with me now… “leave no trace.”
Again, it doesn’t matter why: whether you’re an environmentalist or a neat freak or a law-abiding citizen at
heart. What matters isn’t what you think: it’s what you do.
So, what is a Burner? It’s someone who Burns. And what is to Burn, told while standing on one foot? To
Burn is to act as an agent of possibility: creating a space where something amazing can happen, letting
anyone join, and then cleaning up after it when it’s done.
The rest is commentary.
It doesn’t matter why you do it, what it means, or what you get out of it. What matters is that you participate.”
(Magister, 2012)

The intent is for the reader to challenge their perception of integrated participatory design, in the perceived
capability of the user and their value in the formation and future of a communal design. Social influence and
learned behavior from past experience or professional practice can dictate personal belief. The user experience
can be supported by offering a viable route to organized self-governance through design, something achieved
by the Burning Man Organization.

Catalytic Storytelling through Autoethnography
Ethnography, literally the practice of ‘writing culture,’ has become a widely used methodology by cultural
researchers, qualitative analysts, oral historians, activists and artists in all corners of academic work. This
methodology demands both a public engagement with a community in the ‘field’ of study (for example, a
neighborhood, region, school, or musical group) and critical work in the process of representation. (Gilvin,
Roberts, Martin, 2012, p. 348)
This thesis aims to be self-reflexive for both myself and the reader, where becoming part of the Burning Man
community has influenced my understanding of community design, and through storytelling this thesis can
analyze and share this perspective with others. As witness through participation to the success of the Burning
Man event and its community, there is a hope that those involved in design, and those affected by design, can
rethink the culture of how design is generated.
“Social constructionism indicates a view that social properties are constructed through interactions
between people, rather than having a separate existence. Meaning does not exist in its own right; it is
constructed by human beings as they interact and engage in interpretation. Social constructionism is
also used to describe this kind of approach but usually indicates a focus on the individual rather than the
group, and is concerned with how individuals construct and make sense of their world. Constructionist
approaches are also sometimes referred to as interpretivist indicating a focus on how the social world is
interpreted by those involved in it.” (Robson, 2011, pp. 24)

Structural Synopsis - How to Read this Thesis
This thesis has four chapters, described below and mapped through a wayfinding graphic...
Chapter One: Participatory Community Design
Defining community design and participatory community design along with a briefing of traditional methods of
public participation will precede Randolph T. Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development. Each of these 12
Steps will make connections to the Burning Man event, including personal experience within the Burning Man
community. Transcribed interviews with public consultants, Jane Farrow and Nicole Swerhun will round out the
chapter with learned experience from practicing professionals.
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Chapter Two: Burning Man as Event, Culture, Network
The 10 Principles of Burning Man will be explored, both through research and autoethnography. A transcribed
interview with valued member of the Burning Man Organization, Caveat Magister, will provide a philosophical
narrative.
Chapter Three: Photovoice - A Portrait of Participation
A chronological journal of immersive personal photography from the 2017 burn, paired with descriptions of
collaborative community, illustrates the participatory culture of Burning Man.
Chapter Four: Discussion
A conversation on Black Rock City and its ability to challenge pre-conceived notions of what participatory
community design is, in academic and professional forums. Any perceived limitations within the study and
comparison will be addressed. Concluding thoughts on priorities within the field of landscape architecture, and
how do-ocracy and autonomous zones can promote creative collaboration.

Participatory Community Design
A. Definitions
B. Current Methods
C. Jane Farrow Interview
D. Nicole Swerhun Interview
E. Hester’s 12 Steps

1

C

D

E

A

B

Burning Man as Event, Culture, Network
A. 10 Principles
B. Caveat Magister Interview

2

Photovoice - A Portrait of Participation
A. Photo Journal
B. Dates & Times
C. Descriptions

3
Discussion

4

A. Attitudes and Behavior
B. Perceived Limitations
C. Final Thoughts
Figure 5. Structural Synopsis Wayfinding Graphic (Author, 2018)
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Methodology
As outlined in the graphic at the start of this introduction, methods are cyclical and inform each chapter in this
thesis. An explanation of the terms used within this diagram is as follows...
Autoethnography [Experience]

Burner Profile & Ticket App - The Burner Profile must be completed by all burners intending to get tickets for the
burn, and the Ticket App is the application for the Low-Income Ticket to be completed in mid-February before
the burn.
Prepare for the Burn - The upfront work involved in participation in the burn, such as, what camp you choose
to be involved with (if you have chosen a camp to stay in), what items you will need to survive the conditions of
the desert at the end of the summer, how you plan on getting to and leaving the playa, how you will contribute
to the community, and becoming well-versed in the 10 Principles.
Participate in 2017 Burn - Immersing yourself in the Burning Man community in Black Rock City, being mindful of
the 10 Principles, volunteering with your camp, meeting other burners and making connections, biking around
art installations, gathering on/around art cars, going to events hosted by theme camps, exploring the city at
different times of day, contributing to others experiences, learning about the culture and community and a
variety of new things on a daily basis, watching the Man burn and the Temple burn, being part of an ephemeral
city that builds ground up and disassembles just over a week later, and surviving in the Black Rock Desert.
Decompress and Reintegration - Time of reflection following the Burning Man event, which can include local
gatherings or regional events for about a month after the burn. For the purposes of this thesis, reintegration
included continuing research on Burning Man, interviewing Caveat Magister, and keeping in contact with those
met at the event. Permeating both in and out of Black Rock City requires a certain level of mental preparation
and adjustment.
Literature Review [Collect]

Cultural Movement of Burning Man, Participatory Community Design, Place Attachment & User Experience,
Works of Randolph T. Hester - Coming from a selection of books and websites, in particular the Burning Man
Organization website hosting an endless source of information for Burning Man, including the Burning Man
Journal, as a vast array of archives and articles written by academic and philosophical figures in the Burning
Man community.
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Inform - Discussed below in Key Informants.

Cross Pollinate [Analyze]

Limitations of Traditional Community Engagement - Exploring currently used methods in the realm of landscape
architecture, where the public is used in varying degrees of consultation, and how this compares to ‘build your
own experience’ as a method.
10 BM Principles & RTH’s 12 Community Design Steps - Breaking down the 10 Principles of Burning Man with
Randolph T. Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development, as used moving forward in the design discussion.
The 10 Principles of Burning Man: Radical Inclusion, Gifting, Decommodification, Radical Self-Reliance,
Radical Self-Expression, Communal Effort, Civic Responsibility, Leaving No Trace, Participation, Immediacy
(10 Principles of Burning Man, n.d.). Randolph Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development: Listening, Setting
Goals, Mapping & Inventory, Introducing the Community to Itself, Getting a Gestalt, Drawing Anticipated Activity
Settings, Idiosyncrasies Inspire Form, Developing a Conceptual Yardstick, Spectrum of Plans, Evaluating Costs
& Benefits, Transferring Responsibility, and Evaluation After Construction. (Hester, 1990, p. 25)
Build Your Own Experience/Narrative - What it means for people to be able to create their own stories within
place, through having a hand in designing that space themselves.
Hierarchies of Roles: User, Designer, Client - Reconsidering the tiered roles in collaborative design and how
funding and ownership can be restructured to realign these traditional roles. Here, the potential to transform
spaces into temporary and permanent autonomous zones, encourages people to work alongside each other,
working to balance roles.
Public Perception [Discuss]
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Design With/For Interaction - Designing ‘with’ interaction is defined here as having the public included at the
earliest design stage, through site analysis and through the physical evolution of the design. Designing ‘for’
interaction is defined here as leaving flexible voids in the design that public input would fill, thus guiding these
forged interactions. Burning Man employs both methods heavily.
Challenging Design Practice - From gathered ideas and considerations, pooling from Burning Man experience
and 10 Principles, literature and Randolph Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development, and interviews from
informants.
TAZ/PAZ & Do-ocracy - Discussing Temporary Autonomous Zones and Permanent Autonomous Zones and
their implications, as well as do-ocracy employed by the Burning Man community, and how a variation on both
could be applied to landscapes to assist civic collaboration.
“A do-ocracy (also sometimes do-opoly, which is a more obvious pun on “duopoly”) is an organizational
structure in which individuals choose roles and tasks for themselves and execute them. Responsibilities
attach to people who do the work, rather than elected or selected officials.” (DoOcracy, n.d.)

Assess Limitations - Adapting the experience of participating in Burning Man 2017 into a thesis medium as well
as having readers consider Burning Man as a viable precedent for community design outside of Black Rock
City, are both limitations that will be addressed.

Key Informants
Recognizing the value added through including others perspectives has led to the inclusion three additional
voices within Chapters One and Two. Transcripts from two interviews with prominent public consultants and
community facilitators in Toronto, Nicole Swerhun and Jane Farrow, supplement the chapter on participatory
community design as they share their personal experiences with organizing public projects. A transcribed
interview with writer, instructional designer and academic liaison at the Burning Man Organization in San
Francisco, Caveat Magister (also known as Benjamin Wachs) adds structure to the chapter on Burning Man,
offering an in depth look at the community from an internal viewpoint. At times, these interviews strike notes
that challenge beliefs I hold within this topic and pertaining to the argument of this thesis. This only serves to
strengthen the overall idea that adding voices, whether these voices carry opposing opinions or not, benefits
conversations that drive design.

Photography and Adapted Photovoice
A close adaptation of actual events has a greater opportunity to be interpreted if descriptive text is paired
with visual information. Personal photography with associated descriptions will attempt to immerse the reader
into the environment of Burning Man 2017. Despite Burning Man being an event set in a landscape of people
and art that lends itself to photography, most participants with the exception of the occasional professional
photographer, are rarely ever seen taking photos. ‘No spectators’ is mandated by the culture, where you are
encouraged to ask permission to take photos of others, and required in some cases to do so. Google Image
searches of ‘Burning Man’ would suggest otherwise, but these are photos spanning many years of burns,
primarily coming from photo shoots on playa. As someone who enjoys the art of photography, I admit it was
difficult to hold back from taking photos when everything around me (with very few exceptions) was worthy of
capturing in time. Because of this, the times I chose to take out my playa-proofed camera phone, were times
that I felt compelled to do so for myself, and not for recording moments for this thesis. With all of this in mind,
I do find myself with a small collection of photos that visually describe the Burning Man community, from a
participant perspective. For this reason, an adapted photovoice is used to form the autoethnography, in part.
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“Photovoice: a process by which people can identify, represent, and enhance their community through
a specific photographic technique. It entrusts cameras to the hands of people to enable them to act as
recorders, and potential catalysts for social action and change, in their own communities. It uses the
immediacy of the visual image and accompanying stories to furnish evidence and to promote an effective,
participatory means of sharing expertise to create healthful public policy.” (All About Photovoice, n.d.)

Adapted photovoice is used in this thesis, in a slight departure from the how it is employed as a method. Here,
photos that have been taken by myself to show experience in the collaborative landscape of Black Rock City,
which can then be used to promote change in communities outside of Burning Man. These photos document
the overall landscape of people and community, rather than up close interpersonal interactions. While up
close interpersonal candid captures would easily paint the picture of community, it would have affected these
interactions, and would have presented an experience too specific to myself, moving away from community.
There was no selective focus on the photos that are included in this document, making these images that much
more adept at communicating the experience. However, as John Berger mentions in Ways of Seeing,
“Every image embodies a way of seeing. Even a photograph. For photographs are not, as is often
assumed, a mechanical record. Every time we look at a photograph, we are aware, however slightly,
of the photographer selecting that sight from an infinity of other possible sights. This is true even in the
most casual family snapshot. The photographer’s way of seeing is reflected in his choice of subject. Yet,
although every image embodies a way of seeing, our perception or appreciation of an image depends
also upon our own way of seeing.” (Berger, 1972, p. 10)

Additionally, coming from such a personal place as autoethnography, capturing the whole is impossible, even
within my own experience. Ethnographic theorist James Clifford writes,
“[c]ultures do not hold still for their portraits. Attempts to make them do so always involve simplification and
exclusion, selection of a temporal focus, the construction of a self-other relationship, and the imposition or
negotiation of a power relationship. (Clifford and Marcus 1986, 10).” (Gilvin, Roberts, Martin, 2012, p. 360)

Immersive photos, filling portrait pages, are paired with descriptions of time and place, as well as descriptions
of camps, art installations, art cars, the Temple, the Man, and more. Many descriptions come directly from the
artists and organizers themselves, offering insight into the creative community component, where people have
a direct hand in what they see and do on playa.
Playa: “the flat-floored bottom of an undrained desert basin that becomes a shallow lake” (MerriamWebster, 2018)

Photos follow a sequential timeline, documenting the event in chronological order. The adapted photovoice
does include some personal descriptions, but leaves a lot to the interpretation of the reader, where photos may
more accurately describe the experience.
“Still photographs can capture subtleties that other methods may not record, such as the way someone
sits on a chair or leans against a column; or the way two people avoid looking at each other by adjusting
their body postures.” (Zeisel, 2006, p. 203)
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Why Burning Man and Black Rock City?
“Going to Burning Man and learning how to interact with people the way that we do here is an incredible
education in how to be effective in the world. Because you get to create your entire world. Everything is
created by you and the people around you.” (Jones, 2011, p. 12)

Burning Man exists, as an event and a cultural movement, because of a void in communities outside of Black
Rock City.
Black Rock City: “Burning Man takes place in Black Rock City, a full-fledged, thriving temporary
metropolis. Like any other city, it has essential infrastructure and community services - including city
planning, emergency, safety and sanitary infrastructure - to keep it functioning. These are primarily
volunteer-created and run services, and provide just enough structure to support the survival of this civic
organism - the rest is up to YOU.” (Black Rock City Guide, 2018)

Defining this void may different from burner to burner, but it calls 70,000 people back year after year to
participate in this 10 day event, camping in the harsh conditions of the Black Rock Desert. Whether it is freedom
of expression without fear of acceptance, an outlet to be creative beyond any imaginable limits, an escape from
the conventions of everyday life, or just the realization that something special happens here and there is no
other place like it, people from around the world call this community in the desert ‘home’. This alone, otherwise
defined as topophilia or place attachment, is enough to warrant exploration into this landscape and the people
who inhabit it.
Topophilia: “The term topophilia was coined by the geographer Yi-Fu Tuan of the University of Wisconsin
and is defined as the affective bond with one’s environment - a person’s mental, emotional, and cognitive
ties to a place.” (Heimer, 2005)
Place Attachment: “The collective attachment to place exerts the most positive influence of any
single force on the design of community. When the values embedded in place attachment are awakened
through a sensitive design process, they remind people of their common identity and shared fate. People
become more empathetic towards others, more attentive to the welfare of each other. They discover local
resources that satisfy their needs, becoming less vulnerable to consumptive fads and unhealthy statusseeking. They are fulfilled by everyday life patterns and landscapes. They become more trusting of their
native wisdom. They are more aware of their rootedness and dependence on local ecosystems and strive
to better steward their environments. They act with greater civic mindedness and live more intentionally.
They often sublimate selfish desires and petty conflicts. They seek more noble ends and attain power from
place to achieve them. The designs that result from such a process are so distinctive that they express the
essence of each community grounded in place.” (Hester, 2014, p. 191)

While Black Rock City is an ephemeral city, appearing and disappearing as the largest Leave No Trace event
in the world, its community is one of permanence. Lifelong relationships are forged and maintained long after
the event, theme camps host events throughout the year in their hometowns, and burners stay in touch counting
down the days to be reunited with their burner family each year. Even without maintaining year to year contact,
social barriers are foreign in this environment, as people develop relationships at a far faster rate than they
would in the default world, coinciding with one of the 10 Principles- Immediacy.

Default World: “the rest of the world that is not Black Rock City during the Burning Man event” (Glossary,
2018)
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Burning Man is not a festival, it is first and foremost a community.
							

Why Randolph T. Hester?

“Two irrepressible forces underlie my work: the human desire for participatory democracy and ecological
limits. There are many more democracies in the world today and resource limits are more critical, complex,
and misunderstood. More than any other factors, democracy and limits shape public landscape design.”
(Placemaking Heroes: Randolph Hester, 2008)

Randolph T. Hester, landscape architect, sociologist and Professor Emeritus of Landscape Architecture &
Environmental Planning (and former chair) at UC Berkeley, has spent his life and career working in the realm
of participatory community design, specializing in ecological democracy, citizen science, stewardship, sacred
landscapes and environmental justice. With an M.A. in Landscape Architecture from Harvard University and a
B.A. in Landscape Architecture and Sociology from Carolina State University, and an expanse of literature and
published books that have been formative to community design in the landscape, his selection for including
his works in this thesis, particularly his 12 Steps to Community Development, is a natural one. According to the
nonprofit, Project for Public Spaces (PPS), his perspectives centralize on the following:
“Ecological Democracy. Hester aims to centralize the environment and people’s well-being in the political
choices that directly impact planning and design decisions central to the political choices that often direct
planning and design decisions. According to his theory of ecological democracy, design decisions should
be inspired by interconnected thinking, community stewardship, voluntary inconvenience, systemic coselfishness, and conspicuous non-consumption. Inhabited place must have a center, a locally-derived
character, and a permeable boundary through which critical resources and externalities can be monitored
for their impacts on sustainability and justice.
Neighborhood Space. Hester defines neighborhood space as all nearby public space in which residents
feel a sense of ownership based on collective responsibility, familiar association, and frequent shared
use. These spaces are vital for a connected community, even though they do not necessarily correspond
to the political definition of a specific neighborhood or district. Although most neighborhood spaces
emerge naturally through community interaction and use of the physical terrain, they nevertheless require
positive facilitation through design and management. For a neighborhood space design to be successful,
Hester argues, it needs to be the product of a genuine community development process. Those seeking
to design sociable neighborhoods must clarify the concept of “residents’ own” spaces, and then they
must decide how to delineate those spaces. The word “own” refers to a collective, symbolic community
ownership and can often apply to highly contested areas. Hester points out that spaces such as trash
dumps, phone booths, secret niches, ponds and transportation corridors often emerge as “owned” in
community analyses. He emphasizes that we need to understand the value of those spaces for different
groups in the community, and find ways of increasing this value without losing the sense of community
and identity the spaces provide.
Finding Fishheads. Every community has some meaningful resources, such as a river, trees, or
transportation -- without such resources, the town would not have developed at that place. Hester
advocates for identifying these resources, or “fishheads,” in each community, and using them as the base
upon which to discuss new ideas and community development.
Sacred Places. Sacred places are those areas, resources, and elements of a town or neighborhood to
which the community has a strong connection. A community’s sacred places can often only be identified
based on local knowledge and experience. As a tool encouraging citizen participation in the design
process, Hester asks locals to describe and map the “sacred structure” of their town. In one case study, for
example, an old gravel parking lot was considered sacred because it was host to a biannual local festival.
Some communities might also have strong visions about the physical character of their neighborhood...
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...and materials they would like to see used in design efforts, and these elements and materials should
also be considered sacred.
Participation with a View. Community participation in design and planning is paramount in Hester’s work.
It brings to the fore the social, economic, and ecological issues at stake, as well as the dreams and hopes
embodied in the spaces to be redesigned. In describing a variety of effective, low cost tools for community
participation, he emphasizes that it must also be facilitated by “a view” of the desired future on the part of
city officials, designers, and planners. He warns that participation for its own sake can lead to a gridlock
where nothing can be agreed upon, or final plans run against social and economic goals.” (Placemaking
Heroes: Randolph Hester, 2008)

Each of these perspectives runs in line with the community of Burning Man and the intent of this thesis,
promoting participation with common goals. Burning Man is dependent upon the contributions of every member
of the community- a mosaic of perspectives, expectations and ideas on how experience is formed and how
collaborative efforts can be made to positively affect the experience of all participants. But ultimately, they are
bound by the 10 Principles, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter Two.
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PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN

CHAPTER ONE
Figure 6. Raising the Man (Shalaco, 2017)
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“There is a saying that applies to community design: If you want to know how the shoe fits, ask the
person who is wearing it, not the one who made it. When participation is successful, the resulting physical
environment integrates and expresses the unique social goals of the residents. The places reflect what the
residents what them to be, not just the designers’ values (Anderson, Blakely). The design fits the users.”
(Hester, 1990, p. 8)

								

					

Figure 7. Halprin sketches (Halprin, 1974, p. 6-9)
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The definition of ‘participatory community design’ presented in this thesis is as follows:
The practice of community design where all known stakeholders, persons or those who advocate for nonpersons, have a collaborative voice and transformative hand in the design development and evolving futures
of a project. An inclusive process of sharing and receiving information, skills and stories, while working towards
a common goal.
This is the definition, in broad strokes, for use in this thesis. Yet, there is an underlying complexity in defining
‘participatory community design’ because of the various ways in which it has been used historically and in current
contexts. Perception of what participatory is, what community is, and what design is, and the relationship of all
three used together, can be defined in infinite ways, diverging and converging on their dictionary definitions...
Participatory:
characterized by or involving participation; especially: providing the opportunity for individual 		
participation - participatory democracy - participatory management
Participation: the act of participating
Participate: to take part, or to have a part or share in something
(Merriam-Webster: Participatory, 2018)
Community:
1.
a unified body of individuals: such as
a: the people with common interests living in a particular area; broadly: the area itself the problems of a large community
b: a group of people with a common characteristic or interest living together within a
larger society - a community of retired persons - a monastic community
c: a body of persons of common and especially professional interests scattered through
a larger society - the academic community - the scientific community
d: a body of persons or nations having a common history or common social, economic,
and political interests - the international community
e: a group linked by a common policy
f: an interlacing population of various kinds of individuals (such as species) in a common
location
g: state, commonwealth
2.

a: a social state or condition - the school encourages a sense of community in its
students
b: joint ownership or participation - community of goods
c: common character: likeness - a community of interests
d: social activity: fellowship

3.
society at large - the interests of the community
(Merriam-Webster: Community, 2018)
Design:
1.
to create, fashion, execute, or construct according to plan: devise, contrive
2.

a: to conceive and plan out in the mind
b: to have as a purpose: intent
c: to devise for a specific function or end

4.

a: to make a drawing, pattern, or sketch of
b: to draw the plans for
(Merriam-Webster: Design, 2018)

Perception can be formed through others’ use or misuse of terms. In her essay titled “Community,” Miranda
Joseph states,
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“the term ‘community’ is used so pervasively it would appear to be nearly meaningless. And in fact the
term is often deployed more for its performative effect of being ‘warmly persuasive’ than for any descriptive
work it accomplishes (R. Williams 1983, 76). Carrying only positive connotations- a sense of belonging,
understanding, caring, cooperation, equality- ‘community’ is deployed to mobilize support not only for a
huge variety of causes but also for the speaker using the term.” (Gilvin, Roberts, Martin, 2012, p. 155).
“Exploring the ways in which community is constituted by or complicit with capital and power can reshape
our understandings of the dimensions of our communities and the connections among them. Such
exploration might enable us to recuperate and rearticulate the needs and desires for social change that
are so often co-opted by the uncritical deployment of the term.” (Gilvin, Roberts, Martin, 2012, p. 158)

Adding to the complexity is the unmarked difference between ‘community design’ and ‘participatory community
design,’ where community design may not involve community members until physically established in place
and open for public use. ‘Community design’ can be misleading when ‘design for a community’ or ‘design
of a community’ would represent the process more accurately, as a process led by the client and designer,
not the community of users. This is where ‘participatory community design’ comes in, dispelling confusing,
with the notable exception that there are many levels and degrees of participation. Terminology alone can
manipulate the process of having public involvement in design. Promoting or marketing ‘community design’ or
‘participatory community design’ without efforts to define what this means, may negatively impact members of
that community, especially when intentions are less than ingenuous.

“In ancient Greek cities in the agora, the city square where male landowners (but not slaves or females)
gathered, would be situated prominently for exchange of political information and commercial goods. In
cities of the Roman Empire, the building and location of stadiums, public baths, and other civic structures
were understood to be part of the incumbent emperor’s display of power… In 19th-century Paris, the
shaping of streets and plazas was influenced by efforts to minimize uprisings against the emperor while
generating visual axes that reified grandiose governmental power… Starting in the 1960s, the principle of
people having a voice in the shaping of their built environment has been observed in many societies and
through many design movements. But even as professionals and politicians have applauded the concept
of participatory planning and design, a tension has remained between the concept of participatory decision
making and the fact of power, whether that power is the hard power yielded by politicians or the soft power
of planning and design professionals. In both cases there are individuals on one side who are deemed to
have authority to make decisions about the built environment and, on the other side, individuals who must
live in those built environments and who are the ones most affected by the decisions.” (Toker, 2012, p. 4)

Similarly, understanding the community, and conducting Site Inventory and Analysis (in landscape architecture,
user inventory and analysis may not extend beyond basic demographics) for the people and culture within the
community, can assist in the upfront organization and facilitation of people, in part and as a whole.
“One important challenge for Participatory Design researchers and designers is to recognize and negotiate
the plurality that exists within communities. On the one hand, it would be remiss to deny the importance of
geography, identity or shared interests and practices in shaping desires, capabilities, expectations and
outcomes. On the other hand, one must work with great care not to essentialize participants or communities.
The issue of what constitutes a community, and keeping the notion of community open to interpretation,
has been taken up in recent community-based Participatory Design scholarship.” (Simonsen, Robertson,
2013, p. 184)

The following tables illustrate Approaches to Public Involvement and Public Participation Techniques…
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L=Low, M=Medium, H=High

Figure 8. Public Participation Techniques (Minshall, 1980)

These methods, while certainly effective in presenting and receiving information, are limited in their ability to form
positive and transformative community interactions, and offer very little in the way of public creativity. Attendance
by community members may solely be to get concerns across, building tension instead of community ties. If
people feel their voice is not being heard, it can even serve to break community ties. Each technique represents
a finite and inflexible amount of time given to the public, increasing pressure to exchange information. Meetings
may be held in crisis situations where community uprise over design proposals is attempting to be mitigated
through bringing people together. Crisis meetings are initiated in environments where citizens lack trust and
confidence in clients and designers. Artificial gatherings may also be stigmatized, both in academic and
professional settings, where horror stories of unruly members at public venues can cast a negative light on
these methods, compromising the potential of progressing through to more viable techniques. Design firms,
including landscape architects, outsource public outreach initiatives within projects to public consultants who
act as a liaison between the public and these clients and/or designers. Two interviews from prominent figures
in the Toronto public consultation faction attempt to frame this process.
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INTERVIEW ONE

Figure 9. Jane Farrow (LinkedIn, n.d.)

Jane Farrow
Writer, Journalist, Community Organizer and Director at Dept of Words & Deeds in Toronto, ON

“Drawing on a strong background in journalism and community organizing, Jane excels at bringing people
together for constructive dialogue and creative city-building initiatives. She was the founding director of
Jane’s Walk, a global movement of free, citizen-led walking tours that celebrate urbanist Jane Jacobs’
ideas. Jane’s deep understanding of the mechanics of community engagement and decision-making
derives from a broad set of experiences as a CBC journalist, researcher, advisor, city hall staffer and
facilitator. Jane has done consultation, policy and facilitation work of local and regional significance for a
range of institutions, provincial Ministries and municipalities. Expertise: Consultation Strategy & Design,
Facilitation & Community Engagement, Project Backgrounders & Presentations, Survey Development &
Research Analysis, Stakeholder Mapping & Outreach, Project Reporting, WalkShops & Active Learning
Site Visits” (LinkedIn: Jane Farrow, 2018)

This half hour interview provides insight into the Toronto consultation process as practiced by Farrow,
highlighting challenges and methods of interaction in civic engagement, with specific examples. Her thoughts
outline realities faced in working towards pleasing all parties and stakeholders involved, while maintaining order.
Guided walks and one-on-one interviews with the public are cited as successful methods of engagement, and
questions about Burning Man as a precedent are raised in relation to liability, and restriction dictated by rules
and regulation. A straightforward, and at times pragmatic look into the public consultation process outsourced
by a range of clients, including prominent Toronto landscape architecture firms.
[March 13, 2018, 10:00am-10:30am, Phone Interview]
SL - Sarah Luce-Andreyko
JF - Jane Farrow
SL: Do you have a process or framework of engagement through your dialogue or initiatives that you follow and
cater project to project... and when you talk about dialogue or creative initiatives, what exactly are you talking
about?
JF: Okay. There’s no formula. You just figure out the process when the client comes to you and tell you
what they want to know and how they want to use it. And then you figure out a design, that’s the process
design part, of how to best capture that. And engage people and maybe you’re trying to think about
keeping it fresh and creative to intrigue people but you don’t get too jiggy because the baseline is just
about getting people to speak about what they know and know well, which is their neighborhood, what
they want, and what they want in a park and how their kids are using the space and what’s absent in...
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... the community. They’re speaking about things they know well, they’re the experts.
SL: Do you ever find any conflict between what the client or partner wants and what the neighborhood wants?
JF: So, maybe I’ll rephrase the question. The client can mean many things, so when a municipality has
enough money to do capital investments in for instance a park, they ask the neighborhood what they’d
like to see. And how they use the space. And sometimes, the neighborhood wants more stuff than
there is money for. That’s a pretty basic, I wouldn’t call it a conflict, but a wish list that goes beyond
what’s possible. But sometimes the differences in what people want in a space run deeper, it’s not
about shear budget, it’s about the intention and the purpose of the space and the objective, what kind
of programming is wanted or desirable. For instance, a big park space might need to function not as
a neighborhood park explicitly or exclusively but as a regional park, as a recreational facility such as
soccer leagues or baseball leagues. And that brings more people into the neighborhood and has the
potential to create tensions with the neighborhood around parking and lighting or maybe crowds and
noise. Then the neighborhood gets concerned that the park is going to be too popular or too busy. So
that is a different kind of conversation and in that case, one has to bring the lens of the public good to
bear in the conversation. No one owns the parks, the parks are jointly owned and a managed resource
for everyone. But at the same time, parking amenities have to be thought through and offered and the
times the games would be allowed to play and how great the lights are and where the fences would go,
that is all part of the conversation. There’s differences and there’s conflicts and certainly those are a
normal and common part of public consultation. But the goal I believe of good public engagement is to
put really good information in, so that people are informed before they just offer their input. They have
to know how a park is managed, how recreational facilities are allocated, how budgets are determined.
Where they need to advocate them on their own behalf, and what the difference is between a design brief,
which is what the community helps create for the design team, and doing the drawing and pointing to
where you want stuff to go. That’s not how it works. You’re a landscape architect, what am I saying, you
know all about it. So the best a consultant can do, instead of people just saying give me the pen, I’ll show
you where the slides and the swings go, you’re not going to stop them from doing that but what you’re
going to say is, before you tell me where the swings and the slide go, let’s decide what the purpose of
the park is, what kind of feeling you want, how much green space. What the values and objectives are,
oh, you need a quiet space so people can read books and have a picnic and have a quiet escape from the
busyness of life. You need bird habitat because we love birds. There’s dogs around and they’re off leash,
oh, we need to make sure to have a dog-off leash area. We make sure to know what’s going on in the
space and what they like or don’t like or want, and to aspire to, before it’s, give me the pen I’ll show you
where the slide goes. So public consultation ideally gives the designer lots of flexibility cause they’re
hearing what people are needing and wanting in order to use it to come up with design solutions that you
put in front of them and then they can get more detail, oh yeah I like this, this is nice. I want to be able
to sit here. I love looking at the city from this angle. Put a park bench here because now I see this is the
place where I’m going to want to be quiet with.
SL: And then once everyone does have that information, what’s the furthest that they can actually be integrated
into the design process? From a scale of no involvement, to where they can actually start to draw things for you.
JF: They can draw things at any time, where the design is. They can do anything. They can offer all of
that stuff all of the time. I want the slide to be green, I want it to be made of natural materials. They’re
always encouraged to offer all of that. My job as a consultant, in order to make it useful for designers,
is to say when you say you want natural materials, let’s talk about that, what do you mean by that. So
maybe underneath that what they’re saying is, you can’t make a swing set of bamboo, but they want
durable materials that aren’t plastic. That’s really what they’re saying. If you just took them at natural
materials, it’s like well… they just don’t want plastic shit is what they’re saying. People say things and
you really have to take it apart to see what they’re getting at. Members of this community, they may be
landscape architects and urban designers and architects, they might be extremely competent in drawing
and drafting and scheming it up. And you welcome that. Most people aren’t and you just try to make sure
their input is useful and that they’re engaged and that they feel heard. And they’ll feel heard if after the...
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... first meeting, you come back and the designer uses nothing of their input. They’ll know right away,
the design is in, they know that you’re not going to use their input. If someone comes in and says well
I really think we should put a ferris wheel in here and we really need a bouncy castle permanently and
very elaborate public washrooms, it’s like none of that is possible on a budget of $1.5 million, in a space
that’s half a square block. That isn’t people being engaged in the design process, that’s people thinking
a unicorn exists. Reality has to come to bear. The onus is on the design team, perhaps working with the
facilitator which is myself to inform people, to raise the literacy around what is a park, what is possible,
what’s feasible, what’s the budget, I really don’t like the budget, okay this is how we allocate it in the
neighborhood so here’s your city counselor, that’s the guy. So always answer the questions, if they’re
really unhappy with the questions, what can they do. They need more information, what are the next
steps. You want to take people’s engagement and honor it, and move it forward and never say no. You’re
not always saying yes to their idea, but you’re never saying no to, this is the input you want to offer
great, this isn’t the place for that type of input, but this is where it would go, can I get you the email? Can
I introduce you to the person. You want them to have a positive experience of engaging with the system,
wherever you can. Because saying yes to whatever people suggest is not engagement.
SL: From your experience, what are some of the most successful methods for engaging people and what are
some methods you’ve found to be less successful?
JF: I find doing walks to be very useful. Because people are inspired when they’re out in the area where
either infrastructure is going to be built or a park or whatever. They see and think things when they’re in
the space and point to stuff that they remember and want to say, which they’re less likely to remember
when they are sitting in the basement of a church somewhere when they’re looking at a drawing or a
map. The walks are very helpful for drawing out useful insights on how people use the site, or can’t
use the site, or want to use the site. So walkshops are great for that, they’re very interactive and you
can ask lots of questions. And they move around and meet each other, they’re more social. A lot of that
is about finding the common ground you have with your neighbors, so if you’re just sitting at a table
with people you know already, you’re not really building that social capital. If you’re moving around
on the walk it’s a lot more rubbing shoulders with people you’ve never met before, and you want them
to interact and talk and have fun and laugh. So walks are good, the less useful and productive is a
standard town hall format that has accreditations and people asking questions behind a microphone,
often very confrontational and boring. Because the space gets taken by the people who sometimes want
to grandstand and people who want to offer something feel shut down and it’s not a context that people
often shine in- speaking publicly to 100 people of your neighbors. So it often doesn’t get input that
designers would find particularly useful.
SL: Do you have design charrettes?
JF: Well, as a consultant for engagement, no. Designers have charrettes among design professionals in
general. If people apply the word charrette to what they’re doing in a design in a consultation, I think it’s
a bit of a misuse of the term. I don’t feel the need to use that word because I don’t think it is a charrette,
I think it’s a consultation, they’re two different things. But if it makes people feel, oh sexy I’m going to a
charrette, then sometimes people do it, but I think it might be a bit disingenuous.
SL: You mentioned the walks, and then the public forum, what are other methods that you use?
JF: That’s too broad a question. It’s on my website. I could just read a laundry list.
SL: Okay. Are there any methods that are non-traditional that you find particularly useful? Beyond the walks.
JF: Interviews. One-on-one interviews. Slightly ethnographic deep dive personal interviews.
SL: Okay. Interesting. I was curious, are there any significant differences you’ve found in your work with
landscape architecture firms- I noticed there was PMA, and Public Work, and Urban Strategies, that you...
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haven’t noticed in other clients or partners?
JF: No. People are generally flexible and up for it and wanting something useful. And you’ll find those
clients in a full range of contexts.
SL: Okay. And the last one was, is there anything you think I should know that I didn’t bring up that you think
might be helpful for my thesis topic?
JF: I think you’re trying to figure out what’s a more meaningful way to engage people, right?
SL: Yes.
JF: How to narrow that distance between the people who are using the park, and the people who are
designing the park. Is that what you’re trying to figure out?
SL: Exactly. Trying to level the playing field.
JF: And you’re suggesting or assuming that by narrowing that distance, you’ll get a better design. Is that
an assumption you’re making?
SL: That’s the assumption based on the experience at Burning Man, yes. I’m using it as a precedent.
JF: Right. The difference between making an art installation in the desert, where liability insurance
people don’t live, and designing a park with all the municipal rules and regulations and the liabilities that
come with public infrastructure, are so vast, it’s hard for me to concur with you on that. I am a natural
anarchist, I wish that we could take many more risks than we do as a society. Insurance and liability
and the risk aversion that we have as a culture is really problematic. But that is where the problem lies
more than narrowing the distance between the person and the designer. A really good example of this is
bonfires in parks. So bonfires really bring people together, and make spaces charming and lovely and
inviting, and they’re a natural magnet for people. It’s like putting out a hot plate of food or pizza, people
will practically run to a bonfire on the beach, in a park or in a ravine. Right? But the city is completely
contorted around, oh my god, there’s fire, the whole city is going to burn down. So they make it very
hard for bonfire permits to be attained or even ever. They want bonfire pits to be put in to parks, the
standard boogeyman they use is, kids, kids are going to burn to death. Well, if you don’t provide a place
for kids to burn safety, they’ll probably burn the picnic table anyway. So you might as well provide some
awesome infrastructure that makes it a safe and inviting place to do that, in the ravines. And they don’t
burn shit. Kids are not wild animals on a destructive tear. You know, you’ll find bad apples everywhere,
stop beating on the kids. Honor the kids by creating spaces where they’re welcome. And not created by
police or each other or crappy people. What you see and experience at a place like Burning Man is very
empowering, magical, fun or creative, really inspiring. And it’s not urban designers that are stopping that
from happening, they would welcome people being more off the leash to dream and swing for the fence
creatively. It’s the rule making bureaucracy and like I said, insurance liability and regulation that has the
city so freaked out, so clamped down on everything. You know, you have to have earth in a park, that a
kid can eat shovels full and not get sick. Because babies crawl on the ground, right? So the liability that
a kid could ever get sick from something in soil is so serious, a huge amount of the money that goes
into park building, is going into making sure that the ground is practically edible. Is that the best use of
money? Well, society has to answer that. Apparently it is, according to society. What money’s left over,
might go into design. Or do you need the accessibility regulations to be upheld and enforced in ways
that have serious implications for budgets, or are there ways to do accessibility that allow the park to be
accessible-ish. It’s what society wants, it’s where we are. Do you understand what I’m getting at?
SL: Yes.
JF: So I kind of reject your premise, that by narrowing the gap between constituents, residents, who...
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want to contribute to meaningful design briefs and designers, that that’s the gap to bridge. The bureaucrats
and the politicians that have, lived in panic and terror have insurance liability and god forbid a kid climb
a tree and break their arm and sue the city. The fact is, not enough kids are climbing trees and breaking
arms and that’s why they’re afraid to go into the woods and they’re not fueling their energy and creativity
and adventure risk cause they live on short leashes because parents are terrified about letting the kids
out and all these things that of course I didn’t have to worry about as a kid. It was free range and I rode
my bike and climbed trees and all that stuff. And that’s why you probably went to Burning Man, because
that’s the kind of kid you are. Right. So the question is more like, how can we make environments where
kids are encouraged to take risks and… now, they’ve got these climbing jungles that look amazing, I
really love seeing those things. And soft rubberized surfaces, so they can climb and fall. Designers come
up with brilliant solutions that try and balance the need for safety and liability and still let the kid hang
from a rope and potentially fall and go ouch, once in a while. So brilliant design solutions in that way.
SL: So design can get close, but it’s really down to the culture?
JF: Yeah, the risk taking and risk averse.
SL: Interesting. I’d agree with that.
JF: Affects design more than anything- oh, I can’t put that there, a kid will climb on that, a kid will
climb on that and kill himself. And designers are extraordinary, they’re masters at figuring out yeah, you
can’t do that because of that, and they don’t, so they find other ways of making spaces amazing and
interesting and inviting and fun to interact with. That’s the genius and beauty of what designers do. In the
midst of all those rules, they still come up with some beautiful things, and elegant solutions. And that’s
the difference between a designers brain and someone who shows up at a meeting and says, I’ll show
you where the swings go. I don’t want that guy designing my park, he doesn’t know shit. He knows his
kids love swings, that is awesome, that’s important, let’s have some swings. But let’s let the landscape
architect and the urban design team weigh in on what they think, maybe there’s other places it could go.
And then if everyone hates it and rejects then okay, it’s not going to work there, where else can it go. It’s
a wiggle. It’s a dialogue.
SL: Okay. And then I guess one more question… when you’re talking about the interviews and getting the
ethnographic information from people, is that a directed conversation or is that just free range, you’re letting
them speak?
JF: It’s directed, it’s directed but open ended. My background is anthropology and journalism, that’s why
I like interviewing.
SL: I think that’s a great way to do it, probably one of the best ways.
JF: I think you can learn a lot from just doing like five really deep-dive interviews as case studies, and
then augmenting that with public engagement, open meetings, public walks and so on. But a few solid
interviews with heavy users of the space tells you a lot.
SL: I think that’s really interesting.
JF: That’s what I did with Condo Hack. So interviewing families who actually live in the condos. So
that was the beauty of that one. Because guess who doesn’t have the time to come to your stupid ass
meeting, young families right. Their input was critical but you’re a doofus to ask them to drop everything
and come to a meeting. We’ll get some drawings, we’ll point to some things. You go to them. You listen
to them. If they’re so kind and generous as to allow you into their apartment, treat them really well, do
the interview, make it easy for them, and thank them profusely. That was very useful input.
(Conversation wrapped up)
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INTERVIEW TWO

Figure 10. Nicole Swerhun (Swerhun Facilitation, n.d.)

NICOLE SWERHUN
Community Organizer and Principal at Swerhun Facilitation in Toronto, ON

“Nicole helps connect decision-makers in the public and non-profit sectors to the constituencies they
serve. She works to make complex, often controversial and high profile, multi-stakeholder projects
constructive and manageable. She does this by creating processes that get information flowing between
all those involved, addressing the issues people care about, and putting a heavy focus on demonstrating
how different perspectives and priorities influence the end result.
Nicole’s expertise includes: strategic process planning; collaborative decision making; public and
stakeholder consultation; civic engagement; public participation; and facilitation. She has worked
extensively in Canada, the United States and internationally.” (Swerhun: Our Team, n.d.)

This half hour interview displays the processes in designing and managing public consultation followed by
Swerhun in her firm. Place attachment and phasing as well as crisis management is discussed, as she is
brought in to solve issues between the client/designer public tension, with specific examples of what she has
experienced over years of practice. Themes cover allocation of funds within projects, trust and sharing as it
relates to society and in the context of Burning Man.
[March 19, 2018, 9:00am-9:30am, Interview at the Centre for Social Innovation, Toronto Annex]
SL - Sarah Luce-Andreyko
NS - Nicole Swerhun
SL: I was looking online at the methods you’ve described on public engagement, and I was wondering if you
believe you can foster place attachment in community members through the interactions that you’re describing.
NS: Totally.
SL: Because I noticed that one of your coworkers works specifically with place attachment.
NS: Placemaking? Something to do with placemaking?
SL: Yes.
NS: Yes, because we work with so many assets and they often have a physical location, then yes, the...
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...existing connection that people have, or a future connection people could have is definitely something
that happens through the discussion engagement process. One hundred percent.
SL: So, just by starting early with them before the project gets underway?
NS: Or sometimes they have an attachment to a public asset already. So, if they love their library and
somebody wants to close it, they would have a significant attachment and that would translate into
advocacy, or their pool, or their local dog park. In Toronto, the waterfront would be an area that, especially
around the Port Lands, or even what Sidewalk is doing with Google, that there’s a ton of people that live
adjacent to all those areas that feel quite a high degree of ownership over what happens there.
SL: Okay, interesting.
NS: So, the question was could it foster?
SL: Yes.
NS: Yes, it either exists, or it helps create.
SL: Do you think that it can transform or shape the user experience and narrative of a planned space?
NS: Yes, of course. You could for example design any kind of a park, Berczy Park is getting a lot of
attention right now. But if somebody has a voice in designing a space, then their relationship to that
space is completely different than if somebody imposes it on them. Yes. You design your bedroom or
somebody gives you a jail cell, and somebody says does either one change your experience, then the
answer would be of course. I designed my bedroom, I have a fantastic time in there. This jail cell, I didn’t
design it, I don’t feel quite as comfortable in it. A bit radical but of course, if you design it you have a
different experience, with your role in the design.
SL: Do you think an increase in public engagement throughout each phase of a project correlates to the lasting
success of the project?
NS: An increase at each stage?
SL: If you have more public engagement at each stage, there would be more lasting success of the project.
NS: Oh, so just generally more, not if it’s incremental over time?
SL: Incremental over time, yes.
NS: I think the most important time to involve people is right at the beginning because towards the end,
often people don’t know the basis on which the decisions are being made because the foundational
stuff happens at the beginning. But of course, naturally they grow over time because word of mouth
gets out and it’s a credible process that’s not wasting people’s time and then people are like, oh no it
really mattered. It really makes a difference. So, do I think that it’s a stronger connection if the degree of
participation increases over time? Sure.
SL: Do you involve yourself with consultation right away?
NS: Yeah. We don’t believe you can do any kind of meaningful consultation ever in a one off exercise
because from our perspective, the most value in public consultation is when there’s a decision open for
influence and you’re able to demonstrate how that decision was influenced based on what people said
which doesn’t mean that you have to do what people say. But if it’s not influenced by what they say, then
you need to explain why not. So we can’t ever do that once. I always have to come back a second time
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so that a government can say, or whoever the leader is in this process, this is how what you’ve said has
influenced what I’ve done. If you don’t have that second step then, that’s one of the reasons I find that
sometimes grad interviews are difficult because they’re so episodic and you wouldn’t come back to me
and say, based on what you said this is how it’s influenced my thinking. And I do a lot of these kinds of
conversations, and I always say, if you could send me your final report at least then it would give me
some sense of how the thing unfolded because a one off is a very… I’ll tell you some stuff, you’ll ask me
some stuff, and it may not influence anything ever and we’ll never know that.
SL: Okay, well I’ll definitely send you a copy.
NS: (laughing) I’m just saying it’s the same thing, it’s a one off interaction.
SL: Do you have different phases that you go through in the consultation?
NS: One hundred percent, yeah. So we always start off with what are the biggest issues, or what is
the opportunity here, whatever is on the table. And people can reveal what they think the issue is. And
sometimes they’ll float different ideas on what to do about them and then. And the second time we talk
to people it’s always through a rigorous evaluation of different ideas. Because there’s always more
than one solution. And based on that evaluation, we’d come back a third time and propose a path, or
discuss a potential path forward based on what everybody had said at the evaluation stage, so this is
a pretty normal… we talk about identify issues and evaluate options, and pick one. The firm I work with
often in the US, they say figure out what’s going on, test some ideas, and then select a path forward.
The problem is is that the vast majority of design related decisions would start with the solution, and if
it got some pressure, would invent some options which may or may not connect to the original issues
that were collaboratively identified in any way because you knew what the solution would be before they
went through that, kind of deliberative thinking. That’s a problem in a public context because you haven’t
taken the steps to generate the kinds of relationships and get the informed design that you could. So for
example, OCAD is going to expand their McCaul space, where the table top is, and they came up with a
big solution that was publicly presented last June which would go and hang underneath the table top.
Because the objectives that the architects were using were driven by OCAD, and were in no way driven
by the neighbors to OCAD. So when the neighbors to OCAD saw, they were extremely unhappy with the
design, and the city was extremely unhappy. So with a new set of objectives, another design emerges.
So they just had a recent public meeting and the building is now on the north side. It was a classic
example of having a subset of objectives which were related to what one actor needed, which happened
to be the proponent, but if you’re using public money in a public space where there would be some kind
of public participation with Butterfield Park and Grange Park and all that, then your set of objectives
clearly has to be wider. Otherwise your design, if you’re really good at having your design meet your
objectives, and you have a tiny subset of objectives, compared to what you need to have, then of course
you’re going to come out with the wrong design. Nobody is going to like it. That is, I think an example
of what you’re talking about.
SL: Yes. Does the interaction that you have with people extend into the future of the project? Like stewardship?
NS: Yes. We’re an outsourced public service so to speak, so we’re often brought in at a crisis stage
where people haven’t had… sometimes it’s proactive but often it’s reactive. So we create the foundations
from which then the government and normal actors can then kind of continue the process. So we don’t
necessarily stay in it forever. There are some projects on the waterfront for example, where we’ve been
working for twenty years. So every next stage of waterfront redevelopment connects to the previous
stage of waterfront redevelopment so we’re really seeing it through in that respect. Sometimes we
oversee it a little bit more over time than others.
SL: Okay. So being that this is your firm’s specialty, do you think it differs if this were to be an in-house, with the
actual design team, collaboration?
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NS: Slightly, in that we’re accountable to different actors. Our team isn’t accountable to city council,
we’re not accountable to the design lead, our job is to find common ground among multiple voices.
Not only those that have the resources and responsibility to do the design, but also those who have to
live with the outcome of the design. Because of that, we can’t be told what to do in the same way. Our
credibility and our integrity rests on being able to reflect multiple voices. Not just the ones that have
the traditional resources and power. It makes a big difference because there are plenty of times when
somebody wants to do something and obfuscate in order to achieve a particular end goal that doesn’t
serve the integrity of the process and so we would have an important role in revealing that.
SL: Okay. From your website, you listed meetings and discussions organized with the public, do you have oneon-one interviews with people?
NS: Lots, yes.
SL: Do you find that’s more helpful than the public forum style?
NS: They’re both essential. It would be really difficult, we’ve been across the province and engaging
5000 people, and doing 5000 one-on-one interviews is maybe interesting, it’s super time consuming, and
it doesn’t allow the people to hear what the other 4999 are saying and if you’re talking about a public
asset or a community asset or any kind of design process, it’s going to have to be a give and take. If the
interviewer is the only one that hears the 5000, then the burden is on the interviewer to figure out what
to do with the 5000. One point about the collaborative process or the engagement process is that the
5000 hear the 5000, and are part of the burden of trying to figure out how to resolve the difference of
opinions within the 5000. So a series of one-on-one interviews is very good to understand issues early
on in the process, in order to understand how to design the discussion in a way that will meet multiple
needs. But absolutely, if we’re talking about anything public in terms of assets or community based,
where people are going to need to share something, then it’s impossible to do that. Unless, they have
an opportunity to work together to resolve or learn from each other’s points of view, and help figure out
what they’re willing to do in order to negotiate and find some resolution between the tensions which
obviously emerge when you have different points of view.
SL: Okay. Is there a minimum amount of time that you spend per project in public engagement? Or is it just
completely built into it? That it’s not really thought of as time.
NS: You can do a lot of things very quickly as long as you follow those steps and people want to work
with you on them. We would, for example, over the course of a week in some cases or five days, work
with a design charrette process, with firms that would work through architectural or landscape design.
Show up on a Monday, conduct some interviews, and by Wednesday have a public meeting to test
some ideas, and by Friday have negotiated which of those ideas seems to make the most sense in that
community. But those same days could take place over five months. In part, it depends on how you want
to allocate resources, how confident you are in your ability to make decisions in a shorter period of time.
We need to have the conversations but you could finish a bunch of work in five days or five years so, it
depends on how you want to do it.
SL: Okay. Do you think that most issues can be solved with good participatory design or do you think that a lot
of issues that arise are due to government rules and regulations or some kind of restriction in that way?
NS: Is that intended to be contradictory, those two options? Where’s it coming from.
SL: If you’re designing a playground there’s a lot of different rules and regulations that you have to follow, that
maybe would totally alter the experience for the user. So do you think that design can somehow resolve those,
or do you think that a lot are having to do with how people are essentially forced into structured design. So this
is also a question that relates more to Burning Man, because there’s less of that structure.
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NS: So, to what extend do rules and regulations inhibit the community design process? Is that what you
mean?
SL: Yes.
NS: I mean it depends. Usually, rules and regulations you’d hope are in place based on some kind of
reason, for safety, or ability to maintain something and the resources require both people and money
in order to maintain something. I think that for a smart design process, you should be able to work with
the immovable parts, assuming the immovable parts are immovable, you should be able to work with
those to create something amazing in any case. Of course, it’s easier if there’s no structure at all and
you can do whatever you want. But sometimes those limits also foster creativity, like we only have one
square acre, we’d love it if we had a hundred but we only have one, so how can we make this amazing
experience. So sometimes those limits in themselves are inspirational in helping to provoke people to
think of creative ways to solve problems. It can get in the way, it just depends. But I think most good
design processes would be able to use that as a creative strength.
SL: It just depends how you look at it.
NS: Yes, and on the flexibility of the person that feels responsible for upholding these particular rules
and regulations.
SL: Do you think there are enough funds allocated to public engagement, or, if there aren’t, are there enough
active ways that people are looking for alternative ways of funding?
NS: I think that there are plenty of resources available to do public engagement and on a world scale,
it’s increasing exponentially over time. Whether it’s global health organizations or the World Bank, there
are plenty of actors at all levels that are investing more and more in public engagement. It’s less to me
about the resources that are available and more about the extent to which those resources are intended
to influence decisions. It’s more of a power issue than it is a resource issue. We’re in an age where
people get very rewarded for being seen to be doing certain things which is very different from actually
doing them. And as a result the resources dedicated to engagement are often promoting first, the being
seen. But it doesn’t mean that in any way that people that are in power are having decisions that they’re
making influenced by the feedback they’re receiving. In fact, in the most cynical of cases, it’s a big
diversion tactic to say, look how much engagement we’re doing and it has very little or no connection to
the decisions that they made, but they can say oh look we did all that engagement. We had a client that
had generated considerable distrust of thousands of people because they had invited them to a series
of consultation meetings over time and had documented hundreds of people participating and had never
documented that those hundreds one hundred percent disagreed with what they were doing. So they
got all kinds of accolades for all their public consultation but they didn’t report that nobody agreed
with anything they were presenting. So, it’s a very interesting time we’re in, with respect to what kind of
behavior gets rewarded.
SL: Interesting.
NS: There’s a lot of short term gain for long term consequence, negative consequence, but if you don’t
get that negative consequence in the short term, who cares. Because I can tweet about it, it’s okay.
SL: Is there a project or time that you’ve found an interaction to be particularly successful, and was there a
specific reason for it?
NS: Yeah, I use a really, well there’s a couple of positive experiences where, well we have 260 projects
and I can probably tell you 260 stories. Things being influenced in a positive direction as a result of some
kind of engagement work. It seems to work the best when the people are going to lose something that
they don’t want to lose. And as a result, they have a very high incentive to voice their thoughts...
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...Because they care about it. Whereas if it’s something that people don’t care about that much, or
don’t have a sense that it’s threatened in any way, then it’s a little harder to justify participating in a
public process because why. But, in Pittsburgh, in the last 10 years, the city has shrunk from 750,000 to
250,000, and all the big industry left, and so the schools closed, and the shopping malls closed, and the
community centers closed, and churches closed, and in many cases the last thing left standing was the
library. And Andrew Carnegie, who was a big philanthropist and has a long history in Pittsburgh, had
contributed to the local library system on the condition that it be free in perpetuity and there were 19
branches. And in the shrinking financial reality that was Pittsburgh, due to the population decline, the
library in its wisdom decided to close four of its nineteen branches. And people said this was the last
straw. And there were protests and there was some emergency funding for one year, to say okay we’ll
leave them open for one year to figure out what to do. So we went through a six month process, exactly
the same as I described. Like what’s the issue, how did we get in this situation, what are the options on
how to deal with this shortfall, and which one should we pick. And in the end, although they didn’t like
it, participants were comfortable having hours reduced at libraries in all 19 branches just to save the
money required to ensure that those four wouldn’t have to close. The community engagement created
so much trust and goodwill which had been lost when the library decided to make this decision without
talking to anybody. They regenerated that trust and goodwill, and it got enough city wide attention that
for the first time in Pittsburgh history, they did a referendum to add a certain percentage of the tax base
that would be specifically dedicated to the library. And so one year after we finished the consultation,
which kept all the libraries open with reduced hours, it went to the referendum and with 72% support
they won increased funding for the libraries. So all the hours went back up, they got additional hours,
they got additional services. Because when people really care, and the person, the institution you’re
working with is courageous enough to reveal the rationale behind their decision, for sure you’ll sort it
out, one hundred percent. Like a guarantee. It’s just if people don’t really care, or the institution is not
courageous enough or confident enough to reveal their rationale, then it won’t work. But there are plenty
of examples. Maybe something closer to home, it’s a design one so I think it’s nice. In the late 90s, when
Toronto decided to take down the Gardiner East, which used to go to Lakeshore, if you drive at Leslie
and Lakeshore now, you’ll see that there’s some columns standing up that show the remnants of the
old Gardiner- that was a guy’s idea in a public art committee. A subcommittee of a public consultation
process, and said why don’t we keep the columns, people were like, that’s not a bad idea. And then there
was a big argument over whose idea it was. But it came from a public consultation subcommittee. And
that was a really meaningful process. The future of the Port Lands, in the late 90s, the city had it primarily
industrial, commercial and institutional, and they kept the river in the Keating Channel, and through a
public consultation process, this was one of my first projects, I went to consult on what the city wanted
to do and the community said well we actually don’t want to respond to that, we’re actually going to
invent our own plan. And so over the course of three months, they figured out the ecology in the river,
they figured out where people would live and work, they figured out the transportation system. And what
they did is much closer to the Secondary Plan that we have today than anything the city was proposing
at the time. And that’s a really important big story I’m going to figure out how to tell sometime. But, I
could give you dozens of examples.
SL: So we’re almost at half an hour. But, do you think there’s anything I should know that I haven’t brought up,
even more to my topic, that I haven’t talked about yet? You mentioned at the beginning that it’s a bit of a stretch
what I’m trying to do?
NS: Well, you can design your Burning Man experience when you go, and there’s no rules basically?
SL: You can come in with an installation that you’ve designed, you have to have a proposal, but you can bring
it to the playa, install it.
NS: And it could be a public art installation, or it could be anything. It’s like a Nuit Blanche, except it’s for
multiple days and you do whatever?
SL: Right.
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NS: And then you cruise around and you see everybody’s thing?
SL: Right. You can also have your own camp, you can also host your own events. When you go you get a
booklet with the events that are pre-planned, but there’s still other ones that exist, so you can figure out what
you’re going to do everyday. Less so, when you’re biking around and on the spot you can decide, I’m going to
go and do this. So, it’s a constant set of decisions.
NS: On what you want to do with your time, and it’s really based around interactivity and creativity and
art.
SL: Right.
NS: (reading from my original email) ‘I do think some of the best things can come from simple
conversations with people.’ Yes, it does work for documentaries. ‘Threshold exists between community
members making design decisions and firm design. I’m wondering how involved they can get in projects.’
Well, they can do everything. I mean, society is one big project. That’s what democracy is supposed to
be, right? So, they can do everything. I mean we just delegate some of the menial day to day work to a
small number of people in government, who with our consent, shovel the sidewalks and plow the roads
and run 9-1-1 and create our school system, and all that stuff. It seems to me that… because I really live
in the public sector, and I don’t know how this applies exactly but I’m sure there’s a corollary because
Burning Man has created basically a community for a defined period of time, that there’s an inherent
notion of sharing when you go to something like this, because people are offering and experiencing and
offering. I think that one of the big challenges we have forgotten, outside of Burning Man context, a lot
of people forget how much our day to day lives rely on sharing and how much our day to day economy
relies on sharing. So, corporations feel that they’re too heavily taxed and yet they rely very heavily on
our roads in order to enable their businesses to run. People don’t want to pay taxes, but they forget that
nobody could afford to build their own sidewalk, their own road, their own streetlights, their own postal
system, their own etc. etc. etc. So, I think that we have a role in all aspects of that, the design of that
process. It’s just whether we choose to engage in that role is more the question. And whether the people
that have power, that we delegate that power to, are willing to use that power in a way that reflects the
needs of the people they serve. Or, are they doing it to further their own interests. So, it’s interesting, an
interesting little thesis.
(Conversation wrapped up)
“The key to successful self-governance in our Age of Information is to create a new balance between
public and experts. Today that relationship is badly skewed toward experts at the expense of the public.
This out-of-balance condition is not the result of a power struggle (though this is not wholly absent) but
of a deep-rooted cultural trend that elevates the specialized knowledge of the expert to a place of high
honor while denigrating the value of the public’s potentially most important contribution – a high level of
thoughtful and responsible public judgment. — Yankelovich, 1991” (Identifying Open And Closed Doors:
Strategy 1, n.d.)

Public consultation is successful in gathering critical information from the public, providing it to clients who can
then implement data into policies and for landscape architecture, design proposals. Consultants have the ability
to maneuver around challenges faced in approaches and techniques, problem solving to create a strategy to
work with communities to achieve best results. Events are held specifically for engagement purposes, and even
in crisis situations, consultants are trusted by members of the community. With a career focused on outreach,
their bias is in the favor of the community. A limitation is the access the community has with the designers and
clients directly involved in decision making. Communication from community to consultant, and consultant to
client has the potential to be misconstrued, despite being gathered by professionally qualified individuals.
Similarly, information important to a designer may not be important to a consultant, and it may not be recorded.
Randolph T. Hester, landscape architect and professor emeritus at UC Berkeley, merges the engagement
process within the design field of landscape architecture itself in his 12 Steps to Community Development:
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Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development

Figure 11. 12 Steps (Hester, 1990, p. 25)
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Step One: Listening

(Hester, 1984, p. 136)

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“Begin the neighborhood site-planning process by listening to residents for several weeks. Get a list of
opinion leaders and interview them informally about their neighborhood and potential problems, or simply
let them talk. Write or draw notes on a big map of the neighborhood. You and the opinion leader can use
the map for reference, and you can have a spontaneous record of the conversations. Be sure you make
your notes so the person can see what you are putting down, thus creating the atmosphere of honesty that
you need. Also, it is less intimidating if your note taking is public. Mark important places. Get people to
define the neighborhood boundaries, and describe their patterns, but do not try to direct the conversation.
This is your opportunity to get their opinions about the problem instead of you introducing an outside bias.
Usually, you are hired by elected officials or an agency to solve a specific problem. Use this opportunity to
see if other people perceive the problem as real or as just a symptom.” (Hester, 1984, p. 136)

Burning Man as an event presents itself annually in an ephemeral landscape- an organism that offers vast
opportunities to Listen to members of the community throughout the year. Leading up to, during, and following
the burn, feedback is requested from community members, from virgin burners (called ‘burgins’), to veteran
burners, to volunteers, to theme camp leaders, to artists of installations or art cars, to residents outside of Black
Rock City in neighboring communities, even stretching to those who question Burning Man having no affiliation
other than an interest in the community. As a cultural movement, listening to and addressing the concerns of
those primarily within the community, but also those who may see themselves as future burners, benefits the
community as a whole. In the upcoming interview with Caveat Magister, a valued member of the Burning Man
Organization, the organization works constantly to problem solve concerns held within the community. From
ticket sales, to ‘plug & play’ or ‘turnkey’ camps, to keeping people safe on playa, to self-governance without
chaos, to offering addition ways to Listen, they constantly look for ways to improve current conditions without
compromising the ethos of the 10 Principles and the experience of those who call Black Rock City ‘home’.
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“In democratic design we assume multiple roles that are ever shifting, conflictual, and sometimes
contradictory. Some assert that facilitation in participatory design tends toward manipulation. We check
our own motivations and positions of power but do not sacrifice the potential of instigation in the process.
We avoid working against our values, not by ignoring or denying the paradoxes but by holding them in our
awareness. There are many more paradoxical roles we balance. We listen between the lines and teach.
We follow and lead. We connect to others’ minds and hearts. We are insiders and outsiders. We give life
to conflict and mediate conflict. We are powerless and powerful. We are expert and ignoramus. We draw
what others say and what we think. We work in groups and in isolation. We recapture and create. We
shape order and disorder. We work at small and extra-large scales. We set aside and confront. We obey
and disobey. We reform and rebel. Do we do all of this at once? No, but we likely do each in due time...
are convinced that specialization can be dangerous. Utilizing the power of opposites in the essence of
transactive, transformative, and tenacious design. To be effective, democratic designers must be able to
sense when to employ all of the above oppositions with equal skill and enthusiasm. This does not require
super-heroic powers; adventurous flexibility and daring persistence will suffice.” (Pena, 2017, p. 5)

Step Two: Setting Neighborhood Goals

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“Goals are the foundation of design. Community wide goal setting is essential to determine neighborhood
needs and priorities. Whereas listening focused on opinion leaders, the goals survey must be representative
of the whole community. The designer will need (1) a goals survey instrument, (2) a scientific sample of
the neighborhood, (3) people to do the surveying, and (4) someone to analyze the results… When doing
the survey, you should generally have open-ended questions first and detailed, multiple choice questions
later. Ask specific questions about design-related issues like daily patterns, activity preferences, and
user conflicts… Personal interviews are preferred because they reach a broader range of people than
telephone surveys or questionnaires.” (Hester, 1984, p. 138)

Goals of the Burning Man community are guided through the ethos of the 10 Principles: Radical Inclusion, Gifting,
Decommodification, Radical Self-Reliance, Radical Self-Expression, Communal Effort, Civic Responsibility,
Leaving No Trace, Participation, and Immediacy. These will be described in detail in Chapter Two and
Chapter Three. Additionally, supporting do-ocracy and self-government includes keeping avenues clear for
all participants to form positive interactions and experiences with others, within their community, and within
themselves. These goals remain consistent through Burning Man as an event, as a culture and as a network,
with network goals in regional events having variations depending upon location.
“Burning Man members establish conditions where thousands can, as organizer Michael Mikel, a.k.a.
Danger Ranger, describes, surf the edge of creative chaos: “Our event is just on the edge of chaos
sometimes. With that, there is a tremendous amount… of creativity and a tremendous amount of freedom,...
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...[as possible].” Mikel’s characterization underscores the two extremes that threaten the Burning Man
event. If the Burning Man organization does not provide enough structure for the event, then the ensuing
chaos could overwhelm attendees. On the other hand, if the organization imposes too much structure, the
event’s creativity and vitality could suffocate.” (Chen, 2009, p. 3)

Step Three: Mapping and Inventory

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“From listening and setting goals, the planner should have a good idea of what information is needed.
You always need a base map and most city governments have topographical maps, census data, and
information on land values, building conditions, utilities, zoning, traffic, historical places, neighborhood
resources, and ownership available for the public. It is likely that you will also need an inventory of the
neighborhood’s economic potential and environmental constraints and potentials… Some information will
have to be gathered first-hand and should involve users because they are aware of the subtleties of the
information that might escape the designer. This information usually includes maps of what the users
consider attractive in the environment (visual-inventory maps), maps showing where inequities exist in the
neighborhood (environmental-injustices maps), maps showing what places are particularly meaningful to
local residents (sacred-structure maps), and maps of existing activity patterns (get the residents to do as
much of this mapping as possible).” (Hester, 1984, p. 145-148)

Mapping and Inventory is a work in progress as it combines the original layout of the city by urban planner Rod
Garrett, layering in information collected yearly, from MOOP (matter out of place) maps, to census information,
to theme camp placements, to art installations, and anything else required in the evolution of the city plan.
“Rod Garrett has discussed at length the evolution of the city layout and with this evolution has come
experimentation that has been lauded as revolutionary, organic and even fit for settlements on other
planets.” (Moze, n.d.)

Step Four: Introducing the Neighborhood to Itself

(Hester, 1990, p.25)
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“After gathering, analyzing, and mapping the inventory, the designer has a unique perspective on the
neighborhood: the objectivity of an outsider, insights into the emotional intimacy of residents, and an
awareness of daily patterns and spatial nuances. When shared with residents, this information serves to
introduce the neighborhood to itself, making people aware of their community as never before… This also
gives the designer an opportunity to present to users the data on which his assumptions will be based, to
have them respond to the data, and then to modify it if inaccurate.” (Hester, 1984, p. 148-149)

As with all steps, introducing the neighborhood to itself is cyclical within Burning Man and in the constant
resurgence of Black Rock City. For burgins, this introduction may happen through familiarization of the event,
culture and network on the organization website, but may not formally happen until setting foot on playa to
fully grasp community. For veterans, introductions still happen yearly. New burners, old burners with another
year on them, burners who are seen throughout the year who are expressing themselves differently on playa,
as well as differences in the landscape from changes in the theme to requirements for the population cause
dynamic shifts. Changes to the people and the landscape happen in community spaces in default, but the
pace at which these changes happen may be more consistent. Depending on the experience defined by the
burner, introductions may be even more pronounced if there are changes to the theme camp (community within
a community). For the 2017 burn, camping with the Li’l Orphan Annex (around 15 campers) meant living with
burners who were traveling independently, like nomads, in a rural placement in the city (7:00 between J and K,
Juju and Kundalini) where it was easy to find open space and quiet. The extent of what was physically provided
for in the $60us camp fee was a shade structure, and a small kitchen area. For the 2018 burn, camping with
CATWORLD (around 70 campers) will mean living with burners mostly from the Phoenix, Arizona area, in an
urban placement in the city (9:30 & B, Bender) where it will be more controlled in space management and
louder next to the Esplanade. The extent of what is physically provided for in the $200us camp fee is shade,
activities, communal dinners from Monday-Thursday, showers, private bathrooms, and electricity.

				

Figure 12. 2017 BRC (2017 Black Rock City Plan, 2017), 2018 BRC (2018 Black Rock City Plan, 2018)

These images show the layout of the city from 2017 and 2018- subtle differences here are not representative
of the extent of changes made- a change shown here is street names which remain alphabetical but reflect the
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yearly theme. Without a general layout, it would be chaotic trying to place yourself and others along with events,
art, camps or other amenities you are trying to reach by foot, bike or mutant vehicle. Larry Harvey has said,
“People craved orientation. It was a very primal need. So we could create a boundary that served lots of
functional purposes and especially create boundaries that people would camp along.” (Harvey & Fairs,
2017)

Step Five: Getting a Gestalt

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“The next task for the designer is to extract from the various inventories the salient issues that describe
the neighborhood situation simply yet completely, give form to the heart of the matter, and express its
essence… This process relies on the designer seeing the soul of the neighborhood and thinking of the
problems as a whole, comprehending the archetypes and idiosyncrasies, and combining all these into
a gestalt. Whereas most of the steps thus far have been orderly and disciplined, getting a gestalt is not.
It may require a brainstorming session, synectics, daydreaming, self-hypnosis, meditation, or a day off.”
(Hester, 1984, p. 149)

Getting a Gestalt is managed almost entirely by burners themselves, in how they fill the plan diagrammed
above. The soul of the community comes directly from the community itself:

Figure 13. Aerial (Huffman, 2017)

Figure 14. 2017 BRC (2017 Black Rock City Plan, 2017)
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The organization and volunteers manage the template, making sure it does not fall into chaos, providing subtle
government to what is on the whole, self-governed by the people. Because the organization represents the
community, governance conducted through them is also considered self-governance. Thorough self-crits of
the organization upon itself (transparency in publications from the Philosophical Center) ensure that the ways
in which they gently lead does not run into issues that often arise from having leaders make decisions for
the public (Consensus, Hierarchy, Authority and Power, 2018). Much of what they do surrounds logistics:
communications with the state and surrounding cities, following rules and regulations enforced on the land
used for the event, grants and funding for the event and network (regionals), organization of what goes in and
out of the event (registering vehicles, art etc.), and more, while maintaining the integrity of the 10 Principles.
1996 was the beginning of these organizational moves, as previously...

“the event was able to get by with minimal organization and oversight, and many saw it as an essentially
anarchistic event where one of the only guiding rules was, ‘Don’t interfere with anyone’s immediate
experience.’” (Gilmore, 2010, p. 28)

Step Six: Drawing Anticipated Activity Settings

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“At this point, the designer begins to give form to the socio-spatial archetypes and idiosyncrasies important
to the neighborhood. First, he should list all of the major activities anticipated. These come from three
sources: the existing uses (take this information directly from the existing activity-patterns map and the
sacred-structures map), desired uses (these may be taken from the results of the goals survey), and uses
necessary to meet desired goals (these are implied by the goals survey, but the designer must interpret
what activities to include)... Thumbnail sketches of each activity and its associated setting should then be
drawn to show the nuances of the activity setting and the interaction pattern. Include spatial factors like
props, essential separations, and scale, as well as social factors like temporality, symbolic ownership,
class, and life-cycle subtleties that seem important. If you do not remember how an existing setting is
used, go back and observe it again. Look for details. Write down design implications on the drawings.”
(Hester, 1984, p. 150)

The Placement Team at Burning Man works to set up the activity settings of each theme camp…

“The Placement Team are volunteers who facilitate the placement process, work directly with every camp,
and make the map of Black Rock City. Since 1995 we plan the city, correspond with Camp Leads yearround, and meet you in person to place your camp on the playa. Placement is how camps receive a...
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reserved camping spot at Burning Man. If your camp would like a reserved Black Rock City address, your
camp will need to participate in the placement process.” (Placement Team, 2018)

		

Figure 14. Placements (Black Rock City Registered Placement Sectors, 2018)

“The Esplanade and Portals
This is the first street at the front of the city and faces the Man. It is reserved for camps that have: 24hour interactivity - Completely conceived visual scheme - Playa-frontage needs - The potential for art
installations across the Esplanade (optional) - No Large Scale Sound Art, but the Esplanade and adjacent
areas are generally louder than other zones - Activities and events for ALL AGES
3:00, 4:30, 7:30 and 9:00 Avenues
These are high visibility locations on the radial streets - Located within the city limits- This is for fun
interactive camps without need for playa frontage
6:00 Center Camp
Visually interesting - Theme-related is a plus - Activities and events for ALL AGES - Demonstrating Burner
ethos - 24 hr activity, but quieter at night time
3:00 and 9:00 at B Street
Highly interactive camps that fit into the plaza area “groove” - Service camps desired to create mini civic
centers
3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30 and 9:00 Mid-City Plazas
Plazas positioned mid-city - For camps that can serve to anchor these interactive locations as destination
points
2:00 & 10:00 Large Scale Sound Art
Located at the ends of the city, these areas are filled depending on space availability, and reserved for
camps with large sound systems. After these spaces are filled, camps will not be able to place large scale
sound art elsewhere
Large Theme Camps and Villages
To accommodate our largest camps, we have reserved double-deep blocks within the city”
(Black Rock City Registered Placement Sectors, 2018)

These guidelines, in addition to the central position of the Man, the Temple in line with the Man toward open
playa, and art installation placement form the template of the city. This template then becomes filled by the
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community, defining the character of people and place, and promoting creativity.

“Mapping all artwork to be placed on the open playa is an essential part of preparations before the Art
team arrives on the event site. This map is not unlike a game plan for football or choreography for a dance
routine… Since 1999, a grid system has overlaid the preliminary plan for the city. We have found that this
grid works so well for planning that we still use it today. The Man’s position defines the geographic center
where Black Rock City survey starts. Streets radiate out from the Man through the city to the trash fence,
and concentric circle streets intersect them, spaced 200 feet apart. Each year we start with a giant plan of
the city (6 feet by 6 feet), attached to a wall in the San Francisco office. For the next 5 months, one by one,
names and images of artwork start appearing on and next to the map.” (Placement, 2018)

Beyond the scope of this layout, many activity settings go unplanned, particularly performance activity settings.
The open playa is free range for travel (or rest) in any direction as movement is not dictated through pathways
or channels. Traveling on bikes with camp mates the first night depended on movement based in choice,
each taking turns pointing at objects in the distance and biking as a group toward that object. Experience is
unscripted, with the exception of necessary structure to locate and orient the user, and for health and safety.

Step Seven: Letting Archetypes and Idiosyncrasies Inspire Form

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“The designer now transforms the information gained from the activity-setting drawings into performance
standards or statements about what and whom each activity setting needs to function well and how, where
and when it is expected to function given the patterns and nuances of the particular neighborhood. These
performance standards can then be used to generate designs and as hypotheses to evaluate designs
before construction and test them after construction.” (Hester, 1984, p. 150-153)

The performance and form of the city comes from the minds of the burners, where the people and the
infrastructure they bring in accounts for the presence of the city. Without this, the city would almost entirely be
drawn in the playa dust. The community is literally and figuratively built from the ground up. Staff and volunteers
do place necessary public infrastructure for the health, safety and management of the residents in the event
including: “The Artery - Everywhere Pavilion - Black Rock City Rangers - Arctica (Ice Sales) - Center Camp
Café - Department of Mutant Vehicles - Department of Public Works (DPW) - Emergency Services Department
- Gate (Community Access) - Greeters - Playa Info/Lost and Found - Lamplighters - Media Mecca - Sanitation Recycle Camp - BRC Fuel Program - Burning Man Information Radio.” (Public Infrastructure, 2018)
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Step Eight: Making A Conceptual Yardstick

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“At this point, the designer has a gestalt and activity settings, but the gestalt has no substance and the
activity settings have no context. For either to be useful the planner must combine the two to produce a
conceptual yardstick to evaluate plans drawn later. Start by comparing the performance standards of
each activity setting to those of every other one to determine compatibility between the activity settings
within the context of the gestalt and goals previously set… If there are a lot of activity settings, you may
need a matrix to display the compatibilities… This summary gives the overall picture of how the activities fit
together. You now have your best arrangement of the gestalt, the goals, and the performance standards.
Be sure to add the specific dimensional requirements for each activity setting. Now try to fit this to the site,
compromising your activity settings as little as possible. This is where the details of the inventory will be
most useful. Such things as ownership, building condition, existing infrastructure, fragile environmental
areas, and legal constraints will modify the location of the activity settings. The result of this procedure is
a conceptual plan that maximizes the desired activity patterns of residents within the constraints of that
community.” (Hester, 1984, p. 153-156)

The conceptual yardstick is not complete until the end of every burn, when the transformation of the community
can be fully realized. A number of unknowns exist, which present challenges but ultimately create a dynamic
environment that is constantly in flux. Problems must be solved in the moment, even if they are accounted for in
advance of setup, both as a community and a city. From the moment volunteer surveyors map out the city for
the burn, expectations can only be gaged judging activity settings from years prior.

Figure 15. Surveying and Perimeter Setup - Instagram Post (Curley & Shalaco, 2018)
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Step Nine: Developing A Spectrum of Design Plans

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“Now the task is to generate alternative design plans generally being guided by the conceptual plan. But
be free. Seek the problem instead of solving it. Although the conceptual plan is in the back of your mind,
pursue new ideas. Go back to the gestalt, choose key points, try to see these points in a new, detailed
light, and generate sketch plans that symbolically address one or more of the points.” (Hester, 1984, p.
156)

Burning Man has been around since 1986 when Larry Harvey and Jerry James burned an 8’ man on Baker
Beach in San Francisco. The iterations can be traced back to this time in the archives on the organization
website, from the design of the Temple to the design of the Man. This is the first plan in the archive drawn by
Rod Garrett...

Figure 16. 1998 BRC (1998 Black Rock City Map, n.d.)
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Over the years, changes are reflected across the archives in these plans, such as in 2002 and 2003, where
for two years the street names were interchanged for clock times. The Man changes yearly, both in size and
surrounding infrastructure, but structurally the figure itself remains relatively consistent and the construction
process to build the Man is one of many rituals in the community. The following timeline shows the Man and its
associated pavilion from 2002-2017, prior to which the Man started at 8 feet and grew to 40 feet tall as a stand
alone structure (from 1986-1995), and then stood on a foundation pavilion growing to 54 feet (from 1996-2000).

								

Figure 17. Timeline of the Man over the years (Timeline, 2018)
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Step Ten: Evaluating Costs and Benefits Before Construction

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“Having set neighborhood goals, a gestalt, and detailed performance criteria, it is easy to write a list
of evaluation standards by which the designer and residents can judge the alternative plans before
construction. In some cases, it may be possible to use the performance criteria from step seven just as
they were written. In other cases that list may be expanded. Frequently, there will be 100 or more specific
criteria that the designer can use to make preliminary judgments with the help of several neighborhood
leaders. The designers must be careful not to advocate a single plan but fairly evaluate the costs and
benefits of each, suggesting when parts of plans could feasibly be combined to obtain more benefits. Then
the designer and a designated neighborhood committee or planning board should reduce the evaluation
list to about twenty-five of the most important factors.” (Hester, 1984, p. 160)

Evaluating costs and benefits is a comprehensive process made transparent by the Burning Man Organization,
and is broken down into the event, the culture and the network. In 2016, the most recent year posted on the
organization website, the costs accrued were $36,975,805. These are costs across Burning Man as a whole,
not solely the event at Black Rock City. The breakdown of costs are as follows:
Payroll: $10,860,691 (29.4%) - 858 people employed, 101 year round
Contractors: $3,665,094 (9.9%)
Permits & Fees: $3,280,650 (8.9%)
Heavy Equipment Rental: $2,958,010 (8.0%)
Payroll Taxes & Employee Benefits: $2,656,653 (7.2%)
Ticket Service, Shipping Fees, Merchant Bank Fees: $1,834,678 (5.0%)
Safety Equipment: $1,704,790 (4.6%)
Occupancy: $1,632, 418 (4.4%)
Commissary: $1,529,852 (4.1%)
Grants: $1,518,490 (4.1%)
Building, Supplies & Office Expenses: $1,456,433 (3.9%)
Insurance: $1,027,055 (2.8%)
Damage, Maintenance, Depreciation: $633,451 (1.7%)
Vehicle Maintenance & Fuel: $590,049 (1.6%)
Travel, Conferences, Conventions: $571,186 (1.5%)
Taxes/License Fees & Interest: $466,157 (1.3%)
IT: $264,717 (0.7%)
Performance Supplies & MISC: $250,341 (0.7%)
Royalties: $75,090 (0.2%)
Total: $36,975,805
(Burning Man 2016 Expenses, n.d.)
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Individual burners fund their personal expenses, including food, shelter, water, costume, transportation, gifts,
camp fees, and any other fees accrued to survive in the desert and support creative endeavors. Theme camps
fund their communal expenses through camp fees from all participants, as well as requesting those camping
with them to bring in certain items. Groups of burners, such as build teams for art installations or art cars, either
find funding in applications for grants (representing a portion of the 4.1% of the Burning Man Organization costs
specific to Black Rock City), from individuals within the teams, from private funding, or through crowd funding
platforms such as Kickstarter.

			Figure 18. Black Rock Observatory on Kickstarter (Varden & Desert Wizards of Mars, 2018)

Step Eleven: Transferring Responsibility

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“After changes are made in the plan and approved by community leaders, a flyer with the final design
should be circulated in the neighborhood. Where no design alternative is chosen or guidelines are
established instead of an immediate physical change, the flyer should include that information. Be sure
to state how the residents’ use patterns influenced the outcome, particularly neighborhood idiosyncrasies
that inspired design details. Up until this point, the plan has been speculative and the designer has had
a major responsibility for the work. Now that responsibility must be transferred to others. The projects
must be implemented. Traditionally, this required working drawings, specifications, contract documents,
and a bidding process, but neighborhood activism, scarce resources, and fiscal conservatism have
stimulated new possibilities that often require creative neighborhood implementation strategies. Usually,
implementation will be in somewhat disjointed at incremental stages; this must be planned in advance…
As a general rule, the more responsibility the neighborhood accepts, the better. The designer must
be certain that the procedure will lead to the desired end and that the policies necessary for the new
neighborhood spaces to work are implemented. At that point, the designer should have transferred all of
the responsibility for the project to the community group of appropriate agencies.” (Hester, 1982, p. 162)
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Transferring responsibility is repeatedly done in Burning Man, and rather than transferring responsibility,
burners take responsibility upon themselves, either divided through the principle of Communal Effort or more
individually through the principle of Self-Reliance. Since the inception of Burning Man in 1986, this responsibility
has grown for some groups, who have established theme camps with devout followers, or is enacted on a year
to year basis in the preparation, formation, and tear down of the city. The lines are blurred between the founding
members, the organization, volunteers, and participants so tracing these exchanges would be near impossible.
One major milestone is when the gates of the event become open to everyone, in general admission, which
still is only a transfer of responsibility from the public back to the public. A variation of self-governance and
the ‘governing body’ being comprised of burners themselves, means this step is only partially applicable. The
level of responsibility is directly related to the level of participation desired, and this comes from interest and
motivation on the behalf of each burner, on the foundation of a do-ocracy.
“For a design to nudge- in some cases, shove- our cognitions over from the nonconscious end of the
spectrum toward the more or wholly conscious end, the designer must devise ways to make us shift out
of our ordinary, habitat-driven state and attend to our surroundings. The environment itself makes us
conscious of the interactive nature of our relationship to our own bodies, to the natural world, to the social
world, and to itself, and only then can we reflect upon our experience from multiple points of view. Why
is this desirable? Because promoting the awareness that we ourselves are discrete, situated beings in a
particular place, at only this and no other moment in time, fosters our sense of ourselves as both individual
agents and collective actors in our worlds.” (Goldhagen, 2017, p. 285)

Step Twelve: Evaluating After Construction

(Hester, 1990, p.25)

“Postconstruction evaluation is relatively easy if the neighborhood has set goals and the designer has
carefully recorded the gestalt, the performance criteria, the hypotheses about how the project is to perform
and the cost-and-benefit tally sheet. If these are made public, neighborhood residents can constantly
monitor the effectiveness of the physical changes and progress towards their goals. They can pressure
local officials or establish neighborhood work groups if expected progress is not made, and they can
initiate informed changes to the plans as goals or local situations change. In addition, the designer can
learn much from postconstruction evaluation if the hypotheses have been recorded.” (Hester, 1982, p.
163-66)

Evaluating After Construction happens within the organization, the community, and in the changes felt within
each burner. During the event itself, burners will remark on the city in its differences from previous years,
whether physically (infrastructure of camps, art, how well things burn) or in their interactions with other burners.
The MOOP (Matter Out of Place) Map, described in Chapter Two, evaluates the clean up required after the
event on the land of Black Rock Desert. This map overlays with the camp layout to see what camps required
more cleanup on behalf of volunteers, and this can have implications in where camps can set up in future burns.
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Each camp may send out surveys to the campers post burn, getting feedback on how their experience was in
the camp, and in hosted activities, and how it could improve moving forward. A census is made, costs accrued
are calculated, burners themselves combine drone footage (as seen in the front and back cover photos of this
thesis), archives are made (archives of proposal renderings of installations and the Temple are made available
prior to the burn each year), and all of this is made transparent on the organization website. On a personal level,
burners returning to their permanent residences can evaluate their experience, noticing immediate differences
felt during reintegration.
Chapter Two: Burning Man as Event, Culture, Network will describe the event through the 10 Principles of
Burning Man, ending in a transcribed interview with Caveat Magister of the Burning Man Organization.
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CHAPTER TWO

BURNING MAN AS EVENT, CULTURE, NETWORK

Figure 19. BM ‘16 (McDonald, 2016)
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“Burning Man has learned that good citizenship primarily depends of good communication, and we
have organized to do this. We have also learned that many social conflicts can be solved by zoning and
placement. Because we reinvent our city every year, we possess an advantage that other cities lack. As
planners, we try to listen very carefully to participant concerns, and we are always prepared to change
things… Burning Man is an experiment in the formation of community. We believe that radically individual
and free self-expression is the spark that ignites Burning Man. But we also believe that communion and
cooperation with other people is the flame that sustains it.” (Community, 2018)

10 Principles of Burning Man
“Burning Man co-founder Larry Harvey wrote the Ten Principles in 2004 as guidelines for the newly-formed
Regional Network. They were crafted not as a dictate of how people should be and act, but as a reflection
of the community’s ethos and culture as it had organically developed since the event’s inception.” (10
Principles of Burning Man, 2018)

The following icons, representing the 10 Principles of Burning Man, were designed by artist Wick...

RADICAL INCLUSION
“Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites exist
for participation in our community.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

Burning Man is an open community, for anyone who has a desire and willingness to participate within it, mindful
of the 10 Principles. The idea of the ‘outsider’ is foreign to Black Rock City. The barrier that traces the perimeter
of the event itself is representative of openness, mostly formed by an orange plastic snow/safety fence staked
into the ground, with an entry gate of small tepee style canvas pavilions. Across the playa, people of all ages,
backgrounds, careers, social classes, ethnicities, and reasons for finding themselves in a communal city in the
desert are scattered across the landscape. Diversity within the population of 70,000 does reflect those attracted
to camp in the Black Rock Desert for nine days at the end of the summer, and the organization and community
works consistently finding ways to diversify through programs, events and camps.
Entering the environment, there is a palpable feeling of tolerance and acceptance expressed by all burners.
The way you define yourself is not lost entering the gates (although some people do feel the need to shed
their preexisting labels), but the ability to easily forge relationships with those who come from vastly different
backgrounds is gained. Interactions happen simply for the sake of interaction. And unlike ‘art for art’s sake,’
these interactions hold meaningful implications, valuing the freedom of communication and lifting preconceived
attitudes of others. Inclusion extends to involving others in plans and organizing events, with the mentality that
no one should be left out. Instead of finding myself breaking into the community, there is a feeling of being
absorbed into the community. Groups that go out into the open playa at night conduct head counts every time
a stop is made, to ensure nobody gets left behind. Throughout the burn there were open invitations to anyone
interested for night bike rides out to the open playa, to get coffee at Center Camp Café, and even to walk
over to the porta potties. The level of comfort is natural and immediate, and only suddenly noticeable when it
becomes more and more absent upon leaving the playa and the company of other burners. Reintegration and
decompression following the Burning Man event come from many of the principles, Radical Inclusion being
prominent.
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Inclusion by others on playa is rooted in the inclusion each burner experiences in the planning and orchestration
of the community, where everyone represents a piece of the whole integrated design. Inclusion through
Participation means both of these principles work hand in hand. When a person is included as a valued member
in the design and construction of an art installation, in the creation and organization of a theme camp, in the
completion of essential volunteer tasks, in the hosting of a community event, and so on, that level of involvement
aggregates out into the treatment of the community. If you want to be included on the build team of Burning
Man 2018’s temple, Galaxia, you sign up and show up to help with fabrication and transportation, no previous
experience required. As a fundamental goal of the community, inclusion fostered early on in decision making
and through creative endeavors acts as a catalyst for inclusion in social relations moving forward.

GIFTING
“Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting does not
contemplate a return or an exchange for something of equal value.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

Gifting outside of Burning Man, for some, can be embedded in commodification, wrapped into the idea of
material possessions and ownership without proper focus on the act itself. Thinking about the gift, finding or
making the gift, and actually presenting it to the receiver, are all stages that in many ways, can be neglected
in this process. It is often clear when people have put time and thought into an expression, physical or not,
creating an experience for both the receiver and the gifter, which can be reflected in use or remembrance of
the gift. As a ritual, gifting can lose its value when the experience is lost and attempted to be regained through
a price tag. In Caveat Magister’s Burning Man Journal article, The Parable of the Gift, he writes:

“Giving what you don’t have is a profound experience, one that has the capacity to change how we relate
to the world and who we are. It is one that I think happens a great deal on the playa, that in many ways is
baked into Burning Man culture, where principles like Immediacy, Communal Effort, and Radical Inclusion
push us in directions that we otherwise tend to use money to avoid going in. Sometimes, that is, we use
financial gifts – giving out of our surplus – not in a spirit of generosity but to avoid engaging. To protect
ourselves from having to spend time or pay attention or reach out.
I strongly suspect that the gifts that end up meaning the most to people, that change the life of the giver
as much or more than that of the recipient, that best create the experience of “Burning Man,” follow the
example of the Widow’s Mite, and are gifts given from lack – be it time, or attention, or engagement,
or comfort, or love, or solace, or yes, even money. That these are the kinds of gifts, and the kinds of
experiences, that leave you challenged and awe struck, part of something meaningful, and eager to give
more.” (The Parable of the Gift, 2017)

Gifting at Burning Man, is very much about the intent behind the gift, the creativity involved in making the
gift, and the act itself where you share a piece that represents time, and thought, to a friend, but more often
someone you just met on the playa. These gifts are generated from self, not generally store bought, and have
some significance to you yourself, or how you want to shape the experience of another. Because you don’t know
who the receiver will be, it makes it both harder and easier to come up with something. Additionally, you don’t
know how many gifts you’ll be wanting to share with people over the course of the event, so often people make
quite a few, sometimes around 100. Gifts received at 2017 Burning Man: Radical Ritual include the following…
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Figure 20. Gifts from BM’17 (Author, 2018)
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Physically, gifts can be carried around and presented to others, but there are unlimited ways to gift. The most
performative gift I have heard of was written about by Caveat Magister in the Burning Man Journal article, “What
if my art project is a loaded gun?” His gift is a massive binder of 100 original stories and 141 songs, out of which
the receiver picks one at random in under 3 minutes, and this is then performed by Caveat. He mentions the
choice will reveal something about their nature and destiny- and at times, these stories do come quite close
to real life stories within the receiver’s life (What if my art project is a loaded gun?, 2013). A friend of my sister
gifted people music, by playing them a song by an artist they were not familiar with. A theme camp close to
my campsite, called Epiphany & Co, had displays of hand-made jewelry, of which you could choose your
favorite piece, and gift the artist a hug before continuing on your way. After a night out, a member at the main
camp to Lil’ Orphan Annex (a satellite camp), Orphan Endorphin, went to his tent and brought back rose rings
made of pink, blue and lime green plastic drinking straws, folded and melted together at the joints. Members
of Orphan Endorphin created necklaces, one a vial with playa dust collected in it, and one with a wooden laser
cut Man that glowed multiple colors from the inside powered by a battery cell (both decorative and practical to
light yourself up at night). These gifts are very souvenir like, and loved all over the playa, with the Man symbol
on them, which cannot be used and reproduced as a symbol outside of Black Rock City. These gifts can get
rather intricate, made of welded metal, or other materials, and fabricated by the hundred. At the Center Camp
Café, display boards under glass show Man related gifts, with each frame showing gifts from different years. A
collection box nearby held gifts from 2017 for the following year’s board to be made.
Physical touch and sensory gifts are common. My non-physical gift this year, was to finger draw on people’s
backs, having them guess what I’ve drawn (last minute, my mum read about burners collecting pins and
ordered a hundred Canada 150 pins for me to give away as physical gifts). One camper who became a close
friend over the course of the week, gifted people with facials. She set up tables for people to lay back to where
she was sitting, close their eyes and relax, while she went through a series of skin treatments including cleaning,
extraction, hydration, and facial massages. Some gifts are not intended to be gifts. I told my camp leader, a
bald Brit with a wax-curled mustache, I liked his fishnets while he was wearing a nurse costume, and five
minutes later, he brought me a new pair of red fishnets from his tent. Entering the Center Camp Café, a burner
cooling his hands on a large ice block strapped to the front of him motioned for me to come toward him, placing
his cooled hands around the back of my neck while staring into my eyes. Outside of Black Rock City, this could
be reasonable grounds for an arrest, but completely normal on playa. Caveat Magister outlined his draining
experience gifting outside of Burning Man in his Burning Man Journal article, “How Hard Is It to Be a Participant
at the Smithsonian’s “No Spectators” Exhibit?” (How Hard Is It to Be a Participant at the Smithsonian’s “No
Spectators” Exhibit?, 2018) Because of various social conditions, brought on through freedom of choice and
ability to curate your own experience, gifting at Burning Man is, with maybe the exception of some burgins,
embraced fully by the community seeing it as an act of giving without the expectation to get anything in return.
Gifting here works as an ability for burners to give back to their community, layering experiences into others
burns.
Beyond preparing gifts leading up to the event, some other ways to gift include giving donations to artists and
their installations on Kickstarter, or to fund the building of the temple, or artcars or camps. One member of my
camp said he always gives money to fund toilet paper and hand sanitizer for the porta potties. The Low-Income
ticket ($190usd), which assisted my ability to participate in Burning Man, is essentially in part a gift from those
who pay for the full price ($495usd), or reserved price tickets ($1200usd).

DECOMMODIFICATION
“In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments that are
unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to protect our
culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.”
(The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)

(Wick, 2016)
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Decommodification seen at Burning Man amplifies how heavily we resort to material goods and their value in
the default world. By fully removing ‘buying and selling’ as soon as you enter the gates of Black Rock City,
you’ve immediately shifted the importance of trade of physical items to the trade of interpersonal relationships.
This is probably one of the most difficult principles to attempt to recreate or apply in the default world, but
elements from this principle can be drawn out- not through the money and material goods themselves, but
through the power we give them. The only things that can be purchased on playa are ice and coffee, and
through decommodification, these two consumed goods do not have the same transactional associations that
they would outside of Black Rock City, as money does not govern the city and its inhabitants.
Money itself, as physical currency, loses meaning in this environment. When you interact with others, there’s no
expectation that monetary payment will be required from either party, giving way to meaningful interaction. As
Caveat mentions in Chapter Two in his interview, this works as a “social lubricant” where people that approach
you are not wanting time or money, but most often to gift. Riding out on my bike into the deep playa, there’s
no feeling that you need to equip yourself with money to participate in experiences. In default, you are moving
from one paid item to the next, and the only way to cope is through dissociation. And when dissociation levels
exceed what you can afford, you are in debt. Describing the Burning Man event as an alternative reality feeds
into this narrative, where people now consider commodification as natural and necessary for a society to
function. Interactions at Burning Man are not resting on the exchange of money, they depend on the will of the
people to go up to others simply for the sake of that interaction. Pulling people from the default, with various
means to provide shelter, food, clothing and comfort throughout the event, the ability to prepare and equip
yourself for the duration of the event will differ. But this does not seem to affect interactions or inclusion in
the community, particularly among those who embrace the 10 Principles as participants, the vast majority of
the population. Seeing how effectively this works in Black Rock City, it is frustrating to leave that environment
contemplating the number of artificial interactions derived through commodification, ceasing to exist without it.
A well respected suggested ‘rule’ is that logos must not be made visible, through covering them or hiding them
in some way. By limiting or cutting off product advertising, you allow communities in the form of theme camps
to promote themselves, or people to display themselves without the shield of brands. It was not all that difficult
to cover labels on clothing and articles I was bringing in- either with decals, duct tape or even letting things
get dusty on the playa. As labels fall away, designs and patterns, and ingenuity in how people get creative
finding new uses for things or expressive in fashion not tied to branding, is heavily appreciated. Having a
hand in the making and unique customization is far more exciting for burners to hear about- I received multiple
conversations about articles I had decorated and made for the burn as crafting and imagination are valued
over the means to afford items. There are endless ways people repurpose or reuse items, and in preparing
for the 2018 burn, I found many shared online for others in the community in blogs or posted on the Facebook
group, “Burner Hacks.” The information shared in this group alone represents the support within the burner
community, offering useful ideas or requesting helpful suggestions, all while considering the 10 Principles and
the sustainability of the environment. In an online network funded through ads, this group actively finds ways
to help each other prepare for Burning Man in the default, working to de-commodify in a commodified society.
Realigning hierarchies that dictate how landscapes are formed, can transfer value to a point where funding
does not equal quality of experience. Including people in the conversation in the design of a park removes
any promotion or marketing. Burning Man does not promote itself through advertisements or branding, beyond
word of mouth from participants. As a non-profit, the Burning Man Organization provides transparency on its
website of expenses, covering operations and community costs throughout the year.

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE
“Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner resources.”
(The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)

(Wick, 2016)
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Radical Self-Reliance allows each burner to inform their own experience. As a burgin in 2017, there was a great
deal of anxiety involved in making sure all preparations were made to have all the essentials to live in the desert
for 10 days, while supporting all other Principles. Through this anxiety and in having plans for the unknown, the
costs were higher than expected. The following list illustrates what was purchased and prepared for the burn:
Attending Burning Man 2017: Radical Ritual in Black Rock City (USD & CAD)
Low-Income Ticket for Admission............................................................ $210.00 USD
Airfare to and from Reno Airport, Nevada from Buffalo, NY Airport............... $600 CAD
Travel to Buffalo.............................................................................................. $70 CAD
Camping Supplies...................................................................................... $1500 CAD
Tent
Tent Stakes
Air Mattress
Fanny Pack
Sleeping Bag
Thermal Socks
Metal Cup
Pan
Folding Chair
Water Bottles
She-Wee
Headlight
Lanterns
Clothing Costumes/Desert Wear................................................................... $600 CAD
Hotel Accommodations................................................................................ $220 CAD
Lyft Rides........................................................................................................ $40 USD
Boots............................................................................................................. $105 CAD
Burner Express Reno>BRC, BRC>Reno...................................................... $160 CAD
Water on Burner Express................................................................................ $45 CAD
Folding Water Containers................................................................................ $80 CAD
Bike Rental.................................................................... $389 USD (Refund $180 CAD)
Camp Fee for Lil’ Orphan Annex..................................................................... $60 USD
Sunscreen....................................................................................................... $40 CAD
Protein Bars.................................................................................................... $70 CAD
Dehydrated Food............................................................................................ $55 CAD
Other Food...................................................................................................... $50 CAD
Dust Mask....................................................................................................... $40 CAD
Goggles.......................................................................................................... $45 CAD
Hats................................................................................................................ $65 CAD
Toiletries......................................................................................................... $40 CAD
Thermal Clothing........................................................................................... $100 CAD
Solar Panel Charger........................................................................................ $65 CAD
External Battery............................................................................................... $45 CAD
Reno Food + Airport Food............................................................................... $60 USD
Total = $759 USD + $3995 CAD - $180 CAD (Bike Return Refund)............$4784 CAD

However, heading into the 2018 burn, many of these costs are now covered as items purchased can transfer
from year to year, including dress and camping gear. Costs are dependent on each burner and their level of
comfort they require and their ability to fund that comfort. For some, the cost shown above is rather high, and for
others, a percentage of what they spent on the burn that year. Had I been traveling with others, costs would be
divided among the group. In a more interactive camp, the camp fees would be greater. Having applied for and
receiving a low-income ticket for the burn, a gift from the Burning Man community, my ticket price was lower.
While a factor, personal expenses are just a portion of what this principle is informed through.
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Self-reliance is how you conduct yourself, when you ask for help, and being able to judge your limitations
and strengths. As described in Immediacy below, my arrival on playa was less self-reliant than expected.
Additionally, I did depend on the know how of others in getting around, as it seemed rather confusing from
day to night during the first few days of the burn. In times of need, there are always people willing and ready to
help out, as people under or overestimate their abilities or resources, and people share water in times of need.
Two campers in the Annex were rather impatient with their requests for help with several tasks, and while there
were grumblings about self-reliance, they did receive the help they wanted. Self-reliance is very much about
learning things yourself, and not being given all the answers. As a burgin, people will help you organize, but will
not provide everything for you.
It is transformational not having all the answers, and making choices that could result in outcomes that are
not ideal. The Li’l Orphan Annex was very minimal, with a small shade structure and kitchen, meaning a lot
of additional considerations were made in preparation. In CATWORLD for the 2018 burn, more amenities are
provided including electricity, private bathrooms, a shower and dinners from Monday-Thursday, so there is a bit
more flexibility in thinking and approach to getting ready. Turnkey camps make their campers very comfortable,
for a price, and for that reason some burners believe it conflicts with this principle. As Caveat mentions in his
interview, turnkey camps are still highly participatory. Everyone is coming in with a different means in the way
they can provide for themselves, and as long as people do not come in with the expectation of being handed
everything, they will be following this principle. There are stories of people sky diving in, with just their packs,
and surviving the burn.

“What is each person able to do and be? No matter where we reside, we need the sense that we play a role
in the shaping of our days and weeks, that we exercise some measure of control over the trajectory of our
lives and the ways we live them. By fostering memorable experiences, enriched environments enhance
our sense of play. And they lay the groundwork for us to take more of an active role in the shaping of our
constructed worlds. Each new enriched environment could help effectuate the start of a momentum that
will reverse the cycle of self-perpetuating beggary in which most people live, helping to put in motion
and propel a self-perpetuating cycle of virtue in its place. People will expect and actively demand more
from the places they inhabit. They will work harder to ensure that what gets built meets these higher
expectations.” (Goldhagen, 2017, pp. 286)

RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION
“Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the individual
or a collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver
should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

In preparing for the Burning Man event, I tried to envision myself in the environment, and how I would be able to
express myself. For some, this means what they will dress in, which on the playa can be anything from utilitarian
dress suitable for comfort in the desert to walking art installations. Less limitations exist in comparison to places
outside of Black Rock City as the attitude and behavior of burners is less judgmental of others, and how they
choose to present themselves to the world around them. While burners are encouraged to step outside their
comfort zones, using their bodies as a canvas for creativity, there are many burners who choose to wear very
simple dress, choosing to express themselves in other ways. As someone who has a lot of black clothes in
their wardrobe, my first instinct was to make everything I would wear from scratch with the help of my sewing
machine and fabric stores. Having never made clothing before, this task very quickly became too daunting. So
instead, I dragged my mum out to several vintage stores in Toronto, browsing racks and shelves for ideas and
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picking out pieces I could see myself wearing. One store in particular had been dressing people for the burn,
and upon learning I would be heading there, turned the experience into something of a spectacle, bringing
mounds of clothing and accessories for me to try on, garment racks falling over in the process.
I did end up decorating several hats, including a military hat pictured in the adapted photovoice. Several
burners said I should commission decorated hats for burners in future years, valuing handmade pieces. One
camp mate at Orphan Endorphin rigged up his top hat with a multi-colored audio equalizer moving in sync with
the frequency of music in his surroundings. Lo, a camp mate and friend from Li’l Orphan Annex, wore black
dress with dark makeup to work nightly at the Death Guild Thunderdome. The opportunity to express yourself
ties into identity and transformation, extending far beyond what you choose to clothe yourself in, or not clothe
yourself in as many burners practice nudity on playa.
Art installations, mutant vehicles, theme camps, events and activities, messages to others in the porta potties
(not encouraged) or messages to passed loved ones in the Temple (highly encouraged), the BRC Weekly
(pictured below) bike decoration for night and day, and how you engage with others are all ways to express
yourself.

							
					

Figure 21. BRC Weekly cover (2017- Issue 8, 2017)

“The neighborhood is thus, in the strongest sense of the term, an object of consumption that the dweller
appropriates by way of the privatization of public space. All the conditions are assembled there to
favor this exercise: knowledge of the surroundings, daily trips, relationships with neighbors (politics),
relationships with shopkeepers (economics), diffuse feelings of being on one’s territory (ethology), so
many indices whose accumulation and combination produce and then organize the social and cultural
apparatus according to which urban space becomes not only the object of a knowledge, but the place of
recognition.” (de Certeau, 1980, p. 13)

Forms of self expression become communal, combining to manifest into a community of expressions, supporting
the environment and its people, and inspiring awe. In Caveat Magister’s article, How “Awe,” “Ritual,” and “Risk”
Are Psychological Necessities, he writes:
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“Schneider, President Elect of the Existential-Humanistic Institute and past president of the APA’s Society
for Humanistic Psychology, says that awe is a contradictory emotion — one which makes us feel both
elevated and fragile, elated and terrified — and that without it, life becomes rote, even mechanical, a
process of just going through the motions. We need experiences of awe to live as deeply as we can.
Schneider’s never been to Burning Man, but his recommendations for how to put awe back in your life —
exposure to art, to nature, to communal rituals — sound distinctly like it. Especially when he talks about
the way in which these activities are at their most potent when they have an element of risk. Just going
through the motions is the opposite of awe, but a ritual that takes you out of your comfort zone and exposes
you to forces greater than yourself can put you directly in an experience of the sublime and awaken a
slumbering psyche.” (How “Awe,” “Ritual,” and “Risk” Are Psychological Necessities, 2017)

Awe is valued at Burning Man, particularly understanding the process that begins as playa dust, and is bred
through civic collaboration to bring to life the imagination of burners. There were many times the group I traveled
with stopped completely on bikes, at night and day, taking in the surroundings and trying to comprehend the
scale and magnitude of what was happening in the desert. Every photo ever taken at Burning Man, and every
description of the event since its inception could not illustrate this feeling. It is hard to think of experiences
outside this environment that evoke similar feelings. Two that come to mind having some parallels are from Nuit
Blanche 2017 and the 2018 Toronto Light Festival at the Distillery District. At Nuit Blanche, the University of
Toronto Faculty of Music hosted an immersive event called Dream Variations by Abbas Akhavan and Kristina
Lee Podesva in collaboration with Mes Amis Canada/Darzee, as a dimly lit atrium where those partaking in the
event could rest in cots with pillows prepared by refugee women, listening to improvising vocalists. I drifted off
to sleep for forty minutes at this installation as vocalists sang from both the balcony and weaving through the
cots on the atrium floor. Walking around the Toronto Light Festival, I began to hear music in the distance and
was instantly transported back to the playa seeing the music was coming from the fire breathing metal dragon
art car, Heavy Meta, complete with costumed dancers out the front, a DJ and operators controlling the flame
thrower.

				

Figure 22. Heavy Meta at the Distillery District Toronto (Author, 2018)

“When definitions fail, people describe the scene as a confusing kaleidoscope of references. Something
like: Burning Man is Fellini directing Alice in Wonderland on the set of Mad Max in one of Italo Calvino’s
Invisible Cities, with props by Duchamp and Dali, secondhand costumes from Barbarella, the Beatles, and
Ringling Bros., casting by Hieronymus Bosch, and a planned premiere on Tatooine.” (Bruder, xii)
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In the upcoming interview with Caveat, he mentions his personal experience with places outside of Black Rock
City that draw similarities to Burning Man through creative expression along with many of the 10 Principles.

COMMUNAL EFFORT
“Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, promote and
protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that support such
interaction.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

Without Communal Effort, community does not exist. The Burning Man event is not handed to those who arrive
on the playa, it is built in phases throughout the year by willing participants who all have a hand in creating it. It
is almost inaccurate to call the people who live in Black Rock City residents, even though it is a ‘home’ for many,
because it is not a matter of situating yourself in a place and occupying it. As a burner, you are one of 70,000
tools assisting in the form and function of your community.
At some point, designers make the choice to enter their field, whether that means as a landscape architect or
architect or urban planner, because they had the desire to one day be able to look at a place and say they had
a part in making it. As a designer, you acknowledge that the profession will give you the opportunity to have
a say in what a space becomes. Instinctively, people want to leave a mark. And this is done in many ways,
personally or publicly, and when the task is shared, collectively.

“Transactive design doesn’t exist for its own sake- the goal is to transform. Done well, the resulting
transformations can touch multiple dimensions- individual, social, and physical. While physical change
often receives our conscious attention, transformations at a personal level may be just as profound.
Individual participants change as they gain new information, skills, and perspectives. We learn from each
other, and that transforms us in ways small and large, subtle and dynamic. We may gain confidence,
become empowered, or experience the joy of creating. When we finish we may see our community, others,
and ourselves differently. These personal transformations may seem to be the expected by-products of
participation, but they can also be deliberately pursued as objectives in and of themselves.” (Pena, 2017,
p. 3)

Communal effort reduces the need for people to adapt, accept, or decline their environments, working to form
a mosaic of identity supported through creative expression. Without valuing communal effort, the dimension
and potential of a space will not be reached, and unrealized efforts transfer to other outlets. Burning Man is
a positive outlet, existing to fill these voids. It is a reactive community, that signals much larger problems in
communal spaces outside of Black Rock City. Community designers supporting their own creative freedom and
artistic license gained through suppressing public engagement, must acknowledge that this is reactive to not
receiving these freedoms in their own communities. It is only expected that those denied opportunities will jump
at the chance to take on that opportunity in the future.

“Defined as such, the collectivity is a social place that induces a practical behavior by which each dweller
adjusts to the general process of recognition by conceding a part of himself or herself to the jurisdiction of
the other.” (de Certeau, 1980, p. 15)
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CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
“We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume responsibility for
public welfare and endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also
assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with local, state and federal laws.” (The 10
Principles of Burning Man, 2018)

(Wick, 2016)

Civic Responsibility plays into every principle at Burning Man, encompassing events held by individuals or
camps, gifts and performative experiences, down to how you treat your neighbors and the physical environment
around you. To hold burners accountable, and to allow ease in finding and participating in events, they become
registered and scheduled, available on apps (loaded to work without data) but more formally in the small event
book received by mail or at Will Call for the event:

Figure 23. BM’17 Schedule (Author, 2018)
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Figure 24. BM’17 Schedule Spread (Author, 2018)
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Figure 25. BM’17 Schedule Spread 2 (Author, 2018)
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Figure 26. BM’17 Schedule Spread 3 (Author, 2018)
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From my experience, burners both have some idea of what events they want to participate in through the
schedule, but often come across events being held and spontaneously join them. Many of these events (as seen
in the descriptions in the photos) are transformational or community building, supportive of identity and relations
among burners- these skills and experiences are transferable to the default. Other events may supply materials
to be creative in some way, or provide much needed rest and relaxation from desert survival (massages, hair
washes, foot baths, meditation or napping in hammocks). All are welcome to partake in events, with some
requiring partners for couple activities (that could mean finding a stranger upon arrival), and some less suitable
for all ages. Civic responsibility is also in the form of sharing resources, with an emphasis on making sure the
experiences held are positive for all burners. It is common for people to ask others if their burn is going well,
and I was asked this many times as a burgin. Entering with the expectation to receive is problematic, and Black
Rock City is not a utopia.

“There is an effect, there is magic here, but nothing happens automatically. Burning Man creates conditions
in which one can be amazingly creative, and can make deep friendships, and be open to love in new ways
– but it only creates those conditions. You have to do the work… That’s why, in my experience, people
who are just looking for an automatic good time, or an easy path to enlightenment, or a quick fix of any
kind, don’t last very long. The people who do last are the ones who (to borrow a metaphor) see within the
miraculous things that happen here a calling to pick up their own cross.” (This is Not the Utopia You’re
Looking For, 2017)

LEAVE NO TRACE
“Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our
activities wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave
such places in a better state than when we found them.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

The Burning Man event is often labeled a ‘festival,’ by burners themselves, those who have yet to participate,
and those who never will- criticizing the community and its physical expression of Black Rock City. And while
calling Burning Man a festival is not necessarily wrong, being that a festival is a celebration, sometimes with
sacred undertones, it does place it in a category of festivals such as a music festival, which may not be bound
by community or have shared respect for the environment and the land they use for their event. Ticket prices for
these festivals often factor in the cleanup required post-event. The Glastonbury Festival, a 5-day music festival
on the Worthy Farm in Somerset England, hosts 175,000 people on a greenfield. The land is owned and farmed
by the founder of the event, Michael Eavis. Weeks of cleanup follow the event, particularly as it becomes muddy
during the festival, costing over £700,000. (Glastonbury - History, 2018)

Figure 27. Festival goers walk through piles of trash left at the end of the Glastonbury Festival in 2015 (Bonaccorso, 2015)
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Burning Man is the largest Leave No Trace event in the world. There are no garbage disposal cans set up in
the city or out on the open playa, and there is also no trash to be seen littering the desert landscape. Trash on
the playa is called “MOOP”...
“What is MOOP? MOOP is an acronym for “Matter Out of Place”, a convenient way of referring to anything
that is not originally of the land on which our event takes place. So everything that wasn’t originally on or
of the Black Rock Desert, no matter how small, is considered MOOP, and is to be removed as part of our
Leave No Trace efforts. MOOP also includes greywater, and the particulates contained therein.
The Most Common Impact Trace and MOOP Issues: Rebar, Tent Stakes and Ground Anchors - Abandoned
Art, Abandoned Camps, Abandoned Stuff - Grey Water/Black Water Dumping - Dunes - Fireworks Debris Carpet Fiber/Debris - Cloth, Fiber and Rope Debris - Metal Debris - Cigarette Butts - Glass Debris - Plastic
Debris - Wood Debris - Plants
Playa Restoration Tools of the Trade: Magnet Sweepers (aka magnet rakes) - Rakes - Push Brooms Shovels - Vise Grips” (Matter out of Place (MOOP), 2018)

Burners often carry MOOP bags around with them, and if they do happen to come across MOOP, they will
collect it on-the-go and add it to their own personal trash taken out at the end of the burn (or for those traveling
on the Burner Express such as myself, burners are given marked bags on their ride to the playa which are
then collected and sorted before embarking back on the bus at the end of the event). On several occasions,
I witnessed burners MOOPing and did so myself, traveling with those in my camp who had a very keen eye
for spotting even the smallest of MOOP. Burners advocate for this principle readily, pointing out what could
pose issues as MOOP, and making note of costume choices that interfere with this principle, such as glitter
and feathers. When two principles interfere with each other, it is respectfully done so, as is the case with SelfExpression in costuming and Leave No Trace with how that costume may create MOOP. Considerations are
prepared for, including bringing small Altoids tins to place ash from cigarettes of burners who smoke. There
are numerous ways to green your burn, and become more sustainable in what you buy and how you pack for
Burning Man available on the organization website, in addition to clean energy initiatives the organization is a
part of such as funding solar panels for the neighboring city of Gerlach (Chase, 2007).
The trash fence is temporary orange snow/construction fencing, staked into the ground, tracing the perimeter
of the event. It originally was a Leave No Trace effort proposed by burner Larry Breed (also known as Ember).

“Larry proposed a trash fence downwind of Black Rock City, and Burning Man organizers pitched in to
buy the materials. In 1996, he built a mile-long fence of bamboo poles and black plastic netting, only 24
inches tall. The fence did the trick, plucking everything from confetti to beach balls back out of the wind’s
relentless hands… Larry’s early effort is one of a million that Burners have brought to the event to promote
environmental stewardship and sustainability. Larry’s happens to be one of the most visible and effective.”
(Hatch, 2016)

Figure 28. Setting up the trash fence - Instagram post (Curley & Shalaco, 2018)
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Each burner, each theme camp, and a number of volunteers MOOP the playa. This is done through everyday
sightings as mentioned above, or through orchestrated line sweeps organized by camps, and then again by
volunteers. Volunteers spend weeks following the burn going over every inch of it, and produce the yearly
MOOP map, which holds camps and other areas accountable for what they may leave behind.

						

Figure 29. MOOP Map (Muszalski, 2018)

Rakes can pick up trash that has been covered with a layer of playa dust as well as pull up the remnants of
structures that have been burned. The only thing that is allowed to be put on the playa is clean potable water,
which is helpful when leaving the event, when there is a surplus of drinking water that would be difficult to bring
out. When emptying water, you must move around with your container as to not pool water on the surface of the
playa. As seen driving by entrance and exodus lines in the Burner Express, if vehicles leak anything onto the
surface of the playa, shovels are provided to vehicle operators to remove the affected playa, put it in a bag, and
take it out of Black Rock City to be disposed of.
There are a few traces left- some that have less immediate physical implications such as energy from generators
or vehicles, smoke from burning structures and burnable trash and waste from porta potties. However, there
are no communities that produce net zero physical traces. One pressing issue is the bikes left on playa after
Burning Man, as people bringing in bikes do not always bring them out, and on the final morning this was
clearly evident in the number of unlocked bikes scattered around the landscape. While many can be donated
or repurposed to be rented to burners in subsequent years, funding bike rental camps, these camps were not
set up to bring back the number of bikes abandoned.

PARTICIPATION
“Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative
change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply personal
participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is invited to play.
We make the world real through actions that open the heart.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)

The practice of Participation makes Burning Man and Black Rock City possible. Not only is this principle
meaningful to the community, but it holds a lot of weight. With participation, comes responsibility informing
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social capital and place attachment, in ways that participatory community design in neighborhoods outside of
Black Rock City cannot. If people do not rush out to community meetings, sharing their ideas and concerns,
it does not make or break the ability to complete the project. Because ultimately, it is unclear how those ideas
and concerns even work themselves into idea generation and phasing moving forward with a design. While this
principle by description is open ended, up to the perception of each burner in how they choose to participate,
and inform their environments, there is endless information on how burners can find opportunities to participate.
Whether that means helping to set up or tear down a theme camp…

“A Theme Camp is an interactive camp. Theme Camps are a gift and contribution to the city. Theme
Camps are groups of Burning Man participants who come together to provide a service, entertainment,
art, or other creative interactive experience for everyone at Burning Man. This interactivity can be truly
anything! It’s also the home where camp members sleep, eat, and take care of their needs while living
in the desert. Theme Camps began in 1995 and have become the way the majority of people camp and
participate in Black Rock City. They are the interactive core of Burning Man. Theme Camps are home to
groups of anywhere from six to 400 people. There are also Villages, which are groups of three or more
interactive Theme Camps combined together.” (Camps and Placement, 2018)

The following sampling of theme camp descriptions from the 2017 burn is provided to assist in understanding
these communities within community:

“1001 Nights: 1001 Nights is a warmly inviting, casually laid-back, heavily oriental-influenced lounge
space. Our variety of community Dome offerings are here to please the masses: from nurturing and sharing
love through our unique Makateeb experience while having delicate cranial massages, to withdrawing
from the playa commotion for an afternoon Tea laying in comfortable Majlis seating, we are confident you
will enjoy paying us a visit. Artists from all horizons are welcome to flow into the Dome and jam their tunes
along our now world renowned hoopers. Hometown: Dubai
Alternative Energy Zone: The AEZ is a generator free zone. If you like alternative energy, then welcome,
you are invited to join our village of friendly folks. You will see and can learn about solar panels, wind
generators, solar ovens, solar showers, water cleaning, and meet people who can show YOU how to do
this. Hometown: Reno
BC Village: BC Village is home to many artists, art project, and theme camps from the regional BC Burning
Man community. Come visit us for a little Canadian hospitality and get your Canadian passport and say
hi to sexy Justin Trudeau. We have events happening all week at the Polar Bear and Bonkers Empire. We
also have a fully functional metal and woodshop open daily to the public from noon to 4 pm. Visit the shop
if your art car, art project, or camp infrastructure needs repair! Hometown: Vancouver
Beaverton: Camp Beaverton is an intentional, experimental, and experiential Burning Man community
theme camp. We are a group of queer women/trans/genderqueer/lesbian/bisexual/heterosexual/etc… or
folks who are simply as wayward as the playa is dusty. We celebrate sexuality, self exploration, and
respect for one’s journey on through this life. Our goal is to provide a safe space for queer women and
trans folks on and off-Playa. We encourage education, participation, inquiry, conversation, and selfreflection. We extend our goals to the greater Black Rock community by hosting workshops and social
events. Hometown: Oakland
Black Rock Public Library: Come grab a book with a one-year checkout period at the dustiest library
in the world, the Black Rock Public Library! Add yourself to the Human Card Catalog to share what you
know best, or look up someone who can teach you about a subject anywhere on the playa. Hometown:
San Francisco
...
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Camp Upsie Dasium: Rising Up out of the Chaos of the Default World comes your Beacon of Hope: Camp
Upsie Dasium! Featuring a 45 foot high climbable Tower, Silhouette Theater, over 1500 sq ft of Shade, Live
Music and Tastings. Come Climb the Tower and Enjoy the View of BRC. We are open to Burners who want
to use our camp for small events. Hometown: Corralitos/Chico
Centre 4 Research & Development: We observe the peculiarities of humanity in the most fascinating
environment: Black Rock City, the petri dish in the desert. Experiments are typically performed through the
ancient scientific methods of light, sound, and libations. Hometown: Los Angeles
Dilated Peoples: Expand your inner vision while indulging your senses. A soothing treatment of refreshing
eye drops, cucumber slices and a cooling facial gel-pack awaits you… followed by a meditative lavenderscented eye pillow surrounded by the enchanting healing powers of the Dilated Peoples Eye Spa. Before
and after your spa experience, enjoy herbal tea in our lounge. Hometown: San Francisco
EGGS Bar: Building on years of well-honed playa experience, EGGS Bar crew of veteran burners will again
create a welcoming venue of the deepest interaction. A jewel on the playa; it is a beautifully designed bar
with amazing artifacts. While disguised as a friendly tavern, the space we create will be so much more
than a place to grab a drink… a storytelling station, meeting place of the minds, incubator of adventures,
spontaneous dance party spot, sometimes even a Burning Man debate forum. All that and so much more,
we are YOUR local on the playa! Hometown: Oakland, CA
EZ Tiger: EZ Tiger is a cozy bar in a jungle on an island in the deepest reaches of the orange seventh
dimension. The rhythm of sprawling life pulsates and neon leaves rustle. You’re here to be an animal. All
species welcome. Hometown: Santa Barbara, CA
False Profit, Inc.: False Profit pays dividends to investors in the form of innovative cultural experiences
and immersive community. Invest wisely; the life you enjoy may be your own. Hometown: San Francisco
First Bank of BRC: We are the bank for the gifting economy, and we have what you need! Visit the bank
each day during business hours, or visit one of our 24 hr ATMs to make a deposit or withdrawal. Excellent
customer service is sometimes guaranteed. Hometown: San Francisco
Mad Batter: Join us to become a boss of that dough, by imagining and bringing cookie concoctions to
life. Whether you’re a no bake, half-baked or a full-baked kind of person, we’ll supply all types of cookie
assortments for you to select and decorate. Hometown: San Francisco
Midnight Poutine: Bonsoir nos amis! Come and sample Quebec’s favourite late night snack at Midnight
Poutine. Learn the awesome power of french fries, cheese curds and hot gravy. Embrace the joie de vivre
of our bilingual Canadian camp. Lache pas la patate! Hometown: Montreal

		

Figure 30. Midnight Poutine Camp (Thé, 2018)

Mr. Peepers Closet: Mr. Peepers Closet (boutique)- We have Burner clothing, Wedding dresses, Tutus
(on Tutu Tuesday). Come find your Playa persona.
No ReGretzky’s: Come “check” us out!! No ReGretzsky’s is a Canadian-American camp hosting hockey
themed activities! Come play with our balls and sticks… we will even teach you how to use them! Not into
slipping one past our goalie? Get in the penalty box photo booth or enjoy our shaded area with our sexy
referees! Drop your gloves and come and get it! Hometown: San Francisco
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Parasol Mafia: Parasol Mafia is dedicated to helping you energize and sustain your body, heart, and
mind. Enjoy our 24-hour Self Care Pharmacy with essentials like sunscreen, earplugs, water, first aid
items, and other sustenance; groove with us at our reggae/ska happy hours; decorate and keep a parasol;
revitalize yourself in our covered domes with guided workshops and comfortable seating; get funky at our
night time dance parties; Love yourself, it’s an offer you can’t refuse. Hometown: Portland
Planned Playahood: We are Planned Playahood! We offer pregnancy testing, fornication counseling,
bicycle repair, LED Art and other “second aid” services to UN-FUCK YOUR BURN. Let’s face it, sometimes
your Burn gets fucked and we are here to un-fuck it for you. Hometown: San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Vancouver
Playa Choir: Connect with the Something Other often overlooked at Burning Man. Your Playa Choir
welcomes all Burners to come and participate in a fun 4-part harmony of classic sacred and secular
songs. Rehearsals are Wednesday through Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. To listen, please join us for
the Sunday Sunrise Performance at the Temple, or the Full Choir non-denominational, non-religious but
entirely welcoming, spiritual and moving “service” at 11:00 a.m. in our Dome. Singers of all skill levels, and
persuasions are welcome. Also looking for Musicians! Hometown: Portland
Rootpile: Rootpile is a camp composed of burners from all over the world, but particularly from North
Carolina, whose mission is to continue bringing, without our fifth year on playa, live Bluegrass music,
hillbilly culture and hillbilly food and drink to the Playa. We have live nightly Bluegrass music concerts
by professional level bluegrass musicians at while we prepare food for at least 250 people and we have
daily instrument lessons on banjo, mandolin, guitar, fiddle and upright bass and we also have our Hillbilly
Olympix area with lots of redneck games, yall come bank now, ya hear? Hometown: Boone, NC
School of Consensual Kink: All the classes you wish were available when you were in school - Black
Rock School of Consensual Kink (S.O.C.K.) offers a variety of classes and BDSM tastings by our faculty of
trained kinksters. The kink curious of all genders, orientations, and identities (18+) are welcome, see you
in class! Hometown: Seattle
Sin City Day Spa: Have a mini “MIRACLE SHOWER” and learn how you can “shower” on playa with
two glasses of water and feel squeaky clean. All you need to do is bring your own towel. Once you have
learned the secret you can stay super clean with a minimum amount of water in your own camp if you
have white vinegar and baking soda. Other services include foot massage/moisturizing, sunscreen or aloe
vera application, manicures and more. Come by and check for hours of operation and full services list.
Hometown: Las Vegas
Trifucta Village: Trifucta was born after three people in separate RV’s decided to create community
space by parking them in the shape of a triangle. From that small act, a community comprised of artists,
builders, fashion designers, and welders joined together to create connectivity through a common space
that engages the playful creativity and expression inside each participant. Hometown: Las Vegas
Videogasm: Black Rock City’s Playa Theater since 1998! Nightly video screenings on our two big screens.
Body painting every afternoon in our shade structure. Come by and cool off in our mister! Play with our
over-sized games. Come to one of our Daily Themed Happy Hours. Record a message in our Burning Man
video comment booth then watch it later on our screens. Playa Family Feud on Tuesday. Playa Jeopardy
on Wednesday. Live Rocky Horror Picture Show on Friday night! Home of The 48 Hour Film Project BRC.
Contact us if you have an original video or presentation you’d like to show. Located in Snowflake Village.
Hometown: Detroit” (2017 Theme Camps, 2017)

Create and operate an art car…
“A Mutant Vehicle is a unique, motorized creation that shows little or no resemblance to their original
form, or to any standard street vehicle. Mutant Vehicles are radically, stunningly, (usually) permanently,
and safely modified from their base vehicle. Sometimes the whole vehicle is made from scratch. Mutant...
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...Vehicles may include such non-standard motorized forms such as furniture, other non-street vehicles
such as a boat or train, animals, or just about anything imaginable. For safety reasons, they must not
mimic any type of emergency service or law enforcement vehicle. Vehicles merely stripped to the frame
and engine, and vehicles with minimal changes or temporary decorations are not considered Mutant
Vehicles.” (Mutant Vehicles, 2018)

Be placed on an art installation team or come up with an installation of your own…

“All participants are welcome to create art for the playa!... It’s worth noting that most installations contain
an interactive element, which allows participants to fully engage with the piece instead of viewing it from a
safe distance as we are used to in our museum- and gallery-oriented world. Participants are encouraged
to explore and interact with the art, and may well find themselves helping an artist to build a structure or
performing some task to activate an art object. Touching, climbing, entering, spinning, engaging and
exploring are encouraged.” (Creating Playa Art, 2018)

Submit a design for the Temple or volunteer as a Temple builder…

“People interested in building the Temple each year submit proposals to the Burning Man organization to
basically do what Larry has said is one of the main purposes of Burning Man, “To blend life and art so you
can’t tell the difference.”
One thing unites all Temple builders. They are building something that is all inclusive and for all Black
Rock City citizens. As such, certain design elements have been carried forward with each reinterpretation
of the Temple including creating a space that is both intimate, with areas (often called altars) for folks to
leave tributes, as well as creating a large enough gathering space capable of holding hundreds (possibly
a thousand) at a time, so that it’s a true community area.” (Building the Temple, 2018)

Volunteer with the organization in a variety of positions with…
Air Playa Info (Reno Airport) - BRC Airport - Arctica (Ice Sales) - ARTery (Artist Services) - Black Rock City
Rangers - Box Office - Burn Perimeter Support Group - Burning Man Information Radio - Census - Center
Camp Café - Cleanup and Restoration - Department of Mutant Vehicles - Department of Public Works - Earth
Guardians - Emergency Services - Gate, Perimeter and Exodus - Greeters - Lamplighters - Man Watch - Media
Mecca - Playa Info - Pottie Project - Recycle Camp - San Francisco Office Squad - Technology Teams - Temple
Guardians - Theme Camps (Volunteer Teams, 2018)
Or outside of Black Rock City, in hosting regional events or in my case, submitting a design to the Burning Man
Global Art Grant...

Mission Statement: “This program funds highly interactive, community-driven works of art that prioritize
community involvement in their development, execution and display. We fund art that is accessible to the
public, civic in scope and prompts the viewer to act. We like art that can be experienced in more ways
than visually – art that is touched, heard or experienced as well as viewed. We prioritize funding art that
involves the audience in its conception, creation and presentation. This program’s impact is driven by a
willingness to take risks and be the first to give a grant to a project or to work with artists and projects that
other funders might avoid, as well as a focus on community-driven processes that have effects far beyond
the artwork itself.” (Global Art Grants, 2018)
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Figure 31. Global Art Grant design for an interactive movable pod on the University of Guelph campus (Author, 2017)

From burn to burn and over time, participation changes. My first burn in 2017 was full of many last minute
decisions, packing, research on what I would need to survive, anxiety of the unknown particularly as I was
traveling alone to the playa without knowing any other participants aside from online introductions on a forum
for my theme camp, Li’l Orphan Annex. I went in with the understanding that unlike many autoethnographies
conducted, I would not be witness to this community but a participant within it, following the ‘No Spectators’
expectation of burners. Becoming more familiar with the community, you learn of different ways to contribute.
Preparation also plays a large role in what opportunities you involve yourself in, whether that means traveling to
locations early to build, set up, or volunteer. Opportunities I was interested in being a part of required traveling
in advance (weeks or more) of the burn to San Francisco to work with build teams, something I was unable to
afford. By definition of this principle being open-ended, there were many opportunities to participate at the burn
from cutting metal during tear down at the Orphan Endorphin camp, to MOOP collections, to assisting people
with various tasks or issues that came up on a day to day basis, being an active member at events, sharing
resources and ultimately just finding ways to be a helpful in shaping positive experiences for others. Being a
part of the theme camp CATWORLD for Burning Man 2018: I, Robot, organized participation comes in many
forms, one way being through sign ups such as the following:

Figure 32. First page of participation forms for CATWORLD (Scheinkopf, 2018)
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Figure 33. Second and third page of participation forms for CATWORLD (Scheinkopf, 2018)

More involved gifts will be made for this upcoming burn, after seeing how experiential gifts can become.
Moving forward, future burns may include designing and bringing art cars or installations to the playa, and
even running a theme camp. The value of participation and the freedom to create not only encourages, but
propels people in their need and desire to have a hand in their environment. In Caveat’s article, “How Creative
Expression Enhances Civic Engagement” he writes,

“Has it ever seemed to you that there are more ways to be a citizen of Black Rock City than there are to be
a citizen of anyplace else you live? Your hometown, your county, your state?
Well, it’s not actually true, but it can certainly seem true. And the reason it seems true, according to Walker
Fisher, is that there is a link between creative freedom and civic engagement. People who feel creatively
empowered in turn make creative spaces, and creative spaces are easier for people to engage with as
citizens than conventional spaces. That’s because creative spaces ask you who you want to be, rather
than forcing you to choose from a list of prescribed options.” (How Creative Expression Enhances Civic
Engagement, 2017)

IMMEDIACY
“Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our culture. We
seek to overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the reality of
those around us, participation in society, and contact with a natural world exceeding human powers.
No idea can substitute for this experience.” (The 10 Principles of Burning Man, 2018)
(Wick, 2016)
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Immediacy in the 10-days of the event, means relationships forged and bonds made between burners occur
at a much faster rate than they would outside of Black Rock City. There is an effort to make interactions more
meaningful, even if for the first time between two strangers. Going to Burning Man as a burgin, Immediacy
was experienced as early on as online introductions of camp members of Li’l Orphan Annex, the camp I would
be a participating in, on Basecamp. Everyone in the camp posted a piece of their story, and why they would
be headed to the burn, where they were from, and information about themselves that may have normally felt
too revealing. Before even making it onto the playa, I met a burner on the elevator of the hotel I was staying
at the night before leaving to Black Rock City on the Burner Express (shuttle service from either Reno or San
Francisco to BRC), and learning he was an alum of my alma mater, was offered an early ride with him to Black
Rock City that night in his RV. The following morning in line for the express, I was welcomed by high-spirited
dancing volunteers while meeting and sharing stories with other burners waiting for their departure times.
Veteran burners in line went over some of the most important things they had learned over the years to attentive
burgins. Gifts were already being exchanged here from temporary tattoos, to GPS apps mapping the burn,
even being misted with peppermint water and given a choice of quartz crystals from a wicker basket by a tall
blonde drag queen. For the majority of the 4 hour ride to Black Rock City, I spoke with my seat partner, ranging
from her decision to go to Burning Man a week prior to flipping through the handbook (pictured pages in ‘Civic
Responsibility’) reading out descriptions of scheduled events we may want to attend.
A veteran burner on the express who looked to be about 85, passed around some of his most prized possessions
to other riders, gifts he had made by hand over the years. Walking my bags from the bus stop on playa to the
Li’l Orphan Annex camp, presented the most difficulties during my experience. I underestimated how much
water I would need from Reno to Black Rock City before being able to fill my collapsible water containers at the
BRC Bus Stop (a service included through purchasing water packages with the Burner Express tickets). I also
did not realize the satellite bus taking people from the Burner Express to their camps would only have certain
stops, of which were not closer to my camp that the bus stop itself. On a map, my camp did not appear to be
that far from the bus stop, and in an attempt to be Self-Reliant, I walked with my two suitcases and backpack
toward the Annex. Overestimating my abilities and my level of dehydration, I struggled to make it halfway.
Three separate camps invited me in offering water refills, a seat on a rocking bench, to borrow a utility wagon
to transport water, a place to temporarily store my luggage while going to fill my water containers, and even a
pack of blueberries and kombucha. As someone who has trouble receiving help like this, I felt embarrassed
and unprepared, having to rely on strangers when Self-Reliance is a key principle of the community. But every
camp was shocked to learn I was trying to walk myself and my bags through the playa, traveling alone as a
burgin, and having never properly camped or set up a tent myself before (with the exception of practicing
setting up my tent in my parents backyard before leaving for Nevada).
I was then accompanied to fill my water containers and when I finally arrived at my camp, I had two burners help
me set up and anchor my tent, offering suggestions of where there may be opportunities for shade.

		
							

Figure 34. Tent at Li’l Orphan Annex (Huffman, 2018)
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Figure 35. Campsite at Li’l Orphan Annex (Huffman, 2018)

That first night I was cooked a vegetarian meal and lent a bike to decorate and ride around until I could pick my
rental up the following morning. Walking around the streets of the city, burners in camps call out to passersby,
encouraging them to come over and participate in events, to relax in hammocks, or to be given a gift. In line
for breakfast at Hotel California, a camp pictured in the adapted photovoice, burners excitedly shared places
they had been earlier in the week. One burner described the Human Carcass Wash, a massive shower dance
party, as the most freeing experience she has had in her 5 burns. There is not another place I can think of where
I could be sitting down to eat a meal in the communal shade structure at my camp, surrounded by nude men
lounging and sharing their plans for that evening, and it feel completely normal.
Immediacy is possible through trust and comfort established among burners, laid in the foundation of shared
care for the 10 Principles, living in a space of co-creation. Familiarity is gained through people bringing in both
themselves and a piece of their home, forming a mosaic of temporary shelters, an act equivalent to removing
the walls in an apartment building. Instead of protecting property lines and erecting fences, the playa is free
range and thru-ways are encouraged. Reasons for being there may differ neighbor to neighbor, but people are
bound simply by being there in time and place. Priorities shift from the stresses and responsibilities that require
attention outside of Black Rock City, to communal contributions and survival requiring attention within the city.
The following interview with Caveat Magister will delve further into the Burning Man community.
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INTERVIEW THREE

Figure 36. Caveat Magister (LinkedIn, n.d.)

CAVEAT MAGISTER (aka BENJAMIN WACHS)
Writer, Instructional Designer, and Academic Liaison at the Burning Man Organization in San Francisco, CA

“As the primary content writer for Burning Man’s education program, I write instructional materials for
podcasts, videos, trainings, and courses for internal and external audiences including board members,
staff, volunteers, and the public. Subjects have included storytelling skills, volunteer management,
Burning Man culture and history, the economics of art, and Artificial Intelligence, among other subjects.
As the academic liaison, I work with researchers from a variety of institutions around the world to answer
questions, facilitate their work, and curate a community of scholars.” (LinkedIn, 2018, Benjamin Wachs)

This two hour interview provides thoughtful commentary on the Burning Man community, the significance of this
study, and the potential for Burning Man to serve as a ‘proof-of-concept’ precedent for community designers in
the default world. Caveat Magister eloquently describes many inner workings of the Burning Man organization
and event, while providing a number of lesser known examples of participatory community design experienced
first hand in his life and career. As a frequent writer for the Burning Man Journal (over 250 articles written), his
insight and stories are fascinating, and as such, has led to the full Q&A transcript to be included in this thesis.
[November 15, 2017, 8:30pm-10:30pm, Google video call to Cozy Corner, Burning Man Headquarters]
SL - Sarah Luce-Andreyko
CM - Caveat Magister
SL: From the actual document that I sent, is there any research that’s been done that overlaps the topic that I
would be covering, or the proposal? That you know of.
CM: I would actually suggest, well, to some extent I know there are other people who are looking into
these areas, no immediate paper to refer you to is coming to mind but what I can do is, I can send you
some emails of people who are talking about place and that have been looking into design questions,
and specifically with Burning Man. There have also been some pieces on the Burning Man Journal, which
is our online website/blog that have sort of covered tangentially this area, not with a sort of research
specificity that I think would consider it as a prior publication, but nevertheless it’s been talked about.
SL: Okay. Do you know if there is specific research that’s been done that references Burning Man but isn’t
necessarily in the Burning Man Journal or one of the ones that is a thesis that someone has talked about. So
any research that you think would be helpful that isn’t mentioned on the website?
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CM: You know that’s interesting, one of our primary community managers, Steven Raspa was recently
invited to give presentations at the Moscow Architectural Conference and so there was a lot of discussion
there about the questions about neighborhood development and Burning Man and so on and I’d be
curious to see if he could put you in touch with people who might have a list of documentation for that.
SL: Okay, what was his name?
CM: Steven Raspa.
SL: So I actually just read one of your, I guess it was on the Burning Man Journal, about not going in with the
expectation that you’re going to find something at Burning Man but I was wondering if there’s endless things
that you can learn from it, but do you think that the feeling created by the environment is something that could be
replicated elsewhere? Beyond the idea of regionals or beyond the idea of the global grants for the installations.
CM: Well, the short answer is yes. I don’t see any reason why not, and indeed our whole thesis is to some
extent that Burning Man as an experience can happen outside of the Black Rock Desert. That’s more or
less a basic assumption. I think however that it is not nearly as easy as people think, I think that there is
a tendency to get caught up in superficialities that mistake the phenotype of what happens there for the
genotype, as it were. So, short answer yes. Long answer, yes but.
SL: Okay. I haven’t been to a regional, this past burn was actually my first, but do you know how regionals
compare to Burning Man itself?
CM: Every regional is actually quite different, both from Burning Man, and from one another. So, it’s very
much a case by case basis. There isn’t an out of the box kit that regionals engage in. On the contrary.
There are certain expectations that we set, minimum requirements, if you actually want to be a Burning
Man Regional. Things like no vending, or sponsorships. Things like open attendance policies so that
you don’t just invite your friends, so things like that. But outside of that, there is not a set of rules
saying well you have to do this and you have to have a temple and it has to be so high and you have to
organize your things this way and the result is that you have a significant difference, not just in sort of
general approaches of things, but also in the cultural context of which they happen. The original burn
that happens in Japan is significantly different than the one that happens in Texas for reasons that go
above and beyond the sort of organization structure, the basic cultural foundations that are occurring
are different and candidly we celebrate that. The very attempt to make them an out of the box franchise
would get in the way of what we’re actually trying to do. And so in that sense, how much they resemble
Burning Man a la Black Rock City, a la the experience of burning, is going to vary on how successful
they are. That’s what they’re all aiming for but they are significantly different in the nuts and bolts of how
they’re putting themselves together.
SL: Okay. Why do you think that there’s a disconnect between how people feel about a permanent landscape
such as something existing in an urban area, like a park close to where a person lives and how people feel
about Burning Man. Is there a reason people can’t connect to some place that is where they live but then they
connect so well to some place like Burning Man that they call home but is not where they actually live?
CM: There are a lot of reasons, and I want to stress that this is context dependent to some extent where
we’re talking about a whole range of different places here but the first thing that comes to mind is that
Burning Man spaces- what I’m going to specify as space like Black Rock City or a regional for example
because Burning Man can also refer to the culture here, but Burning Man spaces are co-created spaces.
That is the people who are experiencing them are coming together and creating them from the ground
up. And this creates a very different kind of environment than a previously built environment in which
people can come in. You have an immediate no spectators ethos, a participatory ethos that happens
when you co-create the space in the first place. That is a very significant difference. I would say as well
the Burning Man experience that people have is significantly different because these spaces have an
explicit ethos of decommodification and gifting. And independently of the perils of consumerism,...
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which we could talk a lot about but even independently of this disheartening effect of seeing brand labels
put all over things, when you have a decommodified space and an ethos that people take seriously, it
means that you are dealing with people on a whole different level than when you are dealing with a
space in which there is no decommodification. Because it means that people are very likely to sell you
something. We go through life to a degree that we don’t recognize very often feeling guarded about that
fact that if a stranger approaches us they probably want something. They’re probably going to try and
sell us something, they’re going to ask us to sign up for their newsletter, or their petition. It’s a very
guarded way to go through life and have interactions with people. And decommodified spaces, at least
when that is taken seriously, takes that space outside of those kinds of interactions and thus it makes it
more likely that you’re going to have authentic interactions with people. When you take money and sales
and things out of the equation, what is there left? Well, there’s a whole range of human experiences that
you suddenly have a greater expectation that your going to get to have with people. The gifting ethos
of Burning Man contributes to this in a very serious way as well, because it means that if a stranger
approaches you, and says would you like something, it is in fact a gift. Gifting is often seen in sudo
economic terms, you know it’s a replacement for money or something like that, but it’s much better
understood as a kind of social lubricant. When you have an ethos in which people are encouraged to give
one another gifts, you have a very different kind of experience. It allows strangers who otherwise don’t
know how to talk to one another to connect over the fact that one of them says I have an experience, or I
have a thing, I would like to offer it to you. So the experience of Burning Man spaces is very different from
that of conventional spaces in no small part because you’ve taken all of these commercial experiences
off the table and replaced them with the idea that it’s okay to approach other people and be approached
because they have something to offer you. Because there’s an experience they can have in common and
it creates a much easier form of social connectivity and more authenticity of expression and basically
provides connections that people otherwise wouldn’t find, and more authentic ones at that. Those are
my immediate short answers.
SL: Okay. Was place attachment or meaning of place considered in the original design and layout of Burning
Man when it was first constructed?
CM: That would depend on what you mean by original. It was a staged process. The original Burning
Man was Larry Harvey and Jerry James building a life-sized wooden man on Baker Beach and burning
it so there was no city at that point there was nothing except that this is a good spot to do it on the
beach. When people first got to the Black Rock Desert, is because essentially they had been kicked out
of San Francisco, early on it was just a camping trip so there was no real sense that hey, were doing
something that has to be a civic space here. The idea of the civic space of Black Rock City emerged
around 1993 through 1995, it started out as a joke, there were enough people and they were creating
enough infrastructure that this was a joke, this is a city, were in the Black Rock Desert, so this is Black
Rock City. And the metaphor really just took hold and appealed to people and they started building it up
in all these other ways and suddenly there was a newspaper and there was specific infrastructure. So in
that sense it was a combination of a shared art experience and really infrastructure based on necessity
and whimsy as opposed to a civic plan. The first civic plan in the sense I think you’re looking at it was
developed in 1997 by Rod Garret, who was Burning Man’s long time city planner prior to his death I think
in 2011. But that was the first time when the story goes that Will Roger who was at that point a founding
member of the Burning Man LLC, loosely knew Rod from some other things and called him up on the
phone and said I need you to design me a city. And then hung up. And Rod called him back three days
later and said I haven’t been able to get that out of my mind! So that was really when the civic planning
aspect of it started in a very serious way, although there were imitations of it earlier. I think in 1995, in
1994 or 1995, you can check the dates later, you had the first Center Camp Café. It created a center for
Burning Man and then the woman who was the city superintendent at the time, and founding board
member Harley Dubois, came up with the idea of taking all the camps that had a theme or theme campsshe coined that phrase- and putting them in districts in order to make them more easily accessible and
more people could find them. Similarly, you had what are now called sound camps, or camps that were
essentially people who wanted to put on giant raves and districting sort of happened around that time
with people going, okay where the hell are we going to put these things. Why don’t we put them a mile...
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... out, see how that works, oh that was a terrible idea that didn’t work, okay what do we do with it. So
there was sort of preliminary efforts, I would say around ‘94-‘96 to figure out okay how do we organize
this, is this the best way, but the real city plan started in ‘97 and that was when questions like that
started to really come up. And it was transformative on the experience because when you started putting
in roads you could not only have things like emergency vehicles coming through which was a really
important aspect, but also then you have to have addresses, at least loose ones so people could find
each other more easily. And suddenly that level of connectivity really spread. But what was the original
question you asked again, because my digression was, depends on what you mean by the original.
SL: It was, was place attachment or meaning of place considered with the original layout when it was first
constructed?
CM: Okay, so no. I would say that by the time the real placement issues, by the time the city planning
really started, place attachment was already a thing. That was when the Black Rock City metaphor was
emerging and the metaphor in that sense proceeded the planning by several iterations.
SL: Okay. So were the original ones, the ones that were more campsite based, before they actually came up
with the formal structure from Rod, were they circular?
CM: Not in a design circle. What happened was that they decided where they were going to put the Man,
and then had people camp broadly around that. Often miles apart. Remember the desert is massive, so
in the really early days it wasn’t so much a circle, but there was a center. When they added Center Camp
Café, that’s when you started getting the concept of a circle because after that, Harley put the theme
camps in a circle, or semicircle around that. So I would say the circle started to emerge ‘95-‘96. Before
that it was more points and dots, loosely around a center, which was the Man.
SL. Okay. I know that the call for ideas wasn’t affiliated with the organization, but has there ever been plans to
change that layout, the original one done by Rod Garrett?
CM: Not seriously, to my knowledge. It has come up and been discussed and there are certainly iterations
that keep happening but to my knowledge there has not yet been a serious discussion of changing
that layout in a significant way. The most significant change I would say among those many iterations
probably happened sometime between 2006 and 2009, we’d have to check in on the exact date but when
the city got big enough that they started creating the pavilions and keyholes at different locations.
Before, the only one had been the access point to Center Camp but then because they needed to create
more infrastructure for people, in various ways like easier access to ice and things like that, to people
who were at the peripheries of the city, they created the pavilions and keyholes at 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock
and other locations. So that was a fairly significant change that happened or at least began during that
period and probably has been ongoing iterations up to the present. Again, that’s something we can look
into for a specific history of that. I would say those are probably the most significant layout changes that
have happened since then.
SL: Okay. And is it published, the original plans, and the idea behind Rod Garrett’s design?
CM: There’s a lot of documentation of this. I’m sure there’s certain city layouts of it. I’m not sure what
we have in the way of Rod talking about the thoughts behind his design but there’s a lot of material you
can look at.
SL: Okay. Has anyone ever set up outside the areas intended for campers and do all people embrace the trash
fence?
CM: Has anyone ever set up outside the areas for campers. I think it depends on what you mean by that.
Fairly often, especially before ticket sales maxed out, people who wanted to get more distance or what
was called the million dollar view, would set up camp behind the established roads, in the camping area..
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In order to get a bit more distance and to have an untethered view of the mountains. As the city has
gotten full, those spaces have more or less filled up as well. There isn’t that much place for people to
go at this point, outside of the art areas on the playa itself where camping is not permitted because it
would be all too easy for someone to ride an art car into a camp. Sort of yes when you go back a number
of years, but increasingly no.
SL: Okay. So no one has ever tried to set up a camp in the deep playa?
CM: I don’t know if they’ve never tried. I know it’s something that we say you can’t do. I mean, candidly,
there are people who will set up art projects that have hideaway spaces in them, that does happen, but
in terms of actually setting up a theme camp, no that’s not something that’s doable. But again, if you go
far back enough to before, certainly prior to 1997, it was basically open territory so people would put up
their camps wherever. That was absolutely a part of Burning Man’s development. Do people embrace
the trash fence? I don’t know what does that mean? I don’t know that it’s exceedingly popular but I don’t
think there’s a lot of complaints about it.
SL: The idea of the barrier I find is an interesting one. So when you consider, in your urban space or your
suburban space you have fences where its a specific boundary and people have a lot of arguments over that
and that just seems to be something that Burning Man is not really a part of, it’s barrier-less in a lot of ways so
that seems like a very specific boundary which respects indigenous land and keeps trash from going beyond
that boundary, but I’m just wondering if people look at it negatively, as a barrier.
CM: I’m sure some people do. I’m sure that happens. The actual trash fence was literally set up before
there were real boundary issues as a trash fence and so in that sense it was originally heralded as a
leave no trace initiative. Because hey, we can finally keep the wind from blowing stuff all over the land
versus having to go out for miles to try to catch it so actually, in its original purpose it was specifically
intended for environmental purposes as opposed to boundary indication. Over time, it has I think grown
to become more of a boundary particularly as Burning Man’s status as an official event on federal land
that needs to have a very determined ticketing policy and perimeter. It sort of becomes synonymous
with the existence of a perimeter of Burning Man in the first place. I think that there is a general sense,
on the surface level, not a strong one but a general one, that outside of the trash fence is environmental
functions which is when people think about it they’re usually enthusiastic about. But it is too bad in that
sense that you can’t just have it go on forever, is the massive desert. But outside of people who feel that
there should be no ticketing for Burning Man at all, I think that the trash fence is just generally accepted
as a useful thing.
SL: Okay. Is it just the fence itself or are there drones that look after that perimeter?
CM: Nope. Not drones but yes actually. The trash fence has become more or less… it wasn’t originally
intended this way but the trash fence has become synonymous with Burning Man’s perimeter in a lot
of ways and are you inside of it or are you outside of it. Burning Man has an active perimeter team that
works with law enforcement and it is a bad idea for people to step outside of the trash fence precisely
because they are likely to be picked up by the perimeter team at that point. And perhaps incidentally, I
don’t know if this is relevant or not, precisely because people don’t keep their Burning Man tickets with
them at all times, the issue has come up if you’re outside without clear identification saying you belong
inside, you generally can’t get back in.
SL: Okay, interesting. What about the people that skydive in?
CM: I think it’s a mixed bag. I think some of them are in fact members of the event and are arriving that
way, other people are essentially gate crashers. I’m not sure what happens I know sometimes they are
picked up and escorted to the edge but I’m not sure, honestly.
SL: Like people go up and ask for your ticket, or that’s not something that’s really done?
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CM: Well, we see people coming in from a long way away when they skydive in, I mean it’s not subtle if
you have people looking for it. I’m not sure if it’s the rangers or the perimeter or who actually would go
to meet them but my understanding is that in some occasions, people are actually met there and there
is a hi, who are you sort of a process.
SL: Okay. Beyond Burning Man and regionals, do you know of landscapes that have the ‘build your own
experience’ mentality?
CM: Well the idea has been much imitated at this point. There are a large number of what the press calls
transformational festivals at this point that advertise themselves as being this. I am skeptical candidly
about the claims, precisely because most of them are curated events where all the infrastructure is set
up in advance and you just show up with your tent and do the things, as opposed to actually co-creating
the city from the get go. But the idea, in its adulterated form, is very much out there. As for something
that I would consider more in the actual spirit of this… I don’t know that I’m aware of anything but I want
to tread carefully there because the nature of the participatory experience that we’re talking about is
precisely that anybody can do it. I wouldn’t want to say that nobody else is doing it because the beauty
of it is precisely that if you have an open space you don’t need permission, just go ahead and do that.
SL: Okay, and then what you were just talking about with the imitation type events, they do a lot of the plug and
play, how is that allowed at Burning Man?
CM: How is that allowed at Burning Man, well, it’s a complicated question. There are two things I think
we should think of when talking about that. The first of which is that, Burning Man as a culture tries not
to set rules where they’re not necessary. The very first question that is generally asked is, is this in fact
something that the culture can handle itself? That the participants can handle and manage themselves
or that education and what we’re about, can handle. Our first impulse is not to slap down restrictions
but to let people know, hey this is what we’re about, this is what we’re doing, do you want to come
play with us? So that’s the first approach and that has indeed been tried with some success. The other
aspect is alright, if we were to say that there will be no plug and play camps, what specifically would we
be forbidding? Would it be camps that pass a certain size? Because certainly not all large camps are
plug in play, in fact, a lot of the plug and play camps are actually pretty small. Would it be camps that
have people that come in specifically to do their set up? Well, maybe we’re getting closer there but on
the other hand a lot of theme camps will designate some of their members to come in early if they can
and say okay, here’s how we’re doing that. Is it camps that are not participatory enough? Well, that’s
certainly something and in fact we do have guidelines to say camps that are going to be placed need
to have open frontage, to invite people in and so on and we do take that seriously but we also don’t
want to think of ourselves as being in the position of policing everybody’s theme camp, to say you’re
participatory, you’re not. We don’t want to be in a position of constantly having to sign off on everything
that everybody does. There’s some question about some of the camps with employees- do we just say,
okay anybody who is getting money. Well, again I think there’s something to that. But we also have to
recognize that there’s a level to which we’d have a hard time in fact policing that. If someone wants to
hire someone and get them a ticket and come in, at what point does Burning Man need to get notified
of that, and if we weren’t notified of that, how would we find out. So it’s a very complicated question in
terms of what specifically we would be forbidding and how we would do it and how we would not grab
a whole bunch of people who are in fact not doing it very right in with that. I think there are small steps
we could take, there are questions for example about whether our placement policies are being enforced
rigorously enough. That’s a fair question. We can look at that. But in terms of simply saying alright we’re
going to have a policy that will forbid all plug and play camps, it’s a much more complicated issue than
that. And it would probably be a lot of smaller things that we would want to try over time and to some
extent, are trying over time. To say okay, where do we have our leverage, what impact can we have that
gets the job done without affecting other people who were doing it right and again we definitely want to
make sure we’re not coming down and being heavy handed. We’re simply explaining to people no no
no, this is actually what the expectations are and how it works, it can fit. So it’s an active and ongoing
conversation and unfortunately it’s not as simple as saying, as drawing a bright line in the sand.
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SL: Well, I just thought it was interesting because some people in my camp were a bit surprised that the Burner
Express had a water package that you could buy. Which was what I did, because I came in on the Burner
Express which I thought was interesting, because plug and play camps exist, I didn’t think that water would
ever come up as an issue.
CM: I’m not familiar with this, what’s the water package for Burner Express?
SL: You can buy water, if you go on the Burner Express and then you bring your flattened containers and then
you can fill them up at the bus station.
CM: Outside of Black Rock City or in Black Rock City?
SL: In Black Rock City. So you buy your package with your ticket, and then you can fill them up there.
CM: I suspect that that is, I’m not familiar with that, I suspect that it is in order to minimize the luggage
loads that people take in, because water is an enormous, you know, takes up a lot of space. And if you’re
coming in on the bus, that space is going to be at a premium. And the decision might have been made
to say okay, if we can provide this for people on site, and have less of a crowd in bringing people in, that
might have been a decision that was made for that. But if that’s something you want to talk about in detail
we could put you in touch with the person who manages Burner Express and they could talk about it in
detail but that would be my guess, that it was ultimately decided as a practical matter.
SL: That makes sense. Is there a possibility that something like Burning Man is so meaningful for people
because they’re not getting that kind of connection in day to day life, and if that were to be a connection that
they did get in day to day life, that maybe Burning Man wouldn’t be as important for people?
CM: Yeah, I think absolutely. I think that Burning Man is very much a response to a cultural and arguably
spiritual emptiness that has entered western culture in the last half century or more, depending on
where you want to draw the lines. Yes, if people were having the experience of Burning Man in their own
communities, yeah, it wouldn’t be as significant a pilgrimage for people or a necessity for people, and
that would be wonderful. Again, part of our raison d’etre, one of our key views at the moment is precisely
that you don’t have to be in Black Rock City to experience Burning Man and that as a result, we think of
this as a cultural movement. And as a result, people should be able to access it wherever they are, and
we would very much like that to happen.
SL: Okay. I noticed that a lot of people have a very different experience at Burning Man, for some people in my
camp it was a lot about the setup and teardown of the camp itself in infrastructure, other people it was really
nothing to do with that, although they were self sufficient. Is there a lot about the process leading up to Burning
Man and then coming back and cleaning all your things off that is a lot to do with the experience itself and the
fact that there’s difficult survival conditions and people even though they have to be self-reliant often rely on
other people. Is it a lot to do with the environment and the process of getting there, as opposed to what you do
there? And would that work into a regular experience and then a plug and play experience.
CM: This is an area that there is a lot of debate and discussion over and I’m not sure a clear consensus
has emerged but certainly when people talk about the nature of the Black Rock City experience, the
desert conditions and the difficulty in getting there is absolutely a key component in that. It is fair to
say, and why we recognized that the ethos of Burning Man, the culture of Burning Man, emerged out of
these desert conditions and so and in that sense the cultures DNA is inseparable from the desert. I think
that’s very fair. Even as we say, people are doing this around the world, in other kinds of conditions.
What kind of difference does that make? Again, there’s no clear consensus on this, but the struggle to
get in and out absolutely makes its more of a ritualized pilgrimage. That’s something that a lot of people
have commented on. I did a podcast interview with a Burning Man staff member last year who basically
proposed that Burning Man is the hero’s journey in a sense because you are leaving your conventional
environment and going into the sort of underground space and having these strange encounters...
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and you have to almost permeate in and permeate out, and both are very difficult. It has this quest like
atmosphere- I can send you that conversation if you want. It is absolutely a part of the experience of
Black Rock City that people have. I think you’re right to suggest that it’s also a bonding one. The fact
that everybody has a difficult time getting in and out creates a kind of a shared experience. Candidly,
if you want to see the problems coming with plug and play, one of the areas that was focused on every
year is the airport. Does that make getting into Black Rock City too easy. Especially because there is a
perceived link, I don’t know exactly how accurate it is, between problem actors in Black Rock City and
people who come in on chartered planes. And so, one of the questions up for perennial discussion is,
should we ban charter flights? What do we do about the airport. Does that make it too easy to let people
in and is that a problem. There’s isn’t a clearly agreed upon sense of what to do about that but it is a
recurrently identified upon issue. So yes, I think that very much impacts the experience. I think there are
ways in which, and this is me speaking for myself here, that having a clearly defined border between
inside and outside, between the sacred space if you want to call it that, and the rest of the world does
help. This does create some of the experience. And that having a, if not difficult passage, but at least
transitory experience as you go in and out also helps prepare people for the experience they’re going
to have in a very useful way.
So I would say that that is an important element. It doesn’t necessarily have to be the desert. Burning
Man, I’ve said this elsewhere, I wrote a piece about this I can send you that if you want, believes in
magical places. There is something across the culture that believes in finding special places in which
to do things. It’s not that you can’t do the things anywhere, but there is a belief that if you find the
right spot, that it will accelerate and enhance things. And so you see the regionals, and where they
are trying to figure out to do their things, asking this question, is this a good spot, sure we could in
some extent throw down in a lot of places but is this the place that has the right elements. And some of
that is convenience and natural beauty and ease, oh this spot is just really easy for us to work in. But
sometimes they’ve also found that having a difficult spot, to access, to work with, it challenges you and
creates the right environment for that. So I think there’s a lot of legitimate questions that come up with
that issue. But there is very much a feeling, and I’ll end my digression here, but that if you make Burning
Man experiences too easy to access you take something away.
SL: Mhmm. Do you personally know of a place that’s not a regional that makes you feel similarly to Burning Man,
that is a designed environment? I think I might have asked this in a different way earlier.
CM: A design that makes me feel similar to Burning Man. Part of that is going to depend on the individuals
sense of what it is that they experience at Burning Man and what makes that experience for them. And
I’m not sure if we’re dealing with a simplified unified core of experiences. I think that gets complicated.
For me, there have been a couple other experiences I’ve had with places that have approached it. Well
actually, okay. There is one space that I should mention to you although it is in and of itself a rabbit hole
and I warn you about going down it but there is an annual event that has been going on for maybe ten
years or so, a couple hours outside of San Francisco on a lake every year called Camp Tipsy. And what
this is, is it’s produced by a local non-profit and actually a former Burning Man employee, an empresario
named Chicken John. And the idea is, is that, you go to Camp Tipsy and you set up your own camping,
and if you want to build a village whatever, but it comes out of that theme camping tradition. And there’s
a giant lake and there’s an organization that runs it, and full disclosure that I am a part, brings a giant
mound of garbage, of trash and repurposed materials, and some tools. And then everyone spends the
week building boats out of these repurposed materials, boats out of garbage. Take junk, build boats
out of it, they don’t have to be pretty, they don’t have to be interesting but the sense is is that we’re all
creating a fleet of boats out of junk and everybody can do their thing and everybody helps each other,
if they’re having issues and don’t know how to do something and some people who are artists and
makers rig these really enormously elaborate boats, these ferris wheel boats, these jacuzzi boats. And
it’s very different from Burning Man but if you’re asking does it feel like Burning Man, the answer is in
a lot of ways yes. It’s out in a distant area, not nearly as remote, but for a lot of people who come there
it’s at least a couple hours drive. It’s a camping environment, it’s very community oriented, children are
welcome, it’s explicitly family friendly. And in that sense it differs from Burning Man in that you’re not...
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... allowed to give other people alcohol, there’s no open bars or anything like that. It’s mostly decommodified,
but not entirely- they will accept sponsorships from organizations that actually work with the community,
or provide something for their community. But the essence of it is artistic creation, hands on fun, use
repurposed materials, interact with each other and your boats, interact with each other through working
on these boats, through seeing each other’s boats and climbing on each others boats. So that’s an event
that very much has that sort of feeling to it. I’m not sure how much of a designed environment you would
consider it, I mean there is a very loose infrastructure, there are some camping guidelines that are more
guidelines than requirements. There is a security perimeter, things like that. But again it emphasizes you
come and do the thing.
What else… there was a group called the Latitude Society that operated out of San Francisco for maybe a
year and this was essentially a fake secret society. And it had all kinds of induction rituals and was very
much part of an urban environment. It collapsed spectacularly at some point, and I do mean spectacularly.
When they were doing things right for a lot of people it felt like Burning Man, people had a similar
devotion to it. I liked part of it and really felt let down by part of it because it was ultimately marketing to
people but there’s a lot of things there they did right and so I’d urge you to look up the Latitude Society
in San Francisco and pursue that. And they had explicitly built environments, within the urban area. They
had a magnificently created literally underground headquarters that people would go through as a part
of their induction experience. Especially with real estate prices in the city you’re going through this thing
like what is going on here?! I can’t believe this is happening. So there was that, what else.
There was an art event in early 2015 by the same group that puts on Camp Tipsy, this was also in San
Francisco, it was called the Fallen Cosmos. And this was very different from Burning Man, I mean like the
Latitude Society, in some ways it couldn’t have been more different. Not a residential experience, there
was no camping component. I was a limited, ticketed event that happened in an urban area that was
basically a couple of hours and then you were out. The phrase Burning Man likes to use for these things
are that it rhymes with Burning Man. That’s sort of the in-house term for something that isn’t Burning
Man but seems like it in some ways, it rhymes with it. And one of the things that really worked for it and
made it especially Burning Man esque was that in order to get in you had to be given a ticket. You could
not buy a ticket for yourself. They slash we, I was involved with this again, created a process in which
for the Kickstarter when we funded it- it was the least informative Kickstarter in history. We put it up with
a video and basically said look, you know who we are, we’re going to do something absolutely amazing
and were not going to tell you what it is, and we’re not going to tell you where it is. And we’re going to
tell you when it is, but that’s kind of a lie. And that’s it, and we want $33,000. And the other thing is you
can’t buy a ticket for yourself. You can only be given a ticket but if you contribute the cost of this ticket
to the Kickstarter, you will get to give somebody else a ticket. And we want $33,000, ready go. And we
closed the Kickstarter down once we got $40,000 because we were at capacity, there was no way we’d be
able to do more with it. So what we had was this major event and experience. Nobody knew what it was
exactly, but if you were going to go it was because someone had specifically thought of you and said I
think you should go to this, I think it might be interesting. And that created a whole different expectation
and experience from the very first moment in saying oh that’s cool I think I’ll do that when somebody
gave you the ticket.
So then, I’ll try to keep this short, there’s all kinds of stories about this. Then, we had to put this thing
on and since it was a massive event, our hidden location was about 100,000 square feet, and we needed
about 300 volunteers- artists, doers, wranglers, creators, and the people who are getting the tickets are
from the same community as these people in San Francisco, so we needed to somehow keep it a secret,
from people who know people who are doing the thing. How did we do that? We created a massive
misinformation campaign about our own event. We created fake videos, a fake dress code, a whole
history which had virtually nothing to do with what you were going to find there but it was this massive
historical videos thing. We created scavenger hunts that people could do based on that, a clothing
emporium where people could go do costuming for it, we created all these participatory experiences,
ways people could connect with the event, that really wasn’t the event but was massive and participatory
going in. So if you wanted to learn secrets, and unlock things that could happen in the event, there...
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were ways you could engage on the text based scavenger hunt or you go to the clothing emporium to
learn how to create your costume. Or I’m going to hunt down all the secret lore that’s being created
here. And again none of this cost anything, if you wanted to buy a costume at the costume emporium
okay. Most of this was free as part of it as a way of engaging more deeply and then people finally came
to the event, the location was revealed at the last moment, not knowing what there was, again here we
have a thick boundary between the outside and the inside. And they went into it, and they did the thing
and I’m not even going to go into what it actually was. Then at the end of it, when people were finished
and left, we hadn’t announced that there was more than one show, there was only supposed to be the
one. But there were actually four, and when people left the first one, they had the opportunity to buy a
ticket for somebody else to go to one of these other ones. So once again you can continue the gift and
keep doing this. And the whole thing, I guess this is also important to emphasize, wasn’t a show that
you sit down and watch, it was an environment that was very much created and designed but it was
open participation at that point. People decided where they were going to go, what they were going to
interact with- they were making a lot of choices within it and I think that is one of the key things about
Burning Man environments is that, you go to a music festival or something like that and you can decide,
you know I can go to the vending area, I’m going to see this act or that act, but you’re not really making
relevant choices. Everything about what you were doing in the Fallen Cosmos, for the most part, was
people decided how they wanted to engage and what they were going to do and that ranged from, well,
you know anyway. So I think that had some of that feel to it.
There used to be a bar in New York, I don’t think it’s active anymore, called the Night Heron, and it was
a secret bar inside a decommissioned area of the city and I’m going to be vague about that, but what
happened was much in the same way that the Fallen Cosmos worked, someone could give you an
experience at the Night Heron and I think you got a pocket watch. And it was a place, and when you had
it you had to call a number and that told you to be at a location and there was a payphone there and then
you went on the payphone and it led you through these other things and eventually you got there and
you went into this decommissioned area of this building, and eventually you walked up into this area
and there was this gloriously created speakeasy environment there. And you got to spend the night in
the speakeasy and there was music and drinks and everything but that had certain elements to it as
well of the gift element, you’re given the experience and the entry experience, I’m descending into the
underworld now, the sense of you don’t know what you’re getting into, which is also I think an important
element of Burning Man, even people who have been to Burning Man twenty times, you don’t really
know what’s going to happen when you reach this environment. Anything could happen. So the sense
that anything could happen and then something wondrous that you encounter where it has no business
being and then at the end of it again with the Night Heron, you want to give this to somebody else. We
can give somebody else the watch and they can do the whole thing too. So that’s a good example of it. I
would say those are some examples.
SL: I’m glad I asked that question. I was going to ask, what happened with the boats at the end of Camp Tipsy?
CM: They’re de-assembled and put back into the garbage pile. The major logistical challenge of that
event, aside from securing the permits and so on, is transporting that massive pile of garbage and junk
from storage to the lake and back again. You know what else you should look into, I should have thought
of this when you asked that question the first time, there is a designed community in the middle of
nowhere called East Jesus. That’s a really interesting designed permanent art environment, people live
there and a lot of people come in and out, but it’s a very specific art environment where people live in
the desert and they’re doing their own thing. They’re definitely not Burning Man but again, it rhymes like
Burning Man in a lot of ways from what I hear.
SL: Okay. Do landscape architects or architects work with or volunteer for Burning Man?
CM: I believe yes, but that is not my department and so I would want to refer you to other people to talk
about that in more detail. But I believe the answer is yes.
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SL: Out of interest, how does the process work for choosing the yearly theme for Burning Man or is that not
something that you can discuss?
CM: Process is a generous word in this sense. It really all comes down to Larry Harvey. Fundamentally,
that’s his call. Since Burning Man became a non-profit, Burning Man has a division called its Philosophical
Center, I’m part of that and the theme officially falls under the Philosophical Center’s purview but really
it’s Larry’s call and usually he works with another member of the Philosophical Center who is Stuart
Mangrum to do that. This year’s theme for example is by Larry Harvey and Stuart Mangrum, but it’s not
a democratic choice. It is just Larry talking to the people of the Philosophical Center and coming up with
that.
SL: Okay. I’ve heard of multiple different accounts, but is the actual location of Burning Man in the same area
every year? Does it line up or is it in a different spot every year?
CM: No, it shifts a fair amount. I mean obviously there is a limited area in which our federal permits
allow us to be in, a specific chunk of the desert but that desert is massive and I believe there’s actually a
ritual with the DPW which they hurl or catapolt a golden spike that is the center of Burning Man out into
the open desert and wherever it lands, that’s where the man is, in the center of the city. So no, there is
considerable drift. Obviously within the confines of our permit and process but yeah. It’s changed a lot.
SL: Okay. At the end of the proposal I mentioned a submission to the Global Art Grant, does that make sense
do you think for my topic to do that?
CM: I would say go ahead and give it a try, I don’t sit on that committee and I’m not involved with that
process but I think it’s something that could very well interest the people who are doing it. It’s not a
stretch for me to say oh this is a topic that we’re interested in- this is a topic that we’re interested in. So
if you’re proposing something interesting then sure, we could be interested.
SL: Okay. Were you at the 1996 burn, and at what point does self-governance become chaotic?
CM: No I was not, although I’ve studied that fairly extensively. And I know pretty much everyone involved
in that. Can I ask, just for your reference point, what makes ‘96 your reference point for self governance?
SL: You mentioned that the formal design from Rod came at ‘97 and then I also when I was looking at background,
that was when they started having different types of rules.
CM: Yes, I was just wondering how familiar you are with everything that was happening then. ‘96 was the
last year that Burning Man was run by what was called the Temple of Three Guys which was Larry Harvey,
John Law and Michael Mikel. Loosely speaking, to give you a very top level overview, not including all
the details but, Burning Man started when Larry Harvey and Jerry James built a wooden man on Baker
Beach in 1986 and burned it. The next year when they did it again, the San Francisco Cacophony Society
started getting involved and John Law and Michael Mikel were leaders in the Cacophony Society. And
they thought what Larry was doing was great so they promoted it in their newsletter, they brought people
and eventually as it grew significantly, became co-organizers of it. In 1990, Burning Man moved to the
desert, and by ‘93, it had never been formerly assumed but it was basically through fiat that Larry, John
and Michael were the owners of Burning Man. They were the people who did the leadership and the work,
they had a purview of what was going on, and so it was theirs. ‘96 is a watershed year because that was
the year it hit 10,000 for the first time, and this growth was exponential by the way. I mean you have to
recognize that there were maybe 800 people on Baker Beach when Burning Man did its last appearance
on Baker Beach. And maybe 500 people who went out to the desert the first time in 1990. By 1996, there
were 10,000. That’s massive. And they weren’t advertising, they weren’t marketing, nobody knew who the
hell these people were, so this was a massive logistics and organizational challenge. Those challenges
were felt significantly that year. And it was also the first year that Burning Man had a fatality, although it
occurred before Black Rock City opened, it was on the crew. And it was the first time that there was a...
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serious injury during the event because as we were talking about before with theme camps in the open
playa, somebody, and I mean this was before there were roads and speed limits and things like that,
somebody rode a vehicle at a fast pace into a camp that was just in the middle out there. This created
a moment of crisis for the organization and John Law decided that he thought it should no longer
continue, that it had gotten too big, that it was over and has reached its apex. Larry and Michael wanted
to continue and so the LLC was created to manage Burning Man and own Burning Man and that had its
founders, and the people we now call the founders were the eventual members of that. So you talk about
self-governance at Burning Man. There is a lot of self-governance at Burning Man. Virtually, everything
that you encounter there is in some way self-governed. Even the official teams at Burning Man that you
encounter are largely volunteer driven and have significant volunteer leadership and decisions are very
often made in accordance with self-governance. You’ve heard the term do-ocracy right? It’s the people
who are doing the work who to some extent, make a lot of the decisions. But you could also see 1996 as
being the moment that Burning Man moved from self-governance which it really was. Yes, Larry, John
and Michael were the owners but basically they were setting up the conditions where this could happen,
that anything that happened was that the people who showed up did it. It was entirely participant driven.
Larry was responsible for making sure the Man was built and Michael created the rangers which was
again an all volunteer force to help people who were otherwise going to die out there. And John was the
liaison with law enforcement and they started to come out and things like that. But it was self-governed
besides that. At that point it became clear that that level of self-governance wasn’t going to work. And
this was a very controversial decision at the time. And to some extent, sure, it still is. So it actually started
out as a self-governing phenomenon. It became a LLC, which still had a lot of self-governing efforts. The
theme camps, nobody was telling them if you have to be this camp, here’s how you’re going to work it,
here’s how you’re going to manage it. None of that was happening. But yes, there was increasingly more
of a institutional structure that was brought in to meet the challenges of an event that kept growing after
10,000. And then soon it was 20,000 and then 50,000 and now it’s 70,000 and it’s only stopped at 70,000
because there’s a population cap.
So in many ways Burning Man very much believes in self-governance and if you’re asking are most of
the things happening at Burning Man self-governed, the answer is actually yes. Although the more law
enforcement has gotten involved, the more, you know bars should card people. That’s not Burning Man
saying, hey you’ve got to card people. There will be cops here, better card people. There’s that kind of
thing, but for the most part, most rules you see at Burning Man are actually community rules that the
people who are creating the camp are setting up for themselves. How are camps governed? Well, they
decide that for themselves. We do have things so if you want to store hazardous fuels there, here’s
the way you need to do it, and of course we have leave no trace things, but as much as possible we
want people to be self-organizing. It’s very key to what we’re all about. But there has been a growth in
bureaucracy and structure over time in order to deal with the fact that we have become a much larger
community and not just a larger community but now a global network, and people want to collaborate
over massive spaces and try to do frankly, way more ambitious projects and things than anybody was
doing before. It’s much easier to be self-governing when you’re a small group of 5,000 people, most of
whom are just serving varieties of open bars and making small sculptures. But when you have people
creating massive pyramids and giant light shows and enormous statues, and you have camps of 500
or 750 people who are providing food for thousands of people across the week, complications have
emerged from that and it’s not so much Burning Man driving that so much as people deciding, hey we
can take this to the next level. If you’re interested in it, I wrote a piece a little while ago about Burning
Man having entered a high culture phase and trying to figure out how to deal with bureaucracy being a
major challenge. I can send that to you.
SL: Okay. You mentioned the 70,000 population cap, so at this point that’s the highest that’s accepted?
CM: Yes, that’s based on the agreement Burning Man came to with the Bureau of Land Management,
the federal agency that oversees the Black Rock Desert. That could be changed in a future agreement.
Candidly, we’re not sure how much bigger we’d want to go. But based on the last agreement that Burning
Man signed several years ago with the Bureau of Land Management, there is a 70,000 person...
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... population cap. So no more people can come in.
SL: Interesting. How long has it been 70,000 people for?
CM: At least since 2011. I’d have to double check on that. I know the agreement needs to be revised in
the not too distant future so I suspect it was a ten year thing, so maybe 2010, but that’s a guesstimate.
You’ll want to look in and fact check that.
SL: Okay. How do you address people when people often argue- usually those who haven’t been- that it’s not
accessible in terms of how much it costs to go there?
CM: Well, the first question I have is this an argument we need to have. I’m mean we’re not trying to talk
people into going to Burning Man. So, they’re free to feel that way, it’s not something that we need to
argue about. But, if we’re in a position, okay we’re going to have this discussion, I would say two things,
the first of which is, compared to what? What else are you going to do for a week that is going to cost
less? If we’re talking about a trip here, there are very few places you can go and things you can do. Like
all things, if you’re coming from further away, and bringing more stuff, that’s going to cost more. But
when you think it, about the $400 ticket, or $500, that’s not actually so bad for a week. Especially, since
we have low-income tickets as well. The real cost is all the stuff that you might want to bring. Some
people are priced out and this is a problem. It’s something we’re keenly concerned about, honestly. But
it is fair to say that most of the costs are initial. That is to say, once you have your tent and your gear,
you’re not going to have to replace that for several years, so it’s a bigger initial cost to entry than future
costs to entry. And this is something that people have some control over when you decide what your
needs are. Comparatively, it’s not all that significant although yes, it represents a barrier to people and
that this is a problem, but its costs are not out of line. The other thing I would say is, and I think this is
really under-appreciated in these discussions, this is something that really should be talked about a lot
more, is that Burning Man’s financial costs get increasingly higher as you have less social capital. But
the more social capital you have, the lower the costs are. That is to say that, if you are a member of a
volunteer team, and in good standing, than you might very well have free tickets to Burning Man. Based
on your contribution. If you are an artist that is active, or a member of an artist crew, then you might
very well end up getting free tickets to Burning Man in order to support your art. If you are a member
of a camp that has an active presence, then the fact that you are working with people to get to Burning
Man, creates economies of scale in terms of shipping things and in terms of what you personally need
to bring. There is an enormous way in which a whole lot of costs get defrayed by people being part of
the community and active members of the community. And so, if you want to be engaged in Burning Man
and are an active member of the community, your cost structure goes way down. Now this still doesn’t
mean that anyone who wants to come can. People who have serious time commitment problems aren’t
necessarily able to join the community in that way. But the fact is the financial cost issue should be
considered with the social capital issues as well. The more you participate and engage in the community,
the more likely you are to either be recognized as a contributor and therefore get a ticket, or to have
economies of scale kick in where you know, friends give each other rides, they share equipment, they
create camps, and cost share things, food prices go down. That’s the other aspect of it.
SL: I guess this goes back to the idea of working it into something that’s more urban. We talked a lot about the
things that make it what it is and there’s a lot of imitation type events, some you could say in theory are similar,
but really quite different. But Nuit Blanche where they have the night of art installations that you go up to. Do
you think it’s even possible to design something that is like this in an urban area, being that there are so many
things that factor into it being the way it is- because of all those conditions aligning?
CM: Well, I absolutely do. I think the barriers to doing it are not the barriers that a lot of people would first
come up with. They first understandably think of logistical challenges, of cost considerations, permitting
issues- there are a lot of challenges in the urban environment. But the real challenge is that most of
the people who are trying to do something like this are trying to do it in a very conventional mindset of
revenue generation. And so, they are big on ticket sales, whereas Burning Man is a huge participant...
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... area that suddenly ticket sales don’t apply to in the same way. They are willing to accept sponsorships
and advertising and basically they’re trying to sell something to you. And that is the biggest obstacle to
these kinds of things. That they’re trying to sell something to you, and they’re trying to curate too hard
which means the participation goes way down. Participation in creating the environment, engagement,
those are the real challenges. But I think Burning Man as a proof-of-concept demonstrates that they’re
solvable. If you can create a space in which people come and feel like they are in a decommodified area
and that they can engage in acts of self-expression, and that people who approach them are likely to
be doing so in the spirit of gifting or self-expression- why couldn’t that exist in an urban environment.
Absolutely. The problem with the imitators is precisely that they tend to focus on, hey we’ll have blinky
lights and we’ll have fire effects and we’ll have dance music- no, this is not helpful.
SL: (Laughing) Okay. If we were trying to scale all of the preparation that goes in from the volunteers and the
organizers compared to the organization of the participants, I guess it’s hard to compare, but since it’s an event
heavily based in ‘build your own experience,’ is it more heavy on the participants side or the organization, with
storage containers or having all the things that lead up to the Burner Express or the people that go out and
figure out exactly where it’s going- I guess that’s a bit of a weird question.
CM: What’s the more important element, or…
SL: Is it heavier on the participants or heavier on the design for people who are volunteers or people that are in
the organization?
CM: Well, bearing in mind that a massive amount of organization goes into this and, actually, I’m going
to stop here and say it’s really hard to draw a distinction between the organization and the volunteers.
That is actually a really permeable category. The organization has a lot of volunteer leadership in it, and
in fact a lot of the staff teams are made up of volunteers themselves. There’s no accurate way to really
distinguish the Burning Man Organization and the people who volunteer in it. So that distinction right
off the bat is a…
SL: You can’t make it.
CM: Yeah, so that said, while there is a massive amount of effort that goes into what you could call doing
institutional tasks for it, there absolutely are. And I wouldn’t want to suggest that that isn’t relevant or
important or a massive headache. There’s no question that the pure volunteer efforts dwarf anything
else that happens. I’ll give you two examples, one of which is institutional, one of which is not. The
restoration team that cleans up the playa after everybody’s gone, that’s almost entirely volunteer. There
are a few paid PPW staff people there, but it is mostly volunteers standing out in the hot sun all day,
picking up really small articles of trash that people have left behind. If we were leaving it purely to paid
staff, it would not be possible. We just couldn’t do it. Likewise, as I say the perimeter team that I was
talking about before, that scoop up people who are outside the trash fence hanging around, mostly
volunteer. There’s the rangers, entirely volunteer. It’s absolutely embedded in everything that happens
but beyond that, every single theme camp out there, and every single artist who builds something, are
all essentially volunteers, they’re doing it for themselves. And that effort, that scale, dwarfs anything
that the Burning Man Organization puts together. And even the organization like I say, is essentially a
volunteer organization with a few part-time and full-time positions.
SL: How many people work for the organization?
CM: That depends because it’s seasonal to some extent. When Black Rock City is actually getting built,
we have more part-time and seasonal help out there. The office is about a hundred people, about a
hundred year round positions at the San Francisco office.
SL: Okay. So, if the rangers are volunteers and the perimeter are volunteers, the paramedics are paid, who else
is…
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CM: A lot of the paramedics are volunteers. I mean our medical teams, obviously the ambulance driver
that would take you to Gerlach or Reno are the services. As far as I know, professionals. Burning Man’s
own emergency medical teams are all volunteers who are fully accredited, I mean most of these people
are paramedics or doctors or nurses in real life who come out and volunteer. It’s amazing to put in 40-60
hours shifts a week out there doing that for us. No, there’s a lot of volunteer help there too.
SL: But there are some that are paid? Because I sat beside two paramedics (on the Burner Express) and they
said that they made a few thousand for being there. Or is that paid for by something that they work with outside
of Burning Man?
CM: Well, I have no idea. Okay, these are Burning Man attendees that work with Burning Man on services,
there may be a stipend that I’m not aware of. I can’t rule that out. But especially when you get into teams
that have a specific need for credentials like that, because you can’t have your emergency services team
of people who cannot administer CPR or do diagnosis. But my clear understanding is that a lot of that is
volunteer effort as well. There’s a mass volunteer push for that too.
SL: Okay. So if that’s stipend, what actually during the community event itself… who is being paid at that point?
Or is there really no one?
CM: In the event itself, you do have paid staff there. You have Burning Man’s administrative staff, including
the year round staff who manage the Department of Public Works, the City Superintendent. Likewise, the
communications office, the government relations office, the people who liaise with law enforcement and
you have some of the DPW is part-time or full-time seasonal staff. Those ranks increase at that point. You
have some support staff, so for example the commissary that Burning Man runs for its staff on site has
paid positions for cooks, cleanup, that kind of thing. So those are paid positions. There are some vendor
services that come in, they are not actually at Burning Man, but they come in to do water deliveries and
things like that. There are paid staff that do things but it’s a relatively small portion of the total.
SL: Okay. Do you know of any literature that describes the experience at Burning Man well?
CM: Well, the definitive book about that, and it’s unfortunate that it only goes up to 2004, is Ryan
Doherty’s, This Is Burning Man. That’s considered the definitive history of early Burning Man and its
description of the experience of it. There’s a lot out there, especially as blogs exploded out into the
world, that have written about various aspects of it. There’s a lot of good stuff out there. Let’s see, what
other books would I consider. Again, it’s very focused on the early days but there’s a three part audio
podcast that Burning Man’s first storytelling fellow, Tony Perez, otherwise known as Coyote, has done.
It’s on the Burning Man Journal. He’s writing a book about his early Burning Man experiences and he’s
done podcasts of the first couple chapters. This is very much back to Burning Man’s wild west period,
but nevertheless. What else. I’m going to have to say that there aren’t many- there’s a lot of good art
books that have been written that the tendency of Burning Man books over the last ten years or so have
really been picture books so, hey look at the amazing art! There are a lot of good blog posts but I can’t
think of any actual manuscripts that have been primarily experiential about Burning Man, I’m afraid. I’ll
give that some thought.
SL: Okay. I just have two more questions. I noticed that there wasn’t a lot of, at least from what I saw, there
wasn’t a lot of human based performance art beyond the fire dancers, and people that were doing hula hooping,
drummers, and then I witnessed the indigenous prayer circle as well as the parades and processions. And
then the acrobatics that I saw at the Centre Cafe. And I was talking with someone that went to Burning Man, in
my camp, it was their first time as well, and they also thought that they would have seen more human based
performance art. Is that just cause we didn’t see a lot of it, or is that not as much a thing as we were expecting?
CM: There are a couple of different elements to that question. One of which is, yes it’s there, and certainly
the main Center Camp basically does this stuff 24 hours a day with two stages. But, I also think that what
you might be defining as human centered performance is not necessarily what people there have...
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... traditionally defined it as. The theme camp experience is in many ways human centered performance
art. Come into our camp, here is an experience you’re going to have, it is going to be people talking to
you, engaging with you. Here’s what you have to do to get a drink at our bar or why don’t you spin the
wheel of fate, that kind of thing. So theme camps are in many ways Burning Man’s native art form and
they are exactly experiential, in human scale, you have to go out there and go into them but there’s a
lot of that going around. Similarly, a lot of gift experiences are in fact human scale art, they’re people
doing acrobatics or theatrical readings or what have you. But it’s someone saying, here’s an experience I
would like to have, or here’s something I’ve created and I’d like you to have it. That, from our perspective,
very much counts as well. In fact, I would say we are far more concerned with people creating amazing
theme camp experiences and giving interesting gifts to one another as again, social lubricants and
social experiences than we are, having more hula hoopers or having acrobats or fire dancers. It’s not
that we have any problem with those things, I think the record is pretty clear for us loving fire dancers.
But a lot of what we would regard as the human centered experience is in the form of theme camps
and gifts. And that’s what we’re looking at. For example, I was doing a thing this year, an experience
in which I would take someone aside and put them through a 5-minute conversational experience and
in the process of this, they would end up picking and receiving a unique shrine out of a hundred that
I had created. And this is very much a human art experience. It’s an experience I’m having, there’s a
performative element and you get a gift through it, it’s a unique gift, it has stuff I’ve written inside, it has
a case. But it’s performative and it’s in the service of a gift. And there’s a lot of that. There’s also a lot of
what you might call pranks or fuckery that happens that is very much seen as a part of Burning Man’s
performance tradition. Are you familiar with the Cacophony Society?
SL: I’ve heard about it.
CM: The Cacophony Society, which it’s an open question as to whether or not it still exists, but when
I was talking about Burning Man’s early history, Larry and Jerry burned the man on the beach the first
time, that was their idea, then the Cacophony Society was a local arts community that then discovered
them, and promoted them, and took them out to the desert. The Cacophony Society was an organization
dedicated in many ways to humorous acts of public self-expression. They did a lot of public pranking.
And this took a lot of forms. There’s a major race in San Francisco every year called the Bay to Breakers,
bay as in the bay area, breakers as in waves of the ocean. And every years, tens of thousands of people
run from the bay to the ocean. And the Cacophony society started the tradition, they were the first people
to do this, of putting on giant salmon suits, salmon costumes, and running against the crowd.
SL: (Laughing)
CM: Right, it’s hilarious! Another epic thing they did was when the movie Fantasia first came out, they
protested it, they pretended to be evangelical Christians protesting Fantasia because it was depictions
of dancing animals and things like that. It’s amazing stuff. They would do things like go out to the Black
Rock Desert and have a crazy experience there and take people there and come back. They did formal
wear tours of the city sewer system, so everyone would wear tuxes and gowns and go through the city
sewer system. They likewise did one of those in the middle of the Golden Gate Bridge. So that tradition
of performative art is very much a part of Burning Man’s DNA, and actually precedes in some ways, the
fire dancers and acrobats and the hula hoopers. And there’s still a lot of that there. In 2011, I got a couple
of camps to go to war with each other and they kidnapped each others members, and they had art car
duels, and they spread propaganda and misinformation about one another and I would say that’s very
much a human performance in this spirit. One of my favorite things that I saw a couple years ago, this
stayed with me for so long. I was walking down one of the streets and at one of the crossroads, there
was a man standing there with a little girl, you presume its his daughter but who the hell knows, and she
was holding a box and he was calling out, “Ice cold m&ms, ice cold m&ms, all you have to do is take
them from the child, take the candy from the child, go ahead, ice cold m&ms.” And that’s so weird, and
interesting and that’s in that tradition. So that is what you also have to consider when you’re looking at
human scale performative stuff. Now all that said, there is a concern that the emphasis on big structures
and sculptures and massive feats of engineering is driving that sort of thing out. There is a concern...
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... about that. I’m one of the people who has that concern, frankly. On the one hand, I think it is much
more there than your original question asked, you just have to recognize this is part of the tradition and
to consider that. On the other hand, there is a concern there. Likewise the dance party. The more people
that come to do massive feats of engineering, and the more that people come there just to dance, the
less we have access to this tradition of pranking and fuckery and humorous engagement.
SL: Interesting. I think that for the person I was talking to, they’re an opera singer, so for them it was interesting
that there weren’t a lot of people other than at music areas, or the sound stages, that there weren’t a lot of
people in the actual camps doing some kind of singing type things.
CM: I’m going to suggest that actually that’s a failure to see what’s there. There were a lot of live music
camps there. You just have to know where to go or where to find them. There was a bluegrass camp,
there was a contra dance camp, there were a lot of camps that had small live music stages that were
happy to welcome people. I wouldn’t disagree that there’s a concern that this human size activity is
under threat from other cultural trends but all I can say is this was a really good year for me seeing live
music in small venues.
SL: There’s one more question but I just was wondering, I read something about tours being given and people
were actually brought in to have, not the tours that you could go on that you were already present in Burning
Man, but it seems like you would go specifically just to have a tour and then you would leave Burning Man. Was
that a thing, or did I maybe misinterpret that?
CM: It depends on what you’re referring to. The worst case scenario and this is something I can’t rule
out, is that people with lots of money, if they can get tickets and come into Burning Man, fly in, do a thing
and then leave and that’s something we have limited control over. I can’t say that that doesn’t happen.
But there are no ticketing packages like that. That’s nothing that the org actually organizes. There are
periodically short tours of Burning Man that are created for public officials who we feel need to see
what’s going on at Burning Man, who would like to understand it better because maybe they have to
make decisions that affect what happens here. City officials from Reno, from San Francisco have both
been given tours of the playa. I believe some congressional delegations, not delegations but individual
congress people have had that happen, so those kinds of things if there are public officials who we think
need to see what’s going on here in order to understand the culture and the event and work with them,
that does happen. But there are no tour packages for sale at Burning Man. That is not a thing.
SL: I think I was reading it was something called green something.
CM: Green Tortoise?
SL: Maybe.
CM: Green Tortoise is a company that actually comes in and sets up theme camps at Burning Man.
I don’t believe they do short form tours, I would be really distressed to hear that actually. They’re a
separate thing.
SL: So those are separate from the tours that you go to the area and have walking tours?
CM: Our tours are separate and things like that, yes.
SL: I may have read that wrong, but I did read comments from people about the Green Tortoise that people
weren’t super happy about it.
CM: You may have but on the other hand there’s so much going on and so much there that I could
be mistaking something too. Green Tortoise is generally I believe considered to be in good standing
although let’s be honest, they are a plug and play camp. But they’re hardly the worst of the offenders,...
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they’ve been doing this for a while, they can understand the culture better. My understanding is that
they’re not seen as obnoxious and therefore it’s okay as long as they’re not violating policies, they can
do their thing. But there are no short tickets to Burning Man, where you come in do a day and leave.
There are no day passes.
SL: Okay. It’s just no re-entry?
CM: Right.
SL: Okay. And the last question. Were there every any issues with the ‘build your own experience’ beyond
1996? Was there anything that stands out as this is an issue and if we don’t do some quick resolution this could
actually ruin the event?
CM: I would say that Burning Man in many ways is an ongoing storm of periodic drama and crises that
we lurch from. There have been a number of really dramatic moments that have happened. Just as a
short list, the burning of the man early in 2007 by Paul Atis, who burned it down at 3am in the morning
just cause. That was a kind of community crisis. And it was resolved by the community who basically
decided before Burning Man’s leadership really had a chance to figure out what was going on, the
community was already in the process of rebuilding it and so okay, that’s how that goes. There was the
ticket crisis that happened after 2011, for 2012. 2011 was the first time that Burning Man ever reached
its 70,000 capacity. It was the first time that Burning Man could not let more people in. And that created
a panic in 2012. A crisis of oh my god, who’s going to get tickets, did we get enough tickets, are there
enough tickets, and the panic made everything worse. And Burning Man was not initially set up to handle
questions of scalpers and figuring out okay how many tickets do we need to reserve for people, how
many tickets go in the general market, how do we handle this so, the year 2012 was a significant point in
terms of community crisis for dealing with scarcity in a way that it had never been dealt with before. The
documentary Spark touches on that a lot, so that’s a decent source for looking at how people handled
it. So that was a crisis moment. That really was the major crisis of Burning Man’s new era, nothing else
seems to come close to that in my mind. The plug and play worry has grown over time but it hasn’t
reached that kind of existential crisis. We’re seeing an up-tick in vandalism of art pieces, so that’s a
concern. How do we deal with that. But those are relatively minor crises by comparison.
SL: I guess two more brief questions. Has there ever been any problems with the land that Burning Man sits on
that maybe the indigenous people don’t really want it there? Or they don’t feel like it’s well respected?
CM: My understanding is that we have a very good relationship with the tribal leaders and the tribes,
so my understanding is no. With that said, I would certainly continue asking that question but there
are other people besides me who have direct knowledge of that situation. But it has not come up as a
significant point in the past. I think a great deal of care was taken to make sure that we are cultivating
not only those relationships with the tribes, but the location population of Gerlach and Empire. Two
things happened in the past as Burning Man began to grow actually become a thing. The first of which
was that the people out there knew perfectly well that they were at risk of coming across as hippies
or satanists or any number of other things and so a great deal of care was taken in fact to try and
cultivate relationships among the local population in order to say no, we’re okay. And the other of which
is that it was quickly realized that we were becoming a big fish in a small pond. We were changing the
environment by bringing this mass group of people there on a regular basis, the economic environment,
the social environment, and that we need to be good neighbors about it. Black Rock Solar was originally
created specifically to use our technical know how and volunteer infrastructure to provide solar power
to schools and government institutions and non-profits in that region of Nevada because hey, that’s one
way we can be a good neighbor. This was recognized early on is that it’s really important to be good
neighbors and consider the needs of the local communities.
SL: Okay. And the last very short question was just one out of interest. When I went up to the Man at night, I
noticed there was strip lighting along the limbs, does that get burned? Or is that special lighting that it’s okay...
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... to burn that? I was just really curious.
CM: I have no idea. I will have to ask about that. I will say that, I don’t know if you noticed this, but
they close the Man down Friday night or Saturday morning, and once the Man is closed down and the
perimeter is set, that’s when the pyro teams go in and set everything up and prepare things. You can’t
have people going up and visiting the man when he’s sitting on 10,000 pounds of fireworks. So there is
the potential for a lot of adjustment to be made there. So things that should not be lit on fire get taken
out, and things put in. That could very well be that those get removed but I really don’t know. I know who
to ask though.
(Conversation wrapped up)

At this point, participatory community design has been defined and its link to Burning Man has been explored
through researched and autoethnographic descriptions of Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development and the
10 Principles of Burning Man. Transcribed interviews have added three alternative voices to these descriptions,
from actors shaping narratives in their own communities, relevant to this research. The following adapted
photovoice will further attempt to portray participatory community design in the Burning Man community. A
journal of personal photographs from the 2017 burn are paired with captions of the projects pictured. Many
of these captions come directly from artists or community members themselves, pulling additional voices into
this conversation. These photos provide a visual diary of the burner community, as a snapshot of my own
experience. While the intent is to immerse the reader in the landscape of Black Rock City, it is understood that
there is no replacement for first hand participation, an idea supported throughout this document.
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CHAPTER THREE
Figure 37. Kindergarten Kamp (Author, 2017)

PHOTOVOICE - A PORTRAIT OF PARTICIPATION
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“Precisely because it is hard to pin down, “experience” has served as an effective guarantee of ethnographic authority. There is, of
course, a telling ambiguity in the term. Experience evokes a participatory presence, a sensitive contact with the world to be understood,
a rapport with its people, a concreteness of perception. It also suggests a cumulative deepening knowledge. The senses work together
to authorize an ethnographer’s real but ineffable feel or flair for “his” or “her” people. It is worth noting, however, that this “world,” when
conceived as an experiential creation, is subjective, not dialogical or intersubjective... A familiar mode of authority is generated that
claims to represent discrete, meaningful worlds.” (Clifford, 1988, p. 37-39)
				

James Clifford, Professor Emeritus in the History of Consciousness Department at UC Santa Cruz
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Sunday August 27, 2017 - 1:33 am

Airport Plaza Hotel, Reno NV, a selection of items packed for the playa
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Sunday August 27, 2017 - 2:44 pm

Looking out the Burner Express Shuttle at the Western Pacific Rail Road, Sulphur NV
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View from inside the Burner Express Shuttle, looking out at vehicle line ups on Gate Road, NV

Sunday August 27, 2017 - 3:09 pm
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Sunday August 27, 2017 - 3:16 pm

Burner Express Shuttle, 2017 Radical Ritual ticket
WRITTEN ON BACK OF TICKET: “THE TICKET PURCHASER OR HOLDER (“YOU”) VOLUNTARILY ASSUMES ALL RISK OF PROPERTY
LOSS OR DAMAGE, PERSONAL OR BODILY INJURY, SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH THAT MAY OCCUR BY ATTENDING BURNING
MAN 2017 (THE “EVENT”). YOU HEREBY FOREVER RELEASE, DISCHARGE, AND SHALL HOLD HARMLESS BLACK ROCK CITY
LLC AND ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, AGENTS, VOLUNTEERS, AND REPRESENTATIVES
(COLLECTIVELY “BRC”) FROM ANY CLAIMS ARISING FROM SUCH RISK, EVEN IF CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENT ACT, ERROR,
OR OMISSION OF BRC.”
“You must bring enough food, water, shelter, and first aid to survive the duration of the Event in a harsh desert environment. Hand held
lasers, firearms, fireworks, rockets, and other explosives are prohibited. Commercial vending is prohibited except as authorized by BRC
and permitted by the Bureau of Land Management as applicable. You hereby voluntarily assume all risk of injury or death arising from the
operation of any art installations, theme camps, or vehicles (including mutant vehicles or art cars) at the Event. Use other than personal
use of photographs or videos of the event, and use of Burning
Man’s copyrights or trademarks (including the Burning
Man sculpture, symbol, and name) on a book cover, in an
advertisement, or in any other commercial or promotional
manner are prohibited without BRC’s prior written consent.
Your image may be captured on film without your consent
and without compensation. You hereby appoint BRC as
your representative to protect your intellectual property
and privacy rights, recognizing that BRC has no obligation
to take any such action. Children under 18 years of age
can attend the event only accompanied by a parent or
legal guardian; any person bringing a child to the Event
agrees on behalf of the child to the contractual terms
on this ticket and acknowledges that they have made a
choice that the children may be exposed to expressive
activities and dress at the event. All vehicles - including
trucks, trailers, and RVs - driven to the Event must have
a valid vehicle pass, which can be acquired separately
while supplies last. Without a valid ticket and a valid
vehicle pass (if applicable), you will not be admitted
into the Event. All vehicles - including trucks, trailers,
and RVs - entering and exiting the Event are subject
to search by BRC Gate staff. This is a LEAVE NO
TRACE, pack it IN, pack it OUT event. Tickets are
nonrefundable even if the Event is terminated early
or canceled due to harsh weather, acts of nature,
governmental regulation, or conditions beyond
BRC’s control. BRC is not liable for acts of God
or actions taken by government agencies. This
ticket is a revocable license that may be revoked
by BRC for any reason. You agree to abide by
all rules in the Survival Guide and comply with
applicable federal, state, and local laws. You are
asked to contribute 2 hours of playa cleanup
in addition to your own camp.” ([Burning Man:
Radical Ritual Entry Ticket], 2017)
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“Like the cities of old, Black Rock City is secured by a perimeter fence, and participants enter through a gate. You must have a ticket to
enter Black Rock City. The Gate opens in early August for pre-event traffic (only people with early entry passes are allowed in prior to
the first day of the event), then opens for all participants at 12:01 am on the Sunday prior to the Man Burn, and is open 24 hours a day
throughout the event.” (Gate (Community Access), 2018)

View from inside Burner Express Shuttle looking out at the Gate Perimeter, Black Rock City

Sunday August 27, 2017 - 3:34 pm
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Directed by Greeters, a line of burgins roll around in the playa dust before ringing a bell and shouting, ‘Virgin no more!’

Virgin Burner Initiation at the Black Rock City Bus Stop

Sunday August 27, 2017 - 3:58 pm
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First sunset

Sunday August 27, 2017 - 7:33 pm
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Rural street view

Sunday August 27, 2017 - 7:52 pm
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“Conceptually, the sculpture looks to accomplish two goals: One, is to challenge those who interact with it to contemplate their personal
relationship to the flow of time, both in its quantity and quality. The second, is to use the digital/technological iconography to create an
atmosphere that mimics the mood felt when one struggles to interact with simple digital electronics. The entire project highlighting the
struggle between technology, control, and time.” (Steven “Slacks” Doughty, 2018)

Clock Brothers by Clock Brothers (Mendocino, CA)

Monday August 28, 2017 - 1:28 am
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Street view, BRC

Monday August 28, 2017 - 1:16 pm
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“A suburban outpost: Li’l Orphan Annex offers a peaceful retreat for our quiet-seeking campers who still want to participate in the

Orphanage activities. We are laid-back, friendly folk who take pride in our radical self-reliance, while enjoying each other’s company.
We encourage new members and experienced burners who prefer a little more independence. The Annex offers a large community
shade shelter to escape blistering rays of the SUN and a fully-equipped kitchen. We reserve land in rural Black Rock City, where your
chances of getting a decent night’s sleep improve. There is NO shower or evap pond, and NO tent shade. Adoption fees: $75.00 USD”
(Welcome to the “Orphanage” Camps, 2018)

Li’l Orphan Annex, Satellite Camp, BRC

Monday August 28, 2017 - 4:43 pm
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Monday August 28, 2017 - 4:46 pm
Shade structure at Li’l Orphan Annex
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Monday August 28, 2017 - 5:27 pm

Playa dust, decorated military hat, Li’l Orphan Annex
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Monday August 28, 2017 - 9:29 pm

Inside the spinning Convulsatorium by Cris Wagner, spun by Hoopa
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Monday August 28, 2017 - 9:47 pm

Biking past Interspecies Communication by Ela Lambin and Lelavision (Vashon, WA)
“Interspecies Communication,” is an interactive kinetic-musical-sculpture of metal birds and fish, and was inspired by the idea of
spontaneous group behavior. From the unprompted assembly of molecules that led to life, to the behavior of social communities, the
ability for an individual to react to change through the influence of those around it contributes to a spontaneous behavior of a larger
group without a single leader. As Participants climb onto the sculpture and cause it to move and to sound, their influence on each other,
in combination with the sense of interspecies communication inherent in causing the bird to sing, creates a spontaneous ritual behavior
that leads to group cohesion. Like a bird murmuration and a school of fish, the forms of the sculpture (made up of smaller bird and
fish forms) hint at the remarkable ability of many individuals to maintain cohesion as a group in highly uncertain environments and with
limited, noisy information.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Monday August 28, 2017 - 10:25 pm

Tree of Ténéré by Zachary Smith, Alexander Green, Mark Slee, Patrick Deegan (San Francisco, CA)
“An enormous lifelike tree, Ténéré offers shade to wanderers, adventure to climbers, and transcendent community to those gathered
beneath its 15,000 LED leaves. Like its namesake - considered the most isolated tree on Earth until its destruction in 1973 - Ténéré
serves as a place of refuge and ritual for desert wanderers. Standing more than three stories tall, it beckons to passersby with the
promise of shade and adventure, conjuring spontaneous communities out of desert sand and sun. At night, LEDs hidden within each
leaf begin to glow. The 15,000 leaves for a dome-shaped “canvas of light” that towers over the playa, spanning more than a thousand
square feet. Participants lying under the tree experience sublime light shows set to ambient music or live performance. And they directly
influence the canopy lights through their sounds and biorhythms, creating moments of transcendent oneness with each other and with
nature.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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“A modern twist on the gothic-style Roman Catholic confessional booth, in which the booth is topped with a large neon sign reading,
“Tell Me Yours, I’ll Tell You Mine.” The structure is stained dark wood with gold accents, along with a stained glass piece. On the two
opposite sides leading into the entrances, there’s a candle-lit red carpet, with guiding ropes, hanging bells & chimes. Pews, facing the
confessional, invite onlookers to see into the grid panels on the confessional, to view the silhouettes of those inside. Inside, participants
sit facing a writing scroll, to write their confessions on, sharing their beauty of truth. It will be humbling to enter the booth, and as one sits
down to write, or speak to the silhouette of the confessor across from them, they will not only see a blank slate, but also see how many
others sat in the same place before them, filling the wound up scroll with their innermost secrets, seeking absolution and freedom.”
(“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)

Tell Me Yours, I’ll Tell You Mine by Emma Shield (Key West, FL)

Monday August 28, 2017 - 10:33 pm
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“As you approach the Shibari Sanctuary what appeared to be a red mountain from afar will turn not solid as you thought, but made up of
a network of intricately tied red rope. It’s made using Kinbaku, Japanese rope bondage technique. There are two different natural highs
to explore here. One inwards and one outwards. This place is one of bondage and freedom. Where you may find peace in a feeling
of deep confinement, or explode outwards towards the sky. You may be surprised where you feel most free.” (“2017 Art Installations,”
2017)

Shibari Sanctuary by Hajime Kinoko and Benjamin Langholz (Tokyo, Japan)

Monday August 28, 2017 - 11:06 pm
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Mutant vehicle Blinky, Pinky, Inky and Clyde, ghosts from Pac-Man

Monday August 28, 2017 - 11:31 pm
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Lo looking out on the open playa

Monday August 28, 2017 - 11:42 pm
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“SFB started out small: Noodles and his camp mate Crash piled a bike with a propane stove, soup, water and cooking equipment and

headed to the Embrace burn, where they served hot soup to hungry Burners for the first time. The next year they assembled their iconic
cracker box in a local company and in a month or so they had their base of soup operations... The cracker box became a hub of cool
happenstance meetings, awesome moments and connection. The crew also handed out blankets in line and even invited people into
their sitting area full of their original invention - the soup blanket (basically a blanket with a pouch sewed into it where you can keep
your soup cup for a double snuggle experience). Once the crew figured out their groove, their gift of soup and experiences continued
to grow. Each box operator established their own flavor, and the individual interactions became the highlight of running the art piece.”
(Sleep All Day, Soup All Night: The Soup-Flavored Blankets Story, 2018)

Soup Flavored Blankets by Austin Black, Peter Bernstein and the Blankettes (Willmington, NC)

Monday August 28, 2017 - 11:49 pm
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 12:03 am

Bikes parked beside Soup Flavored Blankets
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 11:15 am

The ‘Foxhole,’ my 2-person tent used for the burn
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“A favorite stop for every participant, parade, mutant vehicle, marching band, and green alien, a visit to the Café is a great initiation to
the event as a participant or a volunteer. Located in Center Camp, the Café is the largest temporary freestanding tensile shade structure
in the world. With almost an acre of shade, a full-service coffee shop, two stages, and interactive art installations... The Café is a venue
that bursts with a universe of art and entertainment. A musical stage features participants playing world and instrumental music during
the day with thematic performances in the evening. A spoken word stage features poetry readings, comedy, and theatrical productions.
The Café is the single largest volunteer community on the playa. The construction, coffee shop, performance events, clean up, art, decor
and lighting of this amazing space rely on the devoted efforts from hundreds of volunteers.” (Center Camp Café, 2018)

Acrobatic performances at the Center of the Center Camp Café, also known as the ‘oculus’

Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 4:16 pm
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 5:30 pm

Bike racks outside of the Center Camp Café
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 5:45 pm

A cycle rickshaw heads into an approaching dust storm
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 5:48 pm

Lo and I using the swings and teeter-totter at Kindergarten Kamp in the middle of a dust storm
“Kindergarten Kamp is bringing it’s 24/7 lighted interactive playground out for your enjoyment – kids of all ages (families, friends – all
playa peeps) are welcome to enjoy our swings, trampoline, and teeter-totter, mini teeter totter, sand-less sand box, tether ball and
our new creative interactivity opportunities. Our new features will include an large kaleidoscope (lit at night), corn hole, rope maze,
outdoor games and over-sized “paint by number” panels to invite participants to create colorful works of ART. In our new interactive
structure, we will share our camp art, airbrush body art and over-sized games in our colorful space. You will also be able to relax to
low music inside the space and/or outside around our ambient flame fire pit. We welcome all to experience your playful side, create
art and interact with your Kindergarten Kamp hosts! Hometown: Auburn” (“2017 Theme Camps,” 2017)
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 10:30 pm

Orphanage Bar & Brewery at Orphan Endorphin Camp
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The Shark Car, by Loadie Camp

Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 11:01 pm
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Tuesday August 29, 2017 - 11:14 pm

Sitting inside the mouth of The Shark Car, by Loadie Camp
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Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 2:05 am

An art car stops, recognizing a member of our party
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Burners gathering around raccoon sound car

Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 2:35 am
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Heading out to open playa

Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 2:24 pm
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Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 2:40 pm

Sitting inside It’s a Chicken and Egg Situation by Andrea Greenlees (Surbiton, UK)
“A “Chicken and Egg Situation” is one where it is impossible to say which of two things happened first or caused the other to happen.
This installation, featuring both chicken and eggs, takes the traditional riddle and turns it into a giant art object focused on the immediate
experience of play. It has a smooth curvilinear metal framework in the shape of a huge chicken, with a cage of tubular steel hoops
forming the body and a large circular opening at the rear, which Burners climb into via a ladder. Inside there is a pile of gigantic leathercovered foam eggs that they can lie on and hug and frolic about in. The activities of the Participants themselves turn the installation into
performance art. Aesthetically it is a shape of great purity and simplicity, emphasizing the ovoid and symbolizing fertility. The artwork is
the creative expression of a paradox that has exercised philosophers and scientists for centuries – Which came first, the chicken or the
egg?” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 3:59 pm

Service options at the Black Rock City Post Office
“There’s no team in Fuck You! We provide service and delivery of your U.S. and playa mail, on and off the playa. Come trade post
cards, stamps, stories and deliver the mail. We provide performance art, socialization, integration, certified documentation and BRC
citizenship. Come join the team! Hometown: Portland” (“2017 Theme Camps,” 2017)
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Interactive boarding pass wall at The 747 Project by Big Imagination Foundation asking, “Where are you going?”

Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 5:06 pm
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“The 747 Project: We are hard at work in the Mojave desert converting a Boeing 747, the world’s most iconic airplane, into a moving
art experience for Burning Man 2017. Our plane is a 1985 Varig cargo conversion that once carried passengers in Brazil. Our goal is
to transform the plane into a new kind of vehicle which dreams, inspired by the same spirit of flight that took the Wright brothers to the
skies, can come alive.” (Big Imagination - The 747 Project, 2017)

Inside The 747 Project by Big Imagination Foundation, after passing through an “insecurity checkpoint” by TSA, standing
for Total Self Acceptance or Touching Sensitive Areas

Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 5:06 pm
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Dust storm on the open playa

Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 5:23 pm
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Wednesday August 30, 2017 - 5:35 pm
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Personalized bike parked at the Center Camp Café

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 7:17 am
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Thursday August 31, 2017 - 7:21 am

Sunrise leaving Center Camp Café, Bloom by Peter Hazel (Reno NV)
“Peter Hazel and a team of highly skilled professional artists from multiple realms is creating a forty foot tall sculpture of a “Bloom” of
jellyfish. From a distance, this piece will look like a single large creature, but upon arriving one will realize it is comprised of thousands
of smaller jellyfish, swimming in a sea of tentacles and lights. The piece is interactive and climbable with a large viewing platform in the
“belly of the jelly,” thirty feet in the air, where one can look out on the playa, viewing art and Burning Man from a bird’s eye view. The
sculpture seeks to challenge the visitor’s sense of perception, and how things are not always as they seem.” (“2017 Art Installations,”
2017)
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Thursday August 31, 2017 - 10:47 am
Heading to Hotel California

“Hotel California is an oasis of generosity where all dusty playa visitors can come re-energize, rest and relax. All guests are welcome to
experience our fabulous hospitality: our Day Spa is returning this year with new services - come enjoy a facial, a massage, meditation or
temporary tattoos! We will offer Continental Breakfast in the morning, and host Happy Hour in the evening. Our new Pool and Cabanas
area will be open anytime for napping and lounging. Our giant glowing steel fire bowl will be on fire every night - warm up with us! You
can ask our Concierge advice about playa events and places to check out during the day, take a class in our Workshop Space, and
even view panoramic sunsets and sunrises from our rooftop! Hometown: San Francisco” (“2017 Theme Camps,” 2017)
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Thursday August 31, 2017 - 12:46 pm

At Camp Shrunken Heads, creating our own heads, where voodoo dolls and boomerangs could also be made from
supplied materials
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Thursday August 31, 2017 - 3:57 pm
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“More interactivity, more campers, more craziness! Orphan Endorphin in 2018 will include campers who have already camped with
one of our camps in the past. Newbies must be sponsored by a member if you want to join! Our campers are the lifeblood that keeps
the interactivity going and the beer flowing. We provide massive infrastructure including a community kitchen, showers, evap pond and
tent shade. We’re always placed in the 7:30 sector, known far and wide as the best neighborhood in all of Black Rock City. NEW for
2018, your adoption fee INCLUDES a 10x10 shade space under the (O)rphanage (S)hade (H)ousing (I)ndividual (T)ents. Adoption fees:
$200.00 USD” (Welcome to the “Orphanage” Camps, 2018)

Looking out towards Hotel California camp from Orphan Endorphin camp, while sitting beside Lo giving as she gave her
gift of facial treatments with massages

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 6:40 pm
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Inside the Death Guild Thunderdome, where two burners battle in suspended harnesses in a post-apocalyptic steel-cage
dome inspired by Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome. Handlers and crew members from The Death Guild (the oldest gothicindustrial dance club in the US, and a camp at Burning Man) arrange and supervise fights. Lo, a close friend and camper
with Li’l Orphan Annex worked shifts nightly at the Thunderdome. (Death Guild Home, 2018)

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 10:46 pm
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View of the Man lit at night from below, housed within the Temple of the Golden Spike

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 11:40 pm
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“Man Watch is a crew dedicated to protecting the Man and enhancing the experience of all who come to see it. We are promoters,
guardians, and information givers who enjoy interacting with participants about the Man Pavilion and Burning Man in general. Man
Watch was created in 2007 after a participant lit the Man on fire four days early. Since then, managers and crew members from various
departments have kept vigil at the Man ensuring that this does not happen again. Over the years, the base the Man site on and the
pavilion surrounding it have increased in size and complexity... Man Watch is there to engage those who come to the Man Pavilion, give
them information about the structure, and educated them on how to be respectful visitors. As such, Man Watch can be one of the best
ways to meet and talk to new people at Burning Man.” (Man Watch, 2018)

Beneath the Man in the Man Pavilion (sitting 105ft tall), Man Watch crew volunteer educating burners beside a glowing orb
and candlelight vigil directly beneath wooden Man

Thursday August 31, 2017 -11:42 pm
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View up one leg of the Man (75 ft tall), built and assembled via ritual by a crew of almost 100 at Black Rock Station in
Nevada and transported to the playa. Scraps from the process are made into sculptures by the builders, and a builders’
burn happens the night of construction. (The Man, 2018)

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 11:44 pm
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A stilt fabric dancer spins around the base of the Man, as burners look on in the Temple of the Golden Spike

Thursday August 31, 2017 - 11:47 pm
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Thursday August 31, 2017 - 11:56 pm

Two of 20 bisymmetrical shrines circling the Man, Wings of Eos by Roxane Bounce Williams (Redwood City CA), and The
Aquarian Shrine by DMZL (Austin TX)
“The Wings of Eos stand 4’ by 6’ and are composed of wood. Based on a Fibonacci spiral, the Wings are symmetrical and appear heartshaped. Handprint “feathers” become individual pieces of art as they are inscribed and decorated by Participants at events leading up
to the Burn... A sunrise processional on Tuesday morning features gossamer-clad women carrying and composing art from the negative
space left behind during the laser-cutting of the “feathers.” Meditation and healing follow this ritual sunrise ceremony.
The Aquarian Shrine is a colorful, musical and sacred site for the reverence of the life-giving element of Water. The twin tailed waternymph serenades you with her sweet siren songs, cradling a shell at her belly, full of reflection, revelation, and information. She emerges
from a large clam-shell of cupped hands, coming to surface in the palms of offering and collection.” (“2017 Man Pavilion Shrine and
Processionals,” 2017)
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Friday September 1, 2017 - 12:00 am

View of the Man from the upper level of the Temple of the Golden Spike
“Although devoid of overt dogmatic significance, this figure is laden with many allusions
inviting an incalculable number of associations. For example, it has a primitive,
fetishistic quality, albeit one that is writ absurdly large, while its exacting geometric
proportions also suggest the cybernetic models that are made possible by
computer-assisted drafting, making it resemble an avatar from a 1980s
video game. Part pre-technological idol and part post-technological
puppet, this anonymous effigy exudes an enigmatic solemnity as it
towers over its viewers.” (Gilmore & Van Proyen, 2005, p. 2)
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Influx of burners on bikes headed toward an art installation set aflame

Friday September 1, 2017 - 12:10 am
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“Abuelo Fuego is a shrine composed of a human effigy and a sacred mask Relic. The depicted being is a vessel of the torch of
wisdom and wealth of knowledge through time. The top form emerges and rests as a crown on the head which is encircled with
designs in relief. Wisdom and power is conjured through offering, ritual cleansing and dance. As a vessel, this shrine will burn with the
Man and reveal a second Relic sub form.” (“2017 Man Pavilion Shrines and Processionals,” 2017)

One of 20 shrines surrounding the Man, Abuelo Fuego by Philip DePoala & Intrepid Arts (Saugerties, NY)

Friday September 1, 2017 - 12:47 am
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Temple of the Golden Spike, shrouding the Man

Friday September 1, 2017 - 12:51 am
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Friday September 1, 2017 - 3:21 am

Diplo performing at Camp Questionmark, a ‘For the process/Not profit’ Burning Man Sound Camp
“Our mission: Camp Questionmark is a non profit group that does fundraisers throughout the year to exist & then give it all away at
Burning Man. We try to create the best experience we can to feature & enjoy the music we love. Our vision: To find a place beyond
normal commercial businesses. Beyond industry hype & monetary influenced decisions. A place where someone can enjoy a true
experience in today’s over marketed, consumer society.” (Camp Questionmark - Burning Man 2018 Our Mission, 2018)
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Friday September 1, 2017 - 9:38 pm

Arcus Hymenoptera, the ant archway lifting a flaming heart, at Pollen Nation camp
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“Mayan Warrior is the result of a collaborative project that has united artists, craftsmen, photographers, designers, technologists,
architects and musicians from Mexico City and Northern California. The project’s original intent was to present to the world the incredible
ascent of contemporary Mexican electronic music while paying respect to the deep and ancient sources from which that visual and
auditory culture had grown. Both light and sound are curated by some of the world’s most prominent artists to transport participants
to the very origins of the culture - and to a new understanding of contemporary electronic expression.” (Mayan Warrior - Home, 2018)

Fire dancer performing for a crowd in front of Mayan Warrior, a Mexican art car inspired by Mayan and Huichol art, with
DJ sets (supported by 20+ speakers and 24 d&b subs), neon paneling that responds to complement the music, and RGB
laser light shows

Saturday September 2, 2017 - 2:15 am
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September 2, 2017 - 6:10 am

Sunrise at Robot Heart, a community sound car where DJs play in the sunset and sunrise
“Robot Heart is a collective of doers and dreamers, artists and entrepreneurs. Our home is in the desert dust of Burning Man, and the
streets of New York City, Detroit, San Francisco and Hong Kong. Home is wherever the Heart is. Robot Heart is a community and a
family, and our events at Burning Man, in New York and around the world are an extension and celebration of that community, bound
together by shared values of inclusion, giving, environmental responsibility and mutual respect. Music is our first language, and our
mission is to bring love and beats to the world. We work with and support artists, technologists and visionaries of all types in order to
create incredible experiences and connected moments. To create love and beats, for you.” (Robot Heart - Home, 2018)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 6:38 am

Bikes parked on the open playa overnight, claimed after sunrise the following morning
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 6:40 am
Sunrise on the playa
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 6:42 am
Football at sunrise
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Mutant vehicles (including Scrubby Bubble in the foreground) and burners resting during sunrise

Saturday September 2, 2017 - 6:44 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 6:57 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 7:00 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 7:01 am

Morning light, people arriving or leaving sound camps that brought in the sunrise
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 7:17 am

Burners at The Probability Probe by The Probability Alchemists (Dublin, Ireland)
“The Probability Probe has come to Burning Man to collect data and transmit it back to its creators. The probe may have come from
a different planet, from the future or from a different plane of probability. Its origins will be decided by the Burners who visit the Probe
on the Playa and interact with it. The structure stands 32 feet tall (including antennas) is highly interactive and has a number of key
technologies built into it. These include a highly sophisticated lighting system and the ability to send targeted messages directly to a
library of exoplanets around the universe. The initial vision for the structure came from a recurring dream that the lead artist has had
since childhood. It is hoped that Participants who come in contact with the Probability Probe will not only ponder the possibilities of
where the Probe has come from but also question where they themselves have come from and what are the different probabilities/
possibilities for their own lives.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 7:23 am

Burners looking up at The Flower Tower by Kevin Clark and Reared In Steel (Pentaluma, CA)
“The Flower Tower is a 70 foot tall metal structure ornately decorated by thousands of painted metal flowers, some of which will blow
fire.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 7:28 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 8:33 am

View from the playa ground, looking at The Flower Tower by Kevin Clark and Reared in Steel (Petaluma, CA)
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The Fish Tank mutant vehicle

Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:01 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:10 am

View from the top platform of La Victrola by La Victrola Society (Oakland CA)
“La Victrola is a 30-foot tall wood and steel sculpture celebrating the music of a bygone era. Built by a community of volunteer artists at
American Steel Studios in Oakland California, its period details, music curation, and live performances stand as organic counterpoints
to modern digital culture. La Victrola entertains and educates the public by playing crackly forgotten recordings from the early 1900s, a
time of great innovation in jazz, blues, bluegrass, and country & western. On select evenings, La Victrola’s cabaret stage hosts period
appropriate vaudeville and music performances transporting participants back in time.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:19 am
Front Porch by Zac Carroll

“It’s a bit of an Americana diorama, and an art car at the same time. It’s not only a stage, but the whole house moves under the power of
a tractor trailer. We really wanted to bring all the comforts of camp with us- we wanted shade, we wanted music, we wanted electricity,
we wanted somewhere to put our coats, we wanted to be able to make tea and cookies. It started out quite small and exponentially grew,
and grew out of control, and pretty soon we had a whole house that we were dragging around with us. It doesn’t move very fast, but it
does the trick.” (Front Porch: Zac Carrol, 2011)
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“The form of the Temple begins with life out of balance. Throughout the Sierra Nevada, species of pine trees are dying, compromised
by a bark beetle which has proliferated due to human interruption of the cycle of forest fires, and climate change. The material of these
trees, donated to our project, harvested and milled, becomes the basic building block of the Temple. Interlocking timber pieces in
formation become a Temple that is both cloud and spire; inverted pyramidal columns suggest the negative-space of a forest canopy,
simultaneously supporting a vast pagoda-like ‘cloud’ framework which in turn supports a central spire. In this way disorder gives way to
harmony, and a group of dying trees is re-ordered into a cathedral of timbers stretching toward the sky; filtered sun rays will illuminate
the intricate work of hundreds of hands building in unison; a collaboration that knits together a community as roots intertwine to give a
healthy forest stability.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)

The Temple by Steven Brummond, Marisha Farnsworth, and Mark Sinclair (Oakland, CA)

Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:25 am
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:33 am

Messages to loved ones inside the Temple
“Out of the desert grew a ritual,
a celebration,
a participatory moment
Out of the moment grew a need
A need fulfilled by a temple
A place to let go,
to remember,
to celebrate
The temple became a tradition
It grew from the playa,
from the temporary city,
from the culture
Its methods were ours,
its tradition was ours
It became a part of our city
And a part of us. – Jess Hobbs” (Moze, 2018)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 8:37 pm

Burners sitting on the top of a shipping container preparing to watch the Man burn
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 8:43 pm

Members of Li’l Orphan Annex walking to the Man burn
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 8:46 pm

XUZA art car parked in the art car perimeter circle surrounding the Man, ready for the burn
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 8:57 pm

Art cars in place surrounding the Man before the burn begins
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Celebratory display of fireworks igniting the Man and the Temple of the Golden Spike housing the Man, set up by the
pyrotechnic crew earlier in the day

Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:46 pm
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:47 pm

The Man immersed in flames, arms raised by cables prior to burn
“Although the dominant tone of this gathering is one of obstreperous celebration, one can also detect a giddy bloodlust in the air as
the figure is prepared to meet its doom. The arms of the figure are raised high above its head, creating a crisp X shape set against the
darkening night, a gesture that is at once submissive and triumphant. As the disorganized chanting melts into a defining cheer, a long
moment passes and the figure finally ignites, exploding in a choreographed succession of impressive pyrotechnics.” (Gilmore and Van
Proyen, 2005, p. 2)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:48 pm
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 9:50 pm

The Temple of the Golden Spike and the Man both taken by the fire
“Unable to sustain its own weight in the engulfing conflagration, it soon collapses into a pile of sparks and a pillar of smoke, transforming
the desert and its inhabitants into a chthonic dreamscape where most of the socially ordained rules of so-called normalcy are suspended
until dawn.” (Gilmore and Van Proyen, 2005, p. 2)
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 10:09 pm
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Saturday September 2, 2017 - 10:27 pm

People suspended by cranes to view the burn
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 1:55 am

People climbing the platform for Step Forward by Miguel Angel Martin Bordera (Alicante, Comunidad Valenciana, Spain)
“Step Forward transmits the principles of consciousness and neighborly love, increased through Art. Euterpe is a giant teenage girl
puppet who walks and talks, interacting with Burning Man’s participants to learn from them and to, tenderly, teach them her values. A
young girl dreams of a better world in which everybody loves each other. One day she wakes up in an unknown place where she doesn’t
really know if she is awake or in a wonderful dream. She watches in amusement all that takes place around her at the time she gets
involved in Burning Man’s experience.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 4:18 am

Burners jumping on the spinning carousel swing, artist unknown
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 4:49 am
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“Playa Bike Repair: “Playa Bike Repair” is both a service and a theme camp. ON-Playa: We run a “Bike Lounge,” with a bar, music,
shade, and tools. Mechanics drop in. Friendly, nurturing, and supportive, they will gladly help you fix your bike! Last year, we helped
over 4000 people fix their bikes! PRE-Playa, we offer bike rentals and transport; your support funds Playa Bike Repair. Volunteers,
mechanics, and campmates wanted. Hometown: San Francisco” (2017 Theme Camps, 2017)

Returning rented bike at Playa Bike Repair

Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:03 pm
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:19 pm
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Burners Mooping their camp site, a Leave No Trace effort

Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:24 pm
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MOOPing a campsite

Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:24pm
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:35 pm
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Camp members preparing to conduct a line-sweep. a MOOPing technique

Sunday September 3, 2017 - 6:42 pm
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 7:18 pm
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Sunday September 3, 2017 - 9:11 pm
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September 3, 2017 - 9:24 pm
Phoenicopterus Rex by Josh Zubkoff (San Francisco, CA)
“We are bringing our dream to life and that dream is a 40 foot tall flamingo! Inspired by Don Featherstone’s classic, Phoenicopterus
Rex will feature climbable legs and a sitting area on the back of this massive lawn ornament. As an art piece, Phoenicopterus Rex is a
physical manifestation of Americana pop-kitsch meets modern industry: all bubblegum pink, fiberglass and steel. It aims to make the
familiar absurd, exciting participants with the iconic image and then drawing them in so that they may interact with the structure. In its
final installed stages, fake grass and a white picket fence will surround the flamingo, transforming the immediate space into a hosted
experience. The piece will be lit by spotlights mounted to the surrounding picket fence, to be a beautiful pink beacon in the night.”
(“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Monday September 4, 2017 - 7:17 am
Final morning on the open playa
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September 4, 2017 - 7:32 am

Sitting in front of Solipmission - An Initiation Into Future Realities by Dadara (Amsterdam, Netherlands)
“A Turing Test for Reality: A small crew of artists will be locked up inside a black box for the entire week of the festival. They will never
leave the box, and won’t ever see what’s happening outside. With their art they will create a virtual Burning Man on the inside walls
without ever viewing the outside, just based on what visitors tell them. Through the duration of the festival, the inside walls of the
construction will be continuously filled with the collaborative Crew/Visitors’ interpretation of the outside reality. The Visitors wear VR
goggles, their bridge between reality and virtuality. But where does their reality end and virtuality begin? Is what they see ‘real’? And
how will they know the difference? The entire project is captured with a professional stereoscopic 360 rig and edited into an immersive
VR experience of their mission at Burning Man.
The resident Crew will stay inside the Monolith during the entire course of the event, but they will still have some form of outside
presence: for each of the Crewmembers physical “Avatars” will be created. These avatars, outfitted with a mini-360-camera, will roam
the Playa. They will be life-size photos mounted on wood, which will be carried around by Burners and can be interacted with in the
desert. 2D and 360-degree pictures and clips taken with the Avatars will be send back to the Monolith. Their journey and experience
becomes part of the overall story.” (Dadara, 2017)
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“The Pyramid of the Dead is a structure comprised of individual “nichos”, artisanal hand made tin altars. The artworks displayed in the
nichos are designed by different people from the Burner community, and offer respectful and personal tributes to deceased loved ones.
The nichos are exhibited together, in the form of a pyramid and community altar. This is a deeply profound piece inspired by the day
of the dead and the Mesoamerican architecture put in a completely new contemporary context while maintaining its deep meaning.”
(“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)

Pyramid of the Dead by Tomás Bürkey (San Miguel de Allende, Mexico)

Monday September 4, 2017 - 7:35 am
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Remnants of the Temple burn the night before

Monday September 4, 2017 - 7:39 am
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“The Journey looms like the long forgotten remains of a prehistoric animal that has been illuminated from within. An intimate inspection
reveals the evenly spaced, rib-like spirals that create the form, defining an unending path without a clear beginning or end. The Journey’s
toroidal structure is a mortise and tenon, interlocking wood construction forming 36 interconnected rings. Each ring is a double helix,
10′ in diameter, creating an 8′ interior corridor that circumnavigates a 22′ circular inner courtyard. The installation’s footprint is 42′ in
diameter.
Pre-programmed sounds, such as sunrise/sunset meditations, help participants reflect on their own journey. The interior surfaces
of the double helix passageway have addressable LED lights. By day, the structure is a walkable audio enhanced interactive piece
allowing individuals to examine the beauty of the construction. By night the piece’s impact is based on the light experience and its
responsiveness to the audio and environment.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)

Artists disassembling The Journey by Super Core LLC (Santee, CA)

Monday September 4, 2017 - 7:43 am
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Monday September 4, 2017 - 7:50 am

Temple of Gravity by Zachary Coffin (Alameda, CA)
“Gravity is a central component of all of Zachary Coffin’s massive, larger-than-life interactive kinetic sculptures and the only force that he
believes he can truly have faith in. In 2003, Zachary Coffin built the Temple of Gravity as an expression of the year’s Burning Man theme
– Beyond Belief – and this year, we’re bringing the massive 180,000 pound sculpture back for Radical Ritual. The Temple of Gravity is
a 60-foot diameter steel dome with 5 arms, each arm supports a suspended granite stone slab (which weighs ~15,000 pounds) and is
anchored by a granite base slab.” (“2017 Art Installations,” 2017)
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Monday September 4, 2017 - 8:02 am

‘Bus stop’ and traffic cones on a post, marking one of the points of the pentagon in the trash

fence perimeter
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Trash fence, looking into the horizon

Monday September 4, 2017 - 8:03 am
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Writings on the wall, inside a porta potty

Monday September 4, 2017 - 8:55 am
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View looking out the Burner Express to the Exodus line of vehicles leaving Black Rock City

Monday September 4, 2017 - 11:29 am
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

Figure 38. Chip Sullivan Cartoon (Pena, 2017)
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“To renew participatory design we need to reform and to re-form. Reforming means tackling abuses,
rethinking old methods, and seeking more just outcomes. Re-forming means forming again, and again,
and again. It is a continuous process of shaping and reshaping civic landscapes so they can be informed
and inhabited by deep democracy. To accomplish these ends, participatory design must not only have
good intentions, it must also refine its democratic techniques. Innovative techniques can strengthen
meaningful relationships between communities and designers, help revitalize participatory design as it
breaks barriers to collective creativity, and open doors to possibilities that are yet unimagined.” (Pena,
2017, p. 2)

How we define community, and how we perceive the capabilities of those within community, can influence the
participatory process. Whether community designers consider this influence to be positive, neutral, or negative,
depends entirely on their perception of the users’ capabilities. Burning Man is a cultural movement, pulling
people globally from parent cultures, and merging them in a 10-day event on the blank canvas of the Black
Rock Desert. Trusting the capabilities of the community members, the Organization acts as chaperone to this
canvas, encouraging each burner to color outside any lines, where each page represents a piece of the city
and the crayons are the 10 Principles. Crayons are shared and the formation of each piece forming the city
requires collaboration. Creativity is promoted and experience is paramount, having lasting value that extends
far beyond any variation upon the physical manifestation. Partially trusting the capabilities of the community
would muffle this narrative, providing members with a structured color by numbers template that gets collected,
sorted and arranged. Creativity is directed and experience is based upon attendance to complete a curated
task and the effect of that task. Doubting the capabilities of the community would silence this narrative, passing
out printed colorings that must be presented in the living environment of every community member. Creativity
is stifled and experience rests upon how the print is framed and how prominently it is displayed.
Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development were first published in 1975 in his book Planning Neighborhood
Space with People, under the chapter “Site Planning by Archetypes and Idiosyncrasies.” Archetypes as typical
examples, and idiosyncrasies as unique features, are represented in the community design of Black Rock City
through the template and the blank canvas. Where design suggestions end, creativity can begin to fill in the
voids of design. Humans require some semblance of boundaries and edges, and as Larry Harvey says, people
crave orientation. In design, many of these setbacks are already defined through available funding, site size,
codes, rules and regulations for safety and sustainability, client control, and others that make relinquishing
what control there is left unreasonable to some professionals. Landscape architecture as a field is relatively
new, becoming a professional term around the mid to late 1800s, and issues still surface on how the profession
is defined and treated among the public and other design professionals. But there is room to advocate for
the profession and for the public, and the decision to do so is rooted in motivation, attitude and behavior.
Communal goals aside, people should not require 12 Steps or 10 Principles to promote the fair treatment of
others. The takeaway of this being that it is not so abstract to comparatively link the culture of Burning Man and
the physical manifestation of Black Rock City, to the culture of landscape architecture as profession and the
physical manifestation of public spaces.
In November 2017, Randolph Hester, among an array of professionals and academics directly involved in
participatory design, published Design as Democracy: Techniques for Collective Creativity (the cartoon heading
this chapter is a graphic commentary from the book, by Chip Sullivan, Professor of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning at UC Berkeley). The book provides a number of participatory design examples,
suited for adoption in the profession in its present state, but leaves a lot to be desired when comparing these
examples to Burning Man. Two chapters in particular outline the participatory design in Burning Man:
“Chapter 6: Co-generating
Co-generating is the process by which community members and various stakeholders generate designs
through active collaboration and critical exchanges. Everyone brings their ideas, knowledge, and skills...
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to the table, and, rather than simply soliciting inputs to inform a design, co-generation guides the
community and designers through the negotiation of form alternatives and solutions that embody multiple
perspectives and values. At this stage in participatory design, social learning and shared exploration
intensify. The process suggests that participatory design is most powerful if participants are engaged in
meaningful ways as creative partners rather than as passive recipients. When truly shared, co-generating
simultaneously builds and reinforces community as one outcome and defines environmental interventions
as another.” (Pena et al., 2017, p. 165)
“Chapter 7: Engaging the Making
Making is deliciously engaging. There is really nothing like it. When something is being created in public,
it invites attention- a spectacle, minor or unsupervised, that passersby cannot resist. It doesn’t matter
whether the construction is a skateboard park or volunteer-built housing, protest murals or pallet furniture.
They observe the energy and joy of the builders; the bold invite themselves to join in. Other’s may need
a “Hey, do you want to help out?” Soon the workplace is doubled, reinforced with participants who might
never have attended a planning meeting or a public hearing. Grassroots democracy has expanded its
active membership. And many become active in other community projects.” (Pena et al., 2017, p. 195)

PERCEIVED LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
“Well it seems to me, that all real communities grow out of a shared confrontation with survival. Communities
are not produced by sentiment or mere goodwill. They grow out of a shared struggle. Our situation in the
desert is an incubator for community.” (Harvey & Fairs, 2017)

Burning Man is not innately different from what exists outside Black Rock City. Addressing community
comparisons may mitigate questions of validity within this study:
Temporality of Black Rock City - Permanence of Cities in Default
Burning Man is a cultural movement, and one physical manifestation of the movement, and the most well known,
is the Burning Man Event in Black Rock City. The Burning Man community is one of permanence, where burners
host regionals and gatherings outside of the event, either stand alone or in preparation for/decompression from
the event. Even without these gatherings, burners preserve relations with those they have met or camp with
at the event. Outside of Black Rock City, people call themselves burners, caring about the practice of the 10
Principles. The Burning Man Organization works year long on the event and others, generating ways to sustain
and evolve their community and its culture. Artists of installations, art cars, and theme camps, work throughout
the year on their creative expressions, funding, building, and finding ways to transport their art to and from
the playa. Burners spend months planning community gifts, outfits, and securing a ticket to go ‘home’. Failing
to see the permanence of the Burning Man community is having the inability to comprehend the ‘behind the
scenes’ work required to support the culture, the event, and the network. The community is not exclusive to
those who continuously participate year to year, but permanently open to those who carry its lasting impression
from any level of involvement, and extended to those who share an interest in the ethos. Permeating and
weaving itself into everyday life, Burning Man serves as a catalyst bonding people to each other, and to the
possibilities of creating collaboratively. Arguing its credibility as a community is more a question of how one
defines and perceives community and participation in their lives, and how the success of their community is
justified. Possessing the ability to change year to year, the Burning Man event seeks improvements as a living
organism, something communal landscapes should all strive for, adding further potential to this precedent.
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Interest/Need/Desire Driving Participation Efforts in Community
Of possible limitations within the study, the interests, needs and desires of those within the community in
shaping participation, maintains the strongest claim. Burning Man, while pulling people globally from countries
and cultures, does attract those who want to participate in the community with a general appreciation for the
10 Principles. There are people who will contribute the bare minimum past their attendance at the event, citing
their desire to attend a massive desert ‘festival,’ without any real comprehension of the Principles. But in large,
people are drawn to Black Rock City, spending time and money, caring about the wellbeing of others and doing
their best to ensure positive experiences are had by all participants. In permanent communities, priorities of the
population are in flux, dictated by the pressures of society resulting in attention being required in other facets
of life beyond community engagement. When public collaboration does happen, the loudest voices may not
reflect the greater good, and frustration with the experience leads to low participation. Low participation can
precede the dissolution of community engagement, witnessing outreach efforts go unacknowledged. Burning
Man is a response to dissociation felt within communities. This study compares cause and effect, cause being
an absent sense of community and topophilia, effect being the existence of Burning Man and Black Rock City.
This translates to problem and solution, problem being how we define participatory community design and how
it is executed in the field, solution being questioning our perception of community design and acknowledging
the precedent of Burning Man as proof-of-concept. Value can be derived through making connections across
disciplines, where success can cross boundaries of ideas that are not immediately related, as it does with
biomimicry. Providing alternative means to interact with the community, beyond traditional methods of public
participation, can spark the interests, needs and desires of people. Dynamics would shift, attracting more
members to a now balanced community setting, where participation gains traction in the priority of citizens
lives, directly related their new found value in the process.
Liability and Ownership - TAZ vs. Public Space
As seen in the writing on the back of the Burning Man 2017: Radical Ritual entry ticket, found in the adapted
photovoice, each participant “assumes all risk of property loss or damage, personal or bodily injury, serious
injury or death that may occur by attending Burning Man 2017 (the “event”)” ([Burning Man 2017: Radical Ritual
ticket back], 2017). This is consistent with a temporary autonomous zone, and in contrast to something such as
a public space or a privately owned public space where rules and regulations define whether or not the owner
of the space is liable for what happens within that space, relating to infrastructure or upkeep. In the interview
with Jane Farrow in Chapter One, she mentions that materials used in playground surfaces must be virtually
edible, due to liability concerns with children putting things in their mouths. Differences do exist, but it also
depends on how restrictions are treated and how designers let them govern design. As mentioned by Nicole
Swerhun in her interview, designers can navigate ideas in line with mandated rules, coming up with inventive
ideas that satisfy all parties. And with the public on board in design, motivation can lead to opportunities where
rules are questioned, generating flexibility in legislation. Black Rock City is far from chaotic, as rules set by the
organization are enforced by park rangers and volunteers, and respected by participants, ensuring the optimal
function of the city and experience of the burners.
The Burning Man community readily settles into Hester’s 12 Steps to Community Development, and people
pulled from all areas of the world readily settle into the 10 Principles of Burning Man. Whether or not Burning
Man is readily accepted as a viable precedent is more to do with mindset than it is with applicability.

FINAL THOUGHTS
“Today we are awash in participation, yet citizens still find their right to design their own communities
elusive. This is because even minor reform menaces powerful systems; more significant transformation
sets a threatening and destabilizing precedent, portending a different society.” (Pena, 2017, p. 4)
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Participatory community design, whether seen in a positive or negative light, signals progress in the distribution
of power. Throughout history, design for community offers ways to exert control over people. Whether or not
people still consider this to be a symptom of community design does not take away from the fact that clients
and designers are scripting stories for users who then have to live that narrative. If that narrative is not suitable
for those users, it either goes through a process of adaptation, or is rendered unusable. The public is a living
resource and a means to design for the desire line. Denying this resource questions the ethics of design, and
translates to professionals believing they can more accurately forecast the needs and desires of a community
than the community itself.

“Over the years, participatory planning and design has had its share of opposition. Some planning and
design professionals have perceived the participatory approach as undermining the value of expertise and
turning decision-making power over to uncredentialed individuals. Others have insisted that participatory
planning and design consumes too much time and resources, and that professionals can reach the same
decisions faster and more efficiently.” (Toker, 2012, p.5)

Every experience held by a designer, personally, academically, and professionally, will inform their perception
of public participation in community design. These views hold implications on the attitudes and behavior of
those within the communities they create, illuminating or extinguishing meaningful interactions. Designing
without the public, and making decisions based upon the perceived best interests of the public, is a form of
social influence that undermines autonomy. The Burning Man event is a Temporary Autonomous Zone that can
serve as a viable precedent for participatory community design beyond the limits of Black Rock City, within the
field of landscape architecture.

“Our preoccupation has always been to craft space in such a way as to induce social interactions that
would in turn generate a sense of community and a culture, but starting from the very immediate issue of
how action influences perception.” - Larry Harvey (Harvey & Fairs, 2017)

“There are no foreigners in art.” - Crosby Hodgman
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